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ABSTRSACT
A new method based on representation matrices, for classifying and 
enumerating close-packed clusters of vacancies or substitutional solutes 
in crystals is described. In particular it is shown how a scalar 
quantity, related to the determinant of the representation matrix, can be 
used in the classification procedure. This has proved to be especially 
valuable in the computational method adopted. Results are presented for 
clusters of up to five point defects in all single-lattice and selected 
double-lattice structures. Relationships between the results for 
different structures are discussed and some inaccuracies in earlier 
analyses noted. The method of representation matrices has been extended 
to include clusters with more than one type of point defect. All 
possible cases are considered, from pure clusters with just one type of 
solute to mixed clusters in which each solute is different. In each case 
the number of distinct configurations and the total number of variants is 
recorded.
t
Non-central Lifson-Warshel type four-body interatomic potentials 
for silicon and germanium have been developed. These potentials are 
matched to the experimental lattice parameter, the elastic constants, and 
the vacancy formation, divacancy binding and {111} stacking fault 
energies. The geometries of bond reconstruction among neighbouring atoms 
of vacancy and vacancy-solute clusters in the diamond structure have been 
studied. Computer simulation techniques have been used to determine the 
formation and binding energies of vacancy and vacancy-impurity clusters 
of up to five points by employing these potentials.
(ii)
Two or more structures for some low index twin and fault 
boundaries, e.g. {Ill}, {211}, {113}, {122} and {233} in silicon and
germanium have been investigated and their low energy configurations 
established. One of the possible stable structures for each of the 
{211}, {122} and {233} boundaries observes a two-fold screw orientation 
relation and for {211} and {122} this has the lower energy.
The theoretical results are discussed and compared with available 
experimental information and suggestions are made for future work.
(iii)
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M a m m a a
1.1,CRYSTAL
The basic hypothesis of crystal physics, that crystals consist 
of regular arrays of atoms, ions or molecules, leads to a satisfactory 
understanding of many physical properties such as elasic constants and 
specific heats. It cannot, however, explain most of the mechanical 
properties of crystals, which are several orders of magnitude weaker 
than expected from the perfect crystal assumption. It is thus natural 
to postulate the existence of crystal defects (Hull and Bacon 1984; 
Hirth and Lothe 1982). Uiese can be of zero, one, two or three 
dimensions and can thus conveniently be called point, line, sheet and 
volume defects respectively. These defects control many important 
properties such as diffusion in crystals. The point defects include 
the vacant lattice point, i.e. a vacancy, the intrusive atom not 
situated at a lattice point, i.e. an interstitial, and the impurity 
atom. Dislocations which may be of edge, screw or mixed character 
represent line defects. Stacking faults and twin boundaries come into 
the category of sheet defects. Finally three dimensional voids are 
volume defects. All type of defects are intimately related. Ihus, 
for example, volume defects may be considered to be clusters of point 
defects, sheet defects are sometimes bounded by line defects and in
2other cases consist of networks of line defects, and point defects are 
attracted or repelled by line defects.
Vacancies and interstitials are produced particularly in 
irradiated materials because most of the atoms displaced from their 
regular sites will come to rest interstitially between occupied 
crystal sites. At sufficiently high temperatures, both defects are 
mobile and will diffuse until they reach sinks such as grain 
boundaries and dislocations, annihilate through recombination with 
opposite types of defects, or form defect clusters of various types. 
They may grow to become faulted loops and voids.
Most of the silicon material that is processed in the 
semiconductor industry consists of single crystalline wafers and 
contains, apart from desired p- or n-dopants, impurities at a very low 
concentration level. These crystals are generally free of linear and 
planar lattice defects. Frequently however the quality of this 
material cannot be maintained during the manufacturing of devices, 
such as integrated circuits or transistors. The various processing 
steps, like mask formation or dopant diffusion, and even wafer 
handling can introduce crystal defects, especially dislocations, 
stacking faults, and precipitates, that eventually degrade the 
electrical characteristics of the devices.
The situation is somewhat different in polycrystalline silicon. 
Such materials, being produced by various techniques, received 
increasing interest in the last decade, mainly because they are 
considered as potential material for inexpensive solar cell 
production. Ihe electronic properties of these materials are largely
3controlled by the electronic effects at the inherent grain boundaries. 
In addition during processing, the grain boundary structure and the 
electronic behaviour can change (Cunningham 1982, Redfield 1981, 
Kazmerski and Russell 1982). An understanding can be gained by 
investigating individual grain boundary structure and then directly 
correlating the results with electrical behaviour.
The experimental information on the structure and behaviour of 
point defects is mostly indirect. For example, measured changes in 
electrical and thermal conductivity, density and internal friction, 
due to assumed variations in defect concentrations, all provide 
valuable information. Transmission electron microscopy techniques are 
applicable to a wide range of materials and has been most widely used 
for the observation of dislocations, stacking faults, twin and grain 
boundaries, and voids. It has provided useful details about the 
structure and properties of these defects in crystals (see Krivanek et 
al. 1977? Vlachavas and Pond 1981? Krakow et al. 1981? Fontaine 
and Smith 1982? etc.). However experimentally it is very difficult 
to establish the interactions between the individual defects. In this 
way it is not easy to get detailed information about the relaxed 
positions of the atoms at the defects. Therefore a theoretical 
investigation has been carried out.
Linear elastic theory has been used in the past to solve 
problems relating to crystalline materials. This theory has been 
discussed in detail by Eshelby (1956) and Hirth and Lothe (1968). A 
review of the anisotropic elastic theory of crystal defects with 
applications has been given by Bacon, Barnett and Scattergood (1979). 
In this model the material containing defects is assumed to be an
4elastic continuum. The weakness of this theory is its inability to 
handle a discrete atomic model. Therefore in the present calculations 
the computer simulation method is applied for studying point and 
interfacial defects in diamond structure materials. This model is 
described briefly in the following section.
1 . 2 .ATCMIC. SIMULATION, TECHNIQUES
The atomistic technique is the most important tool for getting 
reliable values for the potential energy and displacement field 
associated with a defect crystal. This method can be classified into 
two equivalent approaches: real space methods and reciprocal space
methods. Only a brief description of these methods is given here.
The reciprocal space approach usually called the lattice 
statics method was developed by Kanzaki (1957) for determination of 
the distortion around point defects. He used this method for studying 
the displacement field around a vacancy in a single crystal of argon. 
This method is based on the Fourier transformation of the direct space 
equilibrium equations written as a direct interaction between the 
defect and the host lattice due to its distortion. With this method, 
it is not necessary for the potential energy function to be defined 
for all interatomic separations. Cnly the first and second 
derivatives of the potential at the perfect lattice separations are 
required. The method then assumes the function to be harmonic for the 
other additional displacements. It has been used by Hardy (1968) ,  
Flocken and Hardy (1970) and Ivanov et al. (1975) for defect
5calculations. The disadvantage of this method is that it is limited 
to small displacements and cannot be applied satisfactorily to 
extended defects.
In the real space approach (Tewordt 1958 and Gibson et al. 
1960) a regular array of discrete atoms, corresponding to the desired 
crystal structure is set up. The atoms are made to interact with one 
another according to the chosen set of forces. The adjustable 
parameters in the interatomic potentials are determined by matching 
certain properties of the perfect crystal to the corresponding bulk 
experimental values. The atomic configuration of the defect is 
introduced into the atomic array, simply for example in the case of 
vacancy clusters by removing some of the atoms. The remaining atoms 
are no longer in equilibrium so they are permitted to move until 
equilibrium is restored. This is achieved by an iterative process.
The amount of computation can be reduced by the use of certain 
approximations. Atoms which are close to the defect and which 
therefore are susceptible to irregular and relatively large 
displacements must be treated as discrete particles. The 
displacements of atoms which are more distant from the defect, on the 
other hand, are much smaller. They are therefore adequately described 
by elastic theory. Because of this the crystal model used in the 
present calculations is divided into two regions. In the inner region 
(computational cell) both displacements and energies are atomistic, 
while for the outer region (mantle) the energies are still atomistic 
but the displacements are elastic. This region is used to enforce the 
appropriate boundary conditions. For the N atoms in the computational 
cell, there are 3N simultaneous equations of motion to be solved in
6order to obtain the relaxed configuration. The real space method does 
not suffer severe limitations as does the reciprocal space approach. 
All simulation results presented in this thesis have been obtained by 
using the real space discrete lattice model.
l-.^J3fflEE'BEgEH^QEI.EREVIQUS .WORK
Hie geometry of vacancy clusters was first examined by Doyama 
(1965). He presented the crystallographically distinct configuration 
for tri- and tetra-vacancy clusters in face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) 
crystals. Brody and Meshii (1968) included body-centred cubic 
(b.c.c.) and simple cubic (s.c.) as well as f.c.c. structures in 
their analysis. Crocker (1975) considered all single and some 
important double lattice structures and published diagrams for 
crystallographically distinct clusters of up to four vacancies or 
substitutional impurities. He found a number of errors in the 
previous studies. His results provide an excellent means of 
understanding clusters of defects. Crocker also developed a new 
method of classifying a cluster which depends upon the bond length 
between two point defects. This is discussed in chapter 2. In 
addition to the geometry and classification of clusters Crocker also 
calculated the number of crystallographically equivalent variants for 
each configuration. In some special cases it is found that a few 
clusters have identical bond classification. The existence of 
branches and chains was used as an additional parameter in order to 
make a distinction between them. However, this method may not be 
satisfactory for bigger clusters in more complicated structures.
7The number of crystallographically equivalent variants of a 
cluster is an important parameter and it must be known correctly. 
Unfortunately there is no analytical method for the determination of 
this parameter and errors have been found in the work of Allnatt and 
Allnatt (1974). However Crocker and Faridi (1978) developed useful 
formulae relating the number of variants of two clusters to their 
possible migration, growth and contraction mechanisms. Therefore 
knowing the number of variants of a smaller cluster these formulae can 
be used to determine the corresponding number for a larger cluster. 
This method has been applied by Malik (1980, 1982) and Akhter (1982) 
to study the vacancy and mixed vacancy-solute clusters in b.c.c., 
f.c.c. and square lattice structures.
The history of computer simulation experiments started in the 
early fifties. Since then several extensive reviews on the 
application of atomistic simulation procedures have been written e.g. 
Gehlen et al. (1972) and Johnson (1973, 1976). Huntingdon (1953) 
first introduced a discrete lattice model for studying defects in 
crystals. He used this model for the calculation of the energies of 
interstitial atoms in copper using a Born-Mayer potential. Tewordt 
(1958) used this model for studying the lattice distortions around 
point defects in copper. The equilibrium state of the lattice was 
determined by successive solutions of a set of linear equations. 
Later Gibson et al. (1960) performed computer experiments in order to 
examine radiation damage in copper. These were in fact the most 
ambitious machine calculations to that time. Most of the computations 
were on a crystal containing between 500 and 1000 atoms. Girifalco 
and Weizer (1959) investigated the applicability of the Morse function 
for the description of the properties of cubic metals. They
8demonstrated that the Morse potential when applied to problems 
involving any type of deformation of the cubic metals gave reasonable 
results. In 1960 they computed the relaxation of neighbouring atoms 
around a vacancy in several f.c.c. and b.c.c. metals using these 
potentials (Girifalco and Weizer 1960)•
Swalin (1961) calculated the formation energy of a vacancy for 
elements having the diamond structure. He assumed that the potential 
between nearest neighbours has the form of a Morse function. Later 
Seeger and Swanson (1968) calculated the formation energy of a 
monovacancy using a generalized Morse type potential and claimed some 
improvements over earlier results. Hasiguti (1968) calculated 
formation and binding energies of a divacancy. Hiese authors have 
been principally concerned with the effects of distortion due to the 
defects. Hieir estimates assume that both the elastic properties of 
the perfect crystal and the forces which result from rebonding of the 
electrons at the vacancy may be adequately represented by a central 
pairwise interaction between the atoms. Schmid et al. (1968) used a 
generalized Morse type function to represent the perfect crystal 
properties and the local rebonding at the defect. He also included 
some bond bending terms. Later DeMunari et al. (1976) improved 
Swalin1 s approach for calculating the energy of vacancy formation by, 
for example, increasing the size of the computational model and 
therefore avoiding some physically unjustified assumptions.
Many of the concepts required to analyze the atomic structure 
of twin boundaries in diamond type structures were introduced by 
Bornstra in his papers on the structure of dislocations (1958) and 
<110> tilt boundaries (1959). When modelling a lattice defect,
9Hornstra's criterion was to preserve tetrahedral bonding where 
possible, thereby minimizing the number of broken (dangling) bonds. 
Kohn (1958) experimentally observed a number of boundaries in silicon. 
Be proposed zig-zag models for these boundaries and most of the models 
involve dangling bonds.
The radial distribution function of amorphous silicon shows
that the Si-Si bonds vary in length by less than 1% from those in
o
crystalline silicon, but the bond angle can fluctuate by up to 15 
(Brodsky et al. 1974). Therefore, an approach that minimizes the 
number of dangling bonds and keeps the interatomic distances 
essentially fixed, whilst allowing bond angle variation, should 
produce relatively low energy configurations. Spoke and ball models 
of five and seven member rings of silicon atoms can be constructed 
with large strains. Many authors (Tan et al. 1981, Bond 1982, Pond 
et al. 1983 , Papon et al. 1982 and 1984) have proposed grain
boundaries comprised of symmetrical combinations of one five and one 
seven membered ring. Recently Papon and Petit (1985) have proposed a 
set of structural units that combines to form grain boundaries. These 
units are basically five, six and seven membered rings.
Moller (1981) studied a pure geometrical modelling of specific 
grain boundaries applying the coincidence site lattice model to the 
diamond structure. Some of the boundaries he considered have dangling 
bonds. He also calculated the energies of these boundaries. In his 
calculation for silicon he used a simple form of energy which depends 
only on the angular distortion and omits all the changes in energy due 
to the changes of the bondlength. In recent years real space computer 
simulation studies, based on empirical interatomic potentials, have
10
been widely used for the energy and structure of interfacial defects. 
Most of this work is devoted to f.c.c. (Bristowe and Crocker 1978, 
Crocker and Faridi 1979, Ingle and Crocker 1980, Budai et al. 1982, 
1983), b.c.c. (Bristowe and Crocker 1975, 1978) and h.c.p. (Simon 
1980, Minouishi et al. 1982) metals. This type of simulation of 
boundaries in silicon was carried out for the first time by Pond et 
al. (1983). They used the Sinclair (1975) potential with some 
modifications.
1-.4COMPUTER.PROGRAMS
The computer programs used in the present studies have already 
been discussed in detail by Bristowe (1975), Doneghan (1976), Ingle 
(1977) and Faridi (1978). Originally the program was written by J. 
W. Norgett at A.E.R.E. Harwell and called DEVIL (Defect Evaluation 
In Lattices). It consisted of a set of standard FORTRAN SUBROUTINES. 
The program was rewritten by M. J. Martin at Liverpool with a new 
name XLITE. Since then a number of subroutines have been added for 
various defects e.g. twin boundaries. There are four basic 
principles of the program (Ingle, 1977):
(i) Construction of the perfect model,
(ii) Specification of a suitable interatomic potential,
(iii) Creation of the defect to be studied,
11
(iv) Minimization of the energy of the model.
. A perfect model crystal is built mathematically with the 
correct lattice structure of the material. Hie orientation and size 
of the crystal model are of much importance and are specified 
according to the type of the defect to be studied. A critical size of 
the crystal is chosen so that the energy of defect no longer depends 
upon its infinitesimal variation. The model is divided into two 
regions; the inner region or computational cell and the outer region 
or the mantle. The atoms in the computational cell are free to move. 
The purpose of the outer mantle is to simulate an infinite crystal and 
to ensure that every atom in the computational cell has a complete set 
of neighbours lying within the range of the interatomic potential. 
Hie atoms in this region may or may not be free to move depending upon 
the boundary conditions imposed. After creating the perfect crystal, 
the defect is introduced in the computational cell. Hie energy is 
calculated and the model is allowed to relax to the minimum energy by 
using the method of conjugate gradients.
Hie atoms in the mantle can be either fixed at their perfect 
positions or allowed to move in a coupled way with the atoms of the 
computational call, by using the fixed or periodic boundary 
conditions. Bowever, if required, for the fixed boundary conditions, 
the atoms may be moved rigidly. In the case of point defects and 
their clusters the fixed boundary conditions are suitable. The 
structures of twin boundaries are computed with the use of periodic 
boundaries in two particular directions. Hiis is because the problem 
reguires a repetition of structures in two directions in order to have 
planes of infinite extent. Hie number of planes in these directions
12
roust be an integral multiple of the number of planes in the 
corresponding repeat distances.
o m i m j X L m s i s .
The results presented in this thesis are mainly concerned with 
the clustering of point defects in all single lattice and some double 
lattice crystals and with the computer simulation of point defects, 
stacking faults and twin boundaries in silicon and germanium. The 
geometry of close-packed clusters of substitutional point defects, 
their classification and their variants have been studied. A new 
unique method of classification and enumeration of these clusters, 
which replaces the earlier method of sketching, is described in 
chapter 2, and results are tabulated. Hie new method has also been 
applied to mixed clusters.
Chapter 3 contains the geometry of possible rebonding around 
vacancy and vacancy-solute clusters in the diamond crystal materials. 
Bending and twisting angles are calculated for different bond 
reconstructions. A review of interatomic potentials along with the 
description of the developement of new Lifson-Warshel type potentials 
for silicon and germanium are given in chapter 4. The necessary 
changes made to the existing computer program DEVIL, so that it can 
handle three-body or four-body potentials, are also described in this 
chapter.
Hie results obtained by computer simulation techiques have been
13
analysed in chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 contains the binding energies 
of vacancy and vacancy-solute clusters. In chapter 5 stacking faults 
and twin boundaries have been studied by using Sinclair three-body 
potentials and also new Lifson-Warshel type four-body potentials. 
Finally the results are discussed and conclusions are drawn in chapter 
6.
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CffiggRA
POINT, INFECT, CLUSTERS
2.i.JimQPUCriC^
Clusters of vacancies and solute atoms in crystals act as the 
nuclei of dislocation loops, voids, stacking-fault tetrahedra, zones 
and precipitates. It is therefore important to develop an 
understanding of the possible structures, migration and growth 
mechanisms of these groups of point defects. Unfortunately it is 
difficult to make direct experimental observations on small clusters 
of vacancies and solutes, and theoretical studies based on 
conventional continuum approaches cannot be applied reliably at this 
scale, therefore in recent years much effort has been expended on
e
investigating point-defect clusters using computer-simulation 
techniques based on empirical interatomic potentials. However, these 
have been restricted mainly to very small close-packed clusters in 
f.c.c. and b.c.c. crystals. For example, Crocker, Ingle and 
Doneghan (1980), using a potential representing copper, investigated 
the structures and energies of the single divacancy, four trivacancies 
and twenty tetravacancies that are possible in f.c.c. crystals. This 
work required a knowledge of the number of crystallographically 
distinct configurations of vacancies which can be delineated in the 
f.c.c. structure. Doyama (1965), Brody and Meshii (1968), and
15
Allnatt and Allnatt (1974) considered this basic geometrical problem 
for a few special cases, but their results were not entirely 
consistent. Therefore Crocker (1975) enumerated and classified 
clusters of two, three and four substitutional point defects in all 
single-lattice structures and some . important double-lattice 
structures. This general study revealed interesting relationships 
between the number of distinct configurations and crystallographically 
equivalent variants of these configurations that can arise in 
different crystal structures. The analysis was then extended to 
clusters of five point defects, but only in crystals of cubic symmetry 
(Crocker 1978). However, for clusters of this size the enumeration 
procedure used, based on the preparation and comparison of sketches of 
cluster configurations, became extremely tedious. In addition the 
classification method adopted, based on the lengths of the bonds 
between the sites of the point defects, resulted in many ambiguities, 
distinct clusters having identical groups of bonds. For example, in 
f.c.c. crystals there are 131 distinct pentavacancy clusters, but
this number contains 16 pairs and 3 triplets with identical bond
classifications. Any enumeration using computational methods cannot 
therefore be based on this system of classification. Indeed, this is 
clear from the work of Brody and Meshii (1968), who missed one of the 
f.c.c. tetravacancies because their computer program did not 
recognize a pair of clusters with the same bond lengths but different 
structures.
In this chapter is described a new and unique method of
classifying clusters of point defects that uses the concept of the
representation matrix. This method forms the basis of a general 
computational procedure for enumerating clusters which avoids the
16
ambiguities experienced previously, Hie method has been used to 
extend the earlier work to include clusters of five substitutional 
point defects in all the single- and double-lattice structures 
examined by Crocker (1975) and up to six points for the three cubic 
structures. Hie results have revealed further relationships between 
the number of configurations and their variants which occur in 
different structures, and these have enabled some errors in the 
previous work to be detected. In the second part of this chapter the 
analysis is extended to mixed clusters (containing more than one 
species of substitutional atom), which include the special case of one 
species being the vacancy. A generalized form of the representation 
matrix, which enables mixed clusters to be analysed, is introduced in 
section 2.5. Hie results of applying this generalized form to all 
clusters of up to four points are presented and discussed in the 
sections 2.6 and 2.7 respectively.
t
Let the N sites of a cluster of point defects be labelled by
the positive integers i < N. Hie N x N square array of distances
R-jj , between sites i and j, is then known as a representation matrix
of the cluster. Clearly this matrix is symmetric and has zero
elements along its principal diagonal. In general, therefore, it may
Rbe defined by the N(N-l)/2 elements lj , 1 £ i < j < N, which occupy 
the upper triangle. Also it is often convenient to write these 
elements in the form of a single row or representation vector . 
For example, for N = 4,
17
” ^12* ^13* 2^ 3* R2**’ R3tJ’
As the N sites of a cluster can be labelled in any order, there are in 
general N! possible representation matrices for a given 
configuration. These are related by coordinated interchanges of pairs 
of rows and columns. Of course, it is necessary to select one of 
these matrices to characterize the cluster. A convenient choice is 
the matrix corresponding to the representation vector in which, as far 
as possible, short bonds take precedence. For example, the f.c.c. 
tetravacancies shown in Figs. 2.1 (a) and (b), which correspond to 
types 7 and 4 respectively in the classification due to Crocker 
(1975), have representation matrices
'0 A D C' ro A B A-
A 0 A A
> =
A 0 A B
D A 0 A y B A 0 A
C\ A A 0 4 AV
B A 0 J
where A, B, C and D represent the lengths of first-, second-, third- 
and fourth-nearest neighbours respectively. The corresponding 
representation vectors are
R ^  =  ( A D C A A A ) ;  R ^  = ( A B A A B A ) .
By relabelling the vacancy sites [2, 4, 3, 1] and [1, 2, 4, 3]
respectively, these matrices and vectors are transformed into the 
characteristic forms
18
'0 A A Al '0 A A B'
A 0 A C Cn ^ A 0 B A=r ; R , ,  =
A A 0 D TJ A B 0 A
A C D 0 J B A A 0 J
CR 7 =  ( M A A C D )  ; CR ^  =  ( A A B B A A )
Note that in the case of cluster 7 it has been possible to place all 
the elements of in order of bond length, but this cannot be done 
for cluster 4. However, in both cases each row and hence each column 
of R.. and cRii has at least one A. This is a general result which
I J * J
arises because every point of a cluster has at least one first-nearest
neighbour. In addition, the first two elements of CR?j and CRjj> and 
cdi* cd7
hence Ka and Ra» are A. Apart from the degenerate case of a
two-point cluster, this is again a general result arising from the
fact that at least one point of a cluster must have two or more
first-nearest neighbours. Therefore every R.. must have a row with
 ^J
two or more As, and it is always possible by interchanging rows and 
columns to place these two elements at the (1,2) and (1,3) locations 
of the matrix. Hence the first two symbol^ of RQ are always A, and 
can be deleted from the notation to give the reduced characteristic 
representation vector RQ . For example, the f .c.c. tetravacancy 
clusters 7 and 4 discussed above have
r R 7 =  ( A A C D )  ; V  = ( B B A A )  . 
a a
In general CR has N(N-l)/2 elements and rR has (tf-N-4)/2. The 
a a
C V*corresponding notation B and B used by Crocker (1975, 1978) had
a a
N(N-l)/2 and (Nh3N+2)/2 elements respectively. For N = 3, 4, 5, 6,
B has 1, 3, 6, 10 elements and rR has 1, 4, 8, 13 so that, as
a a
anticipated, the new scheme requires more information.
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As a further example of the application of this method to the 
classification of clusters, f.c.c. tetravacancies 10 and 11 (Crocker 
1975), which are shown in Figs. 2.1 (c) and (d), will be considered.
Although these clusters are clearly distinct, one being branched and
c rthe other of chain type, they both have B = AAABCC and hence B =a ot
BCC. Therefore they demonstrate the inadequacy of this simple method 
of classification. However, using the labelling sequence of Figs.
2.1 (c) and (d),
>10
'ij
0 A C C 0 A C C'
A 0 A A 11 A 0 A B= r “  =
C A 0 B i J C A 0 A
A B 0 J C B A o,
R * °  = ( A C C A A B ) 11Ra  = ( A C C A B A )
Changing the sequences to [4, 1, 2, 3] and [3, 1, 2, 4] gives the
characteristic forms
cr !°
1J
V°= ( A A A B C C )
0 A A A i f0 A A B'
A 0 B C
CR ? !  =
A 0 C A
A B 0 C 11 A C 0 C
A C C o, B A C 0 j
c R na = ( A A B C A C )
V° = ( A B C C ) V 1 = ( B C A C )
all of which distinguish between the clusters.
Chacteristic representation matrices and vectors provide a 
comprehensive method of classifying point-defect clusters. However, 
in order to enumerate clusters it is fortunately not necessary to
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convert all possible representation matrices to their characteristic
forms. This is because the N! representation matrices for a given
cluster, which are related by the interchanging of rows and columns,
all have the same determinant. Therefore it is necessary only to
compare the determinant of the particular R^ j being considered with
those of theCR.. matrices compiled previously. For example, R? ? and
1 J 1 J
R? • , considered above, have determinants
/VB** "  4 A 2 BC and A 14 -  2 A 3C -  2 A 2BC +  A 2 C2 -  2ABC2 + B 2C2 
respectively. However, normally it is not convenient to compare 
algebraic polynomial forms and there are dangers in replacing the 
symbolic letters by the bond lengths which they represent. For 
example, f.c.c. pentavacancies 18 and 20 (Crocker 1975), which are 
shown in Figs. 2.1 (e) and (f), have distinct bond classifications
V 8 = (AACCCD) ; V °  = (AACCDD) ,
distinct reduced characteristic representation vectors
rR58 = (AAAADCCC) ; r R 2 ° = (AAACDDCA)
a ex t
and distinct determinants
l Ri*J I = '  2 A 2C [ ( A  -  C -  D ) 2 -  3CD]  ;
| R . . j |  4A (A  +  C -  D )  (A  -  C + D ) ( A  -  C -  D )  
of their representation matrices. However, on replacing A, B, C, D by 
their corresponding bond lengths 2”^,1, ( 3 / 2 ) ^ , 2 ^ , both these 
determinants become 2^(3 - 3 ^ \ Fortunately this type of accidental 
degeneracy can be avoided if the elements R_ are replaced by R^j 
when evaluating the determinants, and this has been done in the 
present applications.
J^ND..,CL^SIFICATION. OF. VACANCY. CLUSTERS
Close-packed clusters of up to five substitutional point 
defects in all single and important double lattice structures have 
been enumerated using the procedures described in section 2.2. 
Following Crocker (1975, 1978) the classification of clusters is based 
on bonds of increasing length between the points. Preference is given 
to clusters with the largest number of nearest neighbour bonds. Next 
nearest neighbours are then considered and so on until all the 
clusters are listed. The nearest neighbour distances required to 
classify clusters containing three, four and five points in the three 
primary single lattice structures (see Crocker 1975), face-centred 
cubic, body-centred orthorhombic and rhombohedral, are given in table
2.1. The corresponding distances for four double lattice structures: 
hexagonal close-packed, graphite, diamond and p-tin, are in table 2.2. 
The classification number, characteristic representation number and 
the number of variants for clusters of 3, 4 and 5 vacancies in all the 
structures are given in tables 2.3 - ,2.8 and the cluster 
configurations are shown in Figs. 2.2 - 2.8. Note that there are 19 
pairs of representation vectors for 38 clusters in table 2.7 for the 
h.c.p. structure. The reason is that all these paired clusters lie 
in the basal plane and have the same geometry. These are only 
distinct due to the different environment of neighbouring atoms. The 
simplest example is the pair of trivacancy clusters 3.1 and 3.2 (see 
Fig. 2.8). The former configuration has two atoms at the nearest 
neighbour distance for all the three vacancies while in the latter 
case there is none. In such cases priority is given to the cluster 
which has higher number of neighbours close to the centre of gravity
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of the cluster.
A summary of all the results which have been obtained is given 
in table 2.9 for the following three-dimensional single lattice 
structures: simple cubic (s.c.) body-centred cubic (b.c.c.)f
face-centred cubic (f.c.c.) body-centred tetragonal (b.c.t.) 
body-centred orthorhombic (b.c.o.) and rhombohedral (r). The axial 
ratios of the b.c.t., b.c.o. and r structures are such that 1/2 
<111>, 1/2 <111> and <100> respectively are the closest packed 
directions. Also included in table 2.9 are results for the square 
(s), hexagonal (h) and centred rectangular (c.r.) two-dimensional and 
linear (1) one dimensional lattices. The c.r. lattice has close 
packed directions along <11>. As explained previously (Crocker 1975) 
results for the remaining 22 three-dimensional three two-dimensional 
distinct single-lattice structures which arise can be deduced 
immediately from the information given here. For example the two 
possible face-centred orthorhombic structures, which have close packed 
directions along 1/2 <110> and [100] produce the same results as c.r. 
and 1 respectively. Finally table 2.9 cdntains results for the 
following double lattice structures: hexagonal close-packed with
ideal axial ratio (h.c.p.), greater than ideal (h.c.p.+) and less than 
ideal (h.c.p.-), graphite (gr.), diamond (diam.) and (J-tin (g-Sn).
The information given in table 2.9 consists of the number of 
distinct configurations and the total number of variants of these 
configurations for clusters of N = 1 - 5 point defects. Much of the 
information for N = 5 is new and the opportunity has been taken to 
correct some errors, mainly in results for double lattice structures, 
published previously (Crocker 1975, 1978). These corrected results
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are indicated by asterisks. In general the number of configurations 
is different for each of the 16 structures considered. For example 
for N = 5 this number ranges from 1 for 1 to 458 for h.c.p. and all 
cases are different. However for smaller clusters degeneracies arise. 
For instance the numbers for the h and c.r. structures are identical
for N = 1 - 4 but not of course for N = 5. More interesting are the
relationships between the sub-totals of the number of variants. Thus 
s.c. = r, b.c.c. = b.c.t. = b.c.o., and diam. = ^ -Sn for all N. 
These results follow from the topology of the structures. In addition 
2h = h.c.p.+, the double lattice structure having two environments for 
each cluster shape. A further relationship, 2 s.c. = h.c.p.- holds 
for N = 1 - 5 but is not generally valid. Similarly 2 f.c.c. =
h.c.p. for N = 1 - 4  but this is only approximately true for N = 5. 
The number of configurations and the total number of variants
increases in general terms with the number of first nearest neighbours 
and the order of the multiple lattice on which the structure is based. 
Thus the 1 and h.c.p. structures with two and 12 nearest neighbours 
have the minimum and maximum numbers respectively. The only exception 
to this result is the degenerate case of, N = 1 in gr. which 
surprisingly has four variants. This is due to the three-dimensional 
structure in this case being based on four interpenetrating lattices, 
each of which has a distinct environment for its vacant sites.
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Z A J S i x m ,  a o s E r m c m ). cmsisebs joe . substitutional . point
The representation matrix method described and the results
derived in the previous sections are valid only for pure clusters
involving just one species of substitutional atomf not for mixed 
clusters of more than one type. Now the analysis is extended to these
mixed clusters, which include the special case of one species being
the vacancy. As a simple example consider a binary close-packed 
cluster consisting . of two species of solute (or of vacancies and one 
type of solute) on four neighbouring points of a two-dimensional 
square lattice. As shown in Fig. 2.9, there are then five distinct 
pure configurations of, say, vacancies, with 1, 4, 4, 8 and 2 variants 
respectively, giving a total of 19. If one of these vacancies is to 
be replaced by a solute atom there are clearly four possible locations 
in each case, but some of these are crystallographically equivalent. 
Thus, as indicated, respectively 1, 3, 2, 4 and 2 distinct
configurations arise (see Fig. 2.9), giving 12 in all. These have 1, 
2 or 4 variants with equivalent sites, but in each case the total 
number of variants arising from each orientation of the parent vacancy 
cluster must be 4. Thus there are 76 variants in all. Similarly, if 
two vacancies are replaced by identical solutes, respectively 2, 4, 4, 
6 and 4 distinct cluster configurations may be formed, giving a total 
of 20. Again 1, 2 or 4 site variants may arise but the total 
associated with each parent cluster must be 6; hence there are 114 
variants in all. Hie cases of 3 and of 4 identical substitutional 
solutes are clearly equivalent to 1 and 0 solutes, and need not be 
considered.
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This example clearly illustrates the fact that the total number 
of variants of a binary cluster with N points, n of which are of the 
first type, is Nl/[(N-n)l] times larger than the corresponding number 
for a pure cluster of N points. It also shows that the number of 
distict mixed clusters which arise from a parent pure cluster depends 
on its symmetry. Thus the existence of four-fold and two-fold axes 
for clusters 1 and 3 reduce the number by factors of 4 and 2, 
respectively. However, the mirror planes of clusters 2 and 5 result 
in 3 and 2 variants, respectively. The difference arises because two 
sites of cluster 2 lie on the mirror plane, whereas none do so for 
cluster 5. Thus, even for this simple case the determination of the
number of distinct clusters in terms of symmetry begins to become 
complex. The situation is far more involved for clusters in 
three-dimensional crystal structures, and no simple general expression 
has been discovered.
In order to characterize and enumerate clusters of point 
defects the concept of a representation matrix has been successfully
used in the previous sections. A generalized form of this matrix,
which enables mixed clusters to be analysed is introduced in section
2.5. The results of applying this generalized form to all clusters of 
up to four points are presented in section 2.6 and discussed in 
section 2.7.
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2.5, TO E-, GENERALIZED
Consider a cluster of N points labelled if and let the distance 
between any two of these i and j be denoted by R^, where l<if j<N. Let 
the points of the cluster be occupied by s types of substitutional 
solute labelled where 1 < k < s, and let there be nk points of type 
\  so that
E il. * N.
k=1
The character and length of a bond between two points i and j occupied 
by solutes of type \  and is then given by Rj**. Hence we define 
the generalized representation matrix R** and vector R*1 with elements 
given by A* J the extended form of Af.
There are (N+s-1) I/[N! (s-1)!] ways in which N sites may be
occupied by up to s types of solutes. In a particular case there are
then nk (nk-l)/2 bonds between two solutes of the same type * * ,  and nknj
between solutes of different types and H  r the total number of
bonds being N(N-l)/2. If all possible site occupancies are considered
(N + s - 1)*it is found that there is a total of *— ------    * , bonds of
[(N - 2) ! (s + 1) !]
each type.
As an example consider a cluster of six point defects (N=6), so 
that the representation matrix will have 36 elements? it will, 
however, be defined by the 15 elements forming its upper triangle. 
Let the six sites be occupied by three types of substitutional solute 
ax’ a» or simply 1, 2, 3 (s=3). There are then 28 distinct ways
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-/
of occupying the sites ((fj + « -1)! [N! a 2.8), including, for
example, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, This particular case has 0, 1, 3, 6, 3 and 
2 bonds of types 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 1, 1, 2, respectively, 
giving a total of 15. If these numbers are recorded for all 28 
occupacies it is found that there is a total of 70 bonds of each type
C(N + s - 1)![CN - 2)!(s + l)!]"* - 70).
Because the N sites of a cluster can be labelled in any order, 
there are in general N! possible representation matrices for a given 
configuration. These are related by coordinated interchanges of pairs 
of rows and columns. Correspondingly there are NI representation 
vectors. The characteristic vector selected to define the cluster is 
the one in which, as far as possible, short bonds take precedence. In 
general bonds of the same length will arise between different pairs of 
solutes, so that an order of priority for the solutes is also 
required. Biis is conveniently provided by nk, the number of solutes 
of type a* which are present. Large values of ^  are given precedence.
To illustrate this procedure, consider the cluster of four 
points on a square lattice shown in Fig. 2.10 (a). If the points are 
labelled 1 to 4, as shown in this diagram, the representation matrix 
is
*.i-
0 A 3 A, A,
A 1 0 A, A,
A, A, 0 A,
A, A s A, 0
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and the corresponding representation vector is
Ra - [A^ A 4 A, A J .
Relabelling the points as shown in Fig, 2,10 (b), the charactristic
representation vector
R0 - A 1 A z A 3 A , A «]
is obtained. If the points 1 to 4 are now occupied by solutes of
types 1 ,  2 ,  3 and 1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.10 (c), the
generalized form of is given by
CR*‘ = [A“ A ” A ” A ” A “ AJSJ.
Since here the labelling which gives CR is unique, cR kl is also 
unique. However, if the cluster of four points shown in Fig. 2.10 
(d) is considered, cRq, which is given by
CRa - tA xA 1A xA 3A 3A 3l .
is invariant to interchange of points 3 and 4. Thus the equivalent 
clusters of solutes illustrated in Figs. , 2.10 (e) and (f) are
described by the distinct vectors
CR** - [A“ A “ A ” A “ A ” AJS]
CR “  - [A“ AJ5A ^ A “ A “ A “ J
respectivley. In practice the first of these vectors is adopted 
because it has a more favourable sequence of superscripts.
Ihe generalized characteristic representation matrices and 
vectors introduced above provide a comprehensive method of classifying 
mixed clusters of substitutional point defects. Fortunately, however,
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in order to enumerate clusters it is not necessary to convert all 
possible representation matrices to their characteristic form, This 
is because as explained previously in section 2.3, the N! 
representation matrices of a given pure cluster, which are related by 
interchanging rows and columns, all have the same determinant. Thus, 
by comparing determinants geometrically distinct clusters can be 
readily enumerated, although it is necessary to beware of the 
degeneracies discussed in section 2.2. Having enumerated and 
classified the pure clusters, the corresponding pure characteristic 
representation vectors can be listed. The possible mixed clusters can 
then be developed by labelling the elements of these vectors.
2.v6:. ENUMERATION J W . CLASSIFICATION. OF .MIXED. CLUSTERS
Close-packed mixed clusters of up to four substitutional point 
defects in all single- and important double-lattice structures have 
been enumerated and classified, and the results are summarized in 
table 2.10. Each double column of the table gives the number of 
configurations C and the total number of variants V for clusters of N 
substitutional point defects (N = 1, 2, 3, 4). The clusters contain s 
types of solute, and there are nk solutes of each type (k = 1-s). The 
degenerate case of s = 1 corresponds to pure clusters consisting, for 
example, entirely of vacancies, and for comparison are reproduced from 
the earlier resuls (table 2.9); the remaining information is new.
In general the number of configurations C given in table 2.10
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is different for each of the 16 structures considered. For example, 
for = 1; 1? 1; 1 (N = 4), C ranges from 12 for 1 to 1043 for
h.c.p., and none of the structures has the same number as another. 
However, for smaller clusters many degeneracies arise, and indeed for 
N = 1 and 2 all structures, except h.c.p. (N = 2), have C = 1. More 
interesting are the relationships between the sub-totals of the number 
of variants V. As for the pure vacancy clusters these are s.c. = r, 
b.c.c. = b.c.t. = b.c.o. and diam. = £-Sn, for all N, s and ®k. 
These results follow from the topology of the structures. In addition 
2h = h.c.p.+ because h.c.p.+, being a double lattice structure, has 
two environments for each cluster shape. Two further relationships, 
2.s.c. = h.c.p.- and 2.f.c.c. = h.c.p. hold for N = 1, 2, 3, 4 but 
are not valid generally. The number of configurations and the total 
number of variants increase in general terms with the number of 
first-nearest neighbours in the perfect crystal structure, the order 
of the multiple lattice on which the structure is based and the number 
of solutes in the cluster. Thus for N = 4, = 4, 1 and 1^ = i- l;
1; 1, h.c.p. have the minimum and maximum numbers; 1 and 22800,
respectively. t
Clearly it is not necessary to reproduce here diagrams of the 
7659 cluster configurations summarized in table 2.10, but these can be 
easily produced from the configurations of pure clusters shown in 
Figs. 2.2 - 2.8. The decorated topologies of the clusters are 
illustrated in Fig. 2.11. Clusters of 1, 2, 3 and 4 points can be 
linked with nearest-neighbour bonds in 1, 1, 2 and 6 ways respectively 
(Crocker 1975, 1978). If these points are then occupied by up to four 
different species of atom, the eleven distinct compositions 
corresponding to the columns of the table arise. The compositions
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then have respectively the 1; lf 1; 2, 3, 4; 6, 11, 16, 38
decorated topologies, totalling 106, which are shown in Fig. 2.11. 
All the configurations given in table 2.10, belonging to the 
topological types shown in Fig. 2.11, are represented in the table. 
Hie most common topology is the chain of four points decorated with 
four distinct atoms. The 12 variants of this are shown at the foot of 
Fig. 2.11.
The method of classifying and enumerating close-packed clusters 
of substitutional point defects in crystals described in this chapter 
has considerable advantages over methods used previously. In 
particular, the representation matrix R. •, its characteristic form
• J
R • • , the corresponding vectors R and R , and finally the reduced
*J a a
chacteristic vector Rq ,  provide all the information needed to define 
a cluster uniquely. In addition, it is especially interesting that 
each cluster can be characterized by the determinant of its matrix, 
although care has to be taken when the algebraic elements of R^ * are 
replaced by numerical values of the bond lengths. However, in 
practice no problems have arisen when the determinant of the matrix 
formed by the elements R^ j has been adopted. Hiis, then, provides
the basis of a very convenient computational method for enumerating 
clusters and could have wide applications in the field of pattern 
recognition.
Hie representation matrix R_ has some interesting additional
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properties. For example, if two rows, and hence two columns, of
have the same elements, but of necessity in a different order, the
clusters may exhibit symmetry, although the full nature of this
symmetry cannot be deduced. Otherwise the cluster has no symmetry and
has the maximum possible number of variants for its particular crystal
structure. The contraction of a cluster can be described by removing
the corresponding row and column from its matrix. This may result in
a non-close-packed cluster, which will immediately be apparent in most
of the cases through the appearance of a row and column pair which
does not contain a nearest-neighbour bond. Chain and branched or
compound types of cluster (Crocker 1975) can readily be distinguished
from the first element of the reduced characteristic representation
vector rR . This will be the first-nearest-neighbour bond for 
a
branched and compound clusters, but a more remote bond for chain 
clusters.
The method of classifying and enumerating mixed close-packed 
clusters of substitutional point defects in crystals described in the 
second half of this chapter has been formulated using a general 
notation. The generalized representation matrix Rj5*, the associated 
representation vector R*1 and their characteristic forms CR * * and 
provide all the information needed to define a mixed cluster uniquely. 
However, for mixed clusters it has not been possible to use a reduced 
characteristic vector corresponding to the convenient short form
rRa for pure clusters. This is because the nature as well as the 
length of the leading bonds in cR£f is part of the information, and 
cannot threfore be deleted. Various general relationships between the 
number of configurations and variants which can arise in pure and 
mixed clusters have been deduced. However, the role of the symmetry
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of the cluster and of the parent crystal has not been fully elucidated 
and requires further work. In particular, the apparently simple 
problem of determining the number of distinct mixed clusters which can 
arise from a single parent cluster needs to be solved,
Hie applications described in this chapter have demonstrated 
the power of the representation matrix method, particularly when 
investigating relatively large clusters of point defects. They have 
also revealed interesting relationships between the mumber of clusters 
and variants which arise in different crystal structures. Some of 
these are found to be fortuitous, and do not exist for the large 
clusters, but others are genuine features of the atomic coordination. 
Hie results have revealed several errors in earlier work, and are now 
considered to be accurate. In particular, the number of variants have 
been checked where necessary using the method based on migration, 
growth and contraction matrices described by Crocker and Faridi 
(1978).
Further applications and extensions of the work are of course 
possible. For example, larger clusters could be examined, and indeed 
it has already been shown that there are 112, 407 and 1211 six-point 
clusters in s.c., b.c.c. and f.c.c. structures and these are 
tabulated in Appendix 1. In some structures second- or mixed first- 
and second-nearest-neighbour clusters are important. Thus in b.c.c. 
crystals the second-nearest-neighbour divacancy is considered to have 
the lowest energy, for which reason Malik and Crocker (1985) 
enumerated mixed clusters involving these bonds. Again, the 
enumeration and classification of mixed clusters in ordered 
structures, including compound semiconductors and ionic crystals,
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needs to be studied. Also, the ways in which mixed clusters may 
migrate, grow and contract should be examined. This has been done for 
pure clusters of vacancies in f.c.c. crystals by Crocker and Faridi 
(1978), who introduced the concepts of migration, growth and 
contraction matrices. Other structures have been considered by Faridi 
and Ahmad (1983). Malik (1982) also made use of the migration matrix 
to develop a theory of cluster migration based on generalized Markov 
chains. Further work is being carried out on using the information 
provided by these enumeration and classification studies as data for 
computer experiments of cluster structure and behaviour based on 
interatomic potentials (Crocker 1981).
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N . j ■ ~ V
Q
V N . j V ”
a
V N . j V
a
V
3 .1 A 8 5 .2 9 ACACDBAC 48 5 .8 1 BCCAECAC 48
3 . 2 B 12 5 .3 0 ACABCCDA 48 5 .8 2 ACBCACCE 48
3 . 3 C 24 5 .3 1 ABACCCEA 48 5 .8 3 ACBCCCAG 48
3 .4 D 6 5 .3 2 ACABACCE 48 5 .8 4 ACBCECAD 48
4 .1 AAAA 2 5 .3 3 ACABCCFA 48 5 .8 5 ACBCFCDA 48
4 . 2 AAAB 12 5 .3 4 ACABCCAG 48 5 .8 6 BCCACEEA 48
4 . 3 AAAC 12 5 .3 5 ABACCDEA 48 5 .8 7 ACBCACEF 48
4 . 4 BBAA 3 5 .3 6 ADABACCE 48 5 .8 8 ACBCECGA 48
4 . 5 AABC 48 5 .3 7 ACACABDF 48 5 .8 9 CCBACEAG 48
4 . 6 AACC 24 5 .3 8 ACACBDAG 48 5 .9 0 BCCAFCAG 48
4 . 7 AACD 48 5 .3 9 ACABECEA 48 5 .9 1 BCCAGCAG 48
4 . 8 ABBD 12 5 .4 0 ACABECGA 48 5 .9 2 BCDACEEA 48
4 . 9 BBAE 12 5 .4 1 ABACEDEA 48 5 .9 3 ADBCACEG 48
4 .1 0 ABCC 24 5 .4 2 ADABECGA 48 5 .9 4 BCCADEAG 48
4 .1 1 BCAC 48 5 .4 3 ACACACCD 48 5 .9 5 CCDABGFA 48
4 .1 2 BCAE 48 5 .4 4 ACACACDE 48 5 .9 6 ADBCGCGA 24
4 .1 3 BDAE 24 5 .4 5 ACACDCEA 48 5 .9 7 BECACEHA 24
4 .1 4 ACCC 8 5 .4 6 ACACCDAG 48 5 .9 8 BCCAEEAJ 48
4 .1 5 CCAD 24 5 .4 7 ACACFCGA 48 5 .9 9 CCBAEEAK 24
4 .1 6 CCAE 24 5 .4 8 ACACADDD 24 5 .1 0 0 BCCAFEAG 48
4 .1 7 CCAF 24 5 .4 9 ACACDDAG 48 5 .1 0 1 BCCAGEAJ 48
4 .1 8 CCAG 24 5 .5 0 ACACDDGA 48 5 .1 0 2 BECADEJA 48
4 .1 9  ' CDAG 48 5 .5 1 ADACCDAI 24 5 .1 0 3 BCDAGEAG 48
4 .2 0 DDAI 6 5 .5 2 ACACEDGA 48 5 .1 0 4 BCDAGEAJ 48
5 .1 AAAABBAA 6 5 .5 3 ACACGDGA 48 5 .1 0 5 BDCAGEAK 48
5 . 2 AAAAAABC 24 5 .5 4 ADACGCGA 24 5 .1 0 6 BEDADEHA 12
5 . 3 AAAABCAC 48 5 .5 5 ACACCGDA 48 5 .1 0 7 BDDAIEAK 24
5 . 4 AAAACCAD 24 5 .5 6 ADACGDIA 48 5 .1 0 8 CCCADDAC 24
5 . 5 AAAACACD 24 5 .5 7 AABBDDBB 3 5 .1 0 9 ACCCDCAG 48
5 . 6 AAABCCBA 12 5 .5 8 ABBBEDAE 48 5 .1 1 0 ACCCECAF 48
5 .7 ABABACCA 24 5 .5 9 BBBAEEAH 12 5 .1 1 1 CCCAEDAE 48
5 .8 AAAABBCC 24 5 .6 0 AABCCCCB 6 5 .1 1 2 CCCADFAG 48
5 . 9 AAAACBBD 48 5 .6 1 CCBACCAB 24 5 .1 1 3 ADCCACGG 24
5 .1 0 ABABAACE 48 5 .6 2 ABBCCCCA 24 5 .1 1 4 CCCAGDAI 48
5 .1 1 ABACACAC 24 5 .6 3 BBCACCAD 24 5 .1 1 5 CCCAEEAH 24
5 .1 2 AAABCCAC 48 5 .6 4 ABBCACEC 48 5 .1 1 6 CCCAEFAG 48
5 .1 3 AAABCCDA 24 5 .6 5 ACBBADCE 48 5 .1 1 7 CCCAEGAK 48
5 .1 4 AAABCACD 24 5 .6 6 BBCACEAD 48* 5 .1 1 8 CCCAFFAL 24
5 .1 5 ABAACCAE 48 5 .6 7 ACBBCDAG 48 5 .1 1 9 CCCAFGAL 48
5 .1 6 ABACADAE 48 5 .6 8 ABBCECEA 24 5 .1 2 0 CCCAGGAM 24
5 .1 7 AAACCCDA 24 5 .6 9 BCBACEAG 48 5 .1 2 1 CDCAGDAG 48
5 .1 8 AAAADCCC 24 5 .7 0 ACBBEDAG 48 5 .1 2 2 CDCAGEAG 48
5 .1 9 ACACAACF 24 5 .71 BBCAEEAH 24 5 .1 2 3 CDCAGFAL 48
5 .2 0 AAACDDCA 12 5 .7 2 BCBAEEAJ 48 5 .1 2 4 CCDAGGAI 24
5 .2 1 ACACAADG 48 5 .7 3 ADBBADEE 12 5 .1 2 5 CCDAGGAK 48
5 .2 2 ABBBADAE 24 5 .7 4 BBDAEEAD 12 5 .1 2 6 CCDAGGAL 24
5 .2 3 ABABCCAC 48 5 .7 5 ADBBEDAI 24 5 .1 2 7 CCDAGGAM 24
5 .2 4 AAABDCCB 48 5 .7 6 BBDAEEAH 12 5 .1 2 8 CDCAGGAN 48
5 .2 5 ACABBCAD 24 5 .7 7 BDBAEEAK 24 5 .1 2 9 CGDADGMA 24
5 .2 6 ABBCACAE 24 5 .7 8 ACCADCAC 48 5 .1 3 0 CDDAIGAN 48
5 .2 7
5 .2 8
ABABECEA
AAABCCCC
48
48
5 .7 9
5 .8 0
CCBACCAD
ABCCACCE
24
48
5 .1 3 1 DDDAIIAQ ' 6
T a b le  2 . 3  C l u s t e r s  o f  3 , 4 and  5 p o i n t  d e f e c t s  f o r  t h e  f . c . c .
s t r u c t u r e .  The c l u s t e r  n um be r  N . j ,  r e d u c e d  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  v e c t o r  and n um be r  o f  v a r i a n t s  V a r e  g i v e n  i n
e a c h  c a s e .  These c l u s t e r s  a r e  shown i n  F i g .  2 . 2 .
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r s . c . r s . c .
N . j
X
V j V N . j r RjQ
V j V
3 .1 B1 6 1 12 5 .2 1 A B1B1B2C1D A E1 12 9 48
3 . 2 B2 6 1 12 5 . 2 2 A B1B2B1C1D A E1 12 9 48
3 . 3 D 3 2 3 5 . 2 3 A B2B1B2C1D A E2 12 9 48
4 .1 B1B2A A 3 1 3 5 .2 4 A B2B2B1C2D A E2 12 9 48
4 . 2 A B1B1B1 2 2 8 5 .2 5 B1B1B1A C1E1A F1 12 10 48
4 . 3 A B1B2B2 6 2 8 5 .2 6 B1B2B1A C1E1A F2 12 10 48
4 . 4 B1B1A C1 6 3 24 5 .2 7 B2B1B2A C1E2A F2 12 10 48
4 . 5 B2B1A C2 12 3 24 5 . 2 8 B2B2B2A C2E2A F3 12 10 48
4 . 6 B2B2A C2 6 3 24 5 . 2 9 A B1B1B2E1D A E1 12 11 24
4 . 7 A B1B2D 12 4 12 5 .3 0 A B2B2B1E2D A E2 12 11 24
4 . 8 B1B1A E1 6 5 12 5 .3 1 A D B1B1A B1E1E1 6 12 24
4 . 9 B2B2A E2 6 5 12 5 .3 2 A D B1B2A B2E1E2 12 12 24
4 .1 0 B1D A E1 12 6 24 5 . 3 3 A D B2B2A B1E2E2 6 12 24
4 .1 1 B2D A E2 12 6 24 5 .3 4 B1B1B1A E1E1A G1 6 13 12
4 .1 2 D D A I 3 7 3 5 .3 5 B2B2B2A E2E2A G2 6 13 12
5 .1 A B2B1B1A B1A C1 6 1 24 5 .3 6 B.1D B1A E1C1A F1 12 14 48
5 . 2 A B1B2B1A B2A C1 12 1 24 5 .3 7 B2D B1A E1C1A F1 12 14 48
5 . 3 A B2B1B2A B2A C2 6 1 24 5 .3 8 B1D B2A E2C1A F2 12 14 48
5 .4 A B1B2B1A D A E l 12 2 24 5 .3 9 B2D B2A E2C2A F3 12 14 48
5 . 5 A B2B1B2A D A E2 12 2 24 5 . 4 0 B1B2D A E2E1A D 12 15 12
5 .6 A A B1B1D B1B2B2 6 3 12 5 .4 1 A D B1B2A D E1E2 12 16 12
5 .7 A A B1B2D B2B2B1 6 3 12 5 .4 2 A D B1B2E1D A I 12 17 24
5 . 8 B1B1B1A C1C1A B1 6 4 24 5 .4 3 A D B2B1E2D A I 12 17 24
5 .9 B2B2B1A C1C1A B1 6 4 24 5 .4 4 B1B1D A E1E1A F1 6 18 24
5 .1 0 B1B2B2A C2C2A B2 12 4 24 5 .4 5 B1B2D A E2E1A F2 12 18 24
5 .1 1 A B1B1B1A B1C1E1 12 5 48 5 .4 6 B2B2D A E2E2A F3 6 18 24
5 .1 2 A B1B2B1A B2C1E1 12 5 48 5 .4 7 B1B1D A E1E1A G1 6 19 12
5 .1 3 A B2B1B2A B2C1E2 12 5 48 5 .4 8 B2B2D A E2E2A G2 6 19 12
5 .1 4 A B2B2B2A B1C2E2 12 5 48 5 .4 9 B1D B1A E1E1A J1 12 20 24
5 .1 5 A A B1B2D D B2B1 3 6 3 5 .5 0 B2D B2A E2E2A J2 12 20 24
5 .1 6 A B1B1B2A D C1C1 12 7 24 5 .5 1 B1E1D A D E1G1A 6 21 12
5 .1 7 A B2B1B2A D C1C2 12 7 24 5 .5 2 B2E2D A D E2G2A 6 21 12
5 .1 8 B1B1B2A C1C1A F1 6 8 24 5 . 5 3 BVD D A I  E1A J1 12 22 24
5 .1 9 B1B2B1A C1C1A F2 12 8 24 5 .5 4 B2D D A I  E2A J2 12 22 24
5 .2 0 B2B2B2A C2C2A F3 6 8 24 5 .5 5 D D D A I I A O 3 23 3
T a b le  2 . 4  C l u s t e r s  o f  N p o i n t  d e f e c t s  (N = 3 ,  4 and  5 )  f o r  t h e  
r h o m b o h e d r a l  ( r )  and t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  d e g e n e r a t e  s im p le
c u b i c  ( s . c . )  s t r u c t u r e s .  The c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  num ber j ,
rDj
r e d u c e d  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  v e c t o r  K and
Q
v a r i a n t s  V a r e  g i v e n  i n  s e p a r a t e  c o lu m n s .  The r h o m b o h e d r a l  
c l u s t e r s  a r e  shown i n  F i g .  2 .3 *
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r c . r . £ f . c . c . h
N . j \j j V j V N . j rRjQ j V
3 .1 B1 1 2 1 4 3 .1 A 1 2
3 . 2 B2 2 2 1 4 3 . 3 C 2 6
3 .3 D 3 2 2 2 3 . 4 D 3 3
4 .1 B1B2AA 1 1 1 1 4 . 3 AAAC 1 3
4 . 7 AB1B2D 2 4 2 4 4 . 7 AACD 2 12
4 . 8 B1B1AE1 3 2 3 4 4 .1 4 ACCC 3 2
4 . 9 B2DAE2 4 2 3 4 4 .1 5 CCAD 4 6
4 .1 0 B1DAE1 5 4 4 8 4 .1 8 CCAG 5 6
4 .1 1 B2DAE2 6 4 4 8 4 . 1 9 CDAG 6 12
4 .1 2 DDAI 7 2 5 2 4 .2 0 DDAI 7 3
5 . 4 AB1B2B1ADAE1 1 4 1 8 5 . 4 AAAACCAD 1 6
5 . 5 AB2B1B2ADAE2 2 4 1 8 5 . 1 8 AAAADCCC 2 6
5 .1 5 AAB1B2DDB2B1 3 1 2 1 5 .2 0 AAACDDCA 3 3
5 .2 9 AB1B1B2E1DAE1 4 4 3 8 5 .2 1 ACACAADG 4 12
5 .3 0 AB2B2B1E2DAE2 5 4 3 8 5 .4 8 ACACADDD 5 6
5 .3 4 B1B1B1AE1E1AG1 6 2 4 4 5 .4 9 ACACDDAG 6 12
5 .3 5 B2B2B2AE2E2AG2 7 2 4 4 5 .5 0 ACACDDGA 7 12
5 .4 0 B1B2DAE2E1AD 8 4 5 4 5 .5 1 ADACCDAI 8 6
5 .4 1 ADB1B2ADE1E2 9 4 6 4 5 .5 5 ACACCGDA 9 12
5 .4 2 ADB1B2E1DAI 10 4 7 8 5 .5 6 ADACGDIA 10 12
5 .4 3 ADB2B1E2DAI 11 4 7 8 5 .1 0 8 CCCADDAC 11 6
5 .4 7 B1B1DAE1E1AG1 12 2 8 4 5 .1 0 9 ACCCDCAG 12 12
5 .4 8 B2B2DAE2E2AG2 13 2 8 4 5 .1 1 3 ADCCACGG 13 6
5 .4 9 B1DB1AE1E1AJ1 14 4 9 8 5 .1 1 4 CCCAGDAI 14 12
5 .5 0 B2DB2AE2E2AJ2 15 4 9 8 5 .1 2 0 CCCAGGAM 15 6
5 .5 1 B1E1DADE1G1A 16 2 10 4 5 .1 2 1 CDCAGDAG 16 12
5 .5 2 B2E2DADE2G2A 17 2 10 4 5 .1 2 4 CCDAGGAI 17 6
5 .5 3 B1DDAIE1AJ1 18 4 11 8 5 .1 2 7 CCDAGGAM 18 6
5 .5 4 B2DDAIE2AJ2 19 4 11 8 5 .1 2 8 CDCAGGAN 19 12
5 .5 5 DDDAIIAO 20 2 12 2 5 .1 2 9
5 .1 3 0
5 .1 3 1
t
CGDADGMA
CDDAIGAN
DDDAIIAQ
20
21
22
6
12
3
T a b le  2 . 6  C l u s t e r s  o f  N p o i n t  d e f e c t s  (N = 3 ,  4 a nd  5 )  f o r  t h e  
t w o - d im e n s i o n a l  s t r u c t u r e s .  The c . r .  and  s r e s u l t s  a r e  d e r i v e d
f r o m  r  and t h e  h r e s u l t s  a r e  d e r i v e d  f r o m  f . c . c .  F o r  p a r e n t
s t r u c t u r e s  t h e  tw o  c o lu m n s  g i v e  t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  n um be r  N . j  and
r Jt h e  re d u c e d  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  v e c t o r  R o f  s e l e c t e d
a
c l u s t e r s .  A p a i r  o f  c o lu m n s  g i v e s  t h e  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  num be r j  
and v a r i a n t s  V o f  t h e  d e r i v e d  s t r u c t u r e s .
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, /3 -T IN GRAPHITE
N . j V V N . j V V
_____ a____ a
3 .1 D 8 3 .1 B 6
3 . 2 F 4 4 .1 ABBB 2
4 .1 DDAC 8 4 . 2 BBAC 6
4 . 2 ADDF 8 4 . 3 BBAD 6
4 . 3 DDAL 8 5 .1 BBBACBAB 6
4 . 4 DFAJ 16 5 . 2 ABBBABCD 12
4 . 5 FFAR 4 5 . 3 BBBADCAE 12
5 .1 DDDACCAB 8 5 . 4 BBBADDAF 6
ADDDCFAJ 16D . c.
5 . 3 CDFDJDAA 16 DIAMOND
5 . 4 ADDDAFCL 16
5 . 5 DDDACLAK 16 3 .1 B 12
5 . 6 AADDFFDD 2 4 .1 ABBB 8
5 . 7 ADDDJFAL 16 4 . 2 BBAC 24
5 . 8 DDDALLAS 8 4 . 3 BBAE 12
5 . 9 AFDDAFJJ 8 5 .1 AABBBBBB 2
5 .1 0 DDFAJJAF 8 5 . 2 ABBBABCC 24
5 .1 1 AFDDJFAR 16 5 . 3 BBBACCAB 24
5 .1 2 DDFAJJAO 8 5 . 4 ABBBABCE 48
5 .1 3 DFDAJLAW 16 5 . 5 BBBCAACD 24
5 .1 4 FFDAJJAO 8 5 . 6 BBBCAAEF 48
5 .1 5 DFFARJAW 16 5 . 7 BBBAEEAH 12
5 .1 6 FFFARRAH* 4
T a b le  2 . 8  C l u s t e r s  o f  N p o i n t  d e f e c t s  (N = 3 ,  4 and  5 )  f o r  
t h e  / 3 - t i n ,  g r a p h i t e  and d ia m o n d  s t r u c t u r e s .  The
t
c l u s t e r  num be rs  N . j ,  t h e  r e d u c e d  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
Vr e p r e s e n t a t i o n  v e c t o r  n and  t h e  num be r o f  
v a r i a n t s  V a r e  g i v e n .  The c l u s t e r s  o f  / 3 - t i n ,  
g r a p h i t e  and d iam ond  a r e  shown i n  F i g s .  2 . 5 ,  2 . 6  
and 2 . 7  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
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S t r u c t u r e
N
1 2 3 4 5
s . c . 1 1 1 3 2 15 7 86 23 534
b . c . c . 1 1 1 4 3 28 12 216 61 1790
f . c . c . 1 1 1 6 4 50 20 475 131 4 8 8 1 *
b . c . t . 1 1 1 4 5 28 23 216 143 1 7 9 0*
b . c  . o . 1 1 1 4 7 28 35 216 249 1790
r 1 1 1 3 3 15 12 86 55 534
s 1 1 1 2 2 6 5 19 12 63
h 1 1 3 3 11 7 44 22 186
c . r . 1 1 1 2 3 6 7 19 20 63
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
h . c  , p . 1 2 12* 9 100* 57 9 5 0 * 458 9728
h . c . p  .+ 1 2 1 6 * 4 22 10 88 36 372
h . c . p . - 1 2 1 6 3 30 12* 172* 53 1068
g r . 1 4 1 6 * 1 12* 3 2 8 * 4 72
d ia m . 1 2 1 4 1 12 3 44 7 182
0 -S n 1 2 1* 4 * 2 * 12* 5 *
t
4 4 * 16 182
T a b le  2 . 9  Summary o f  r e s u l t s  on  p u r e  c l u s t e r  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  and  
v a r i a n t s .  The p a i r s  o f  c o lu m n s  g i v e  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  and t h e  t o t a l  num ber o f  v a r i a n t s  f o r  
c l u s t e r s  o f  N d e f e c t s  (N = 1 -  5 ) .  An a s t e r i s k
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  t h e  e n t r y  c o r r e c t s  an  e r r o r  i n  p r e v i o u s  
p u b l i c a t i o n s .
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GBQMEmLflg .VACANCT-SOLUTE. CLUSTERS. IN. SILICON
3»1,.IN1RCPUCTIQM
All real crystalline solids contain a variety of imperfections. 
These include point, line, planar and volume defects. The simplest
point defect in Si and Ge is a vacancy. In order to understand
mechanisms of self diffusion, radiation damage, plastic deformation 
etc, it is necessary to make clear as far as possible the behaviour of 
a vacancy in these crystals both theoretically and experimentally. 
The clustering of point defects in crystals to form dislocation loops 
and voids is an important phenomenon of the solid state and has 
attracted considerable interest. It is very#difficult to make direct 
experimental observations on point defects and their interactions.
Therefore it is necessary to carry out theoretical investigations
about the structures and energies of point defect clusters. 
Geometrical studies of closed-packed clusters of vacancies have been 
performed by many workers (see Crocker, 1975 and 1978; Ahmad et al., 
1983? Malik et al., 1985).
The vacancy clusters in covalent crystals such as silicon and 
germanium, where new bonds are formed from the dangling bonds around a
49
vacancy cluster, give rise to a number of different configurations 
corresponding to the same cluster geometry, Hie vacancy cluster 
classification procedure described in chapter 2 is therefore
insufficient to fully enumerate and classify such point defects. In 
this chapter vacancy clusters of up to five vacancies, solute clusters 
of up to five solutes and vacancy-solute clusters of up to four points 
including one, two and three solutes for diamond crystals are 
considered. Possible configurations, their representation vectors and 
number of variants are given in sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
3r.2: J X H M B H S m . .^JCI^IEICmQKLOF, VACANCY. CLUSTERS
When a vacancy is created in the diamond structure four (sp3) 
hybrid bonds are broken which leaves four dangling bonds pointing into 
the missing atom as shown in Pig.3.1(a). Each broken bond contains 
one electron which may occupy a lower energy ^configuration by forming 
new covalent bonds across the vacancy with the broken bonds on the 
other neighbouring atoms as shown in Fig.3.1(b). Watkins (1963) 
confirmed the reconstruction of bonds among second neighbours from the 
ESR spectrum of the vacancy in silicon. Diamond having a double 
lattice, the single vacancy has two orientations and there are three 
variants of the bond reconstructions in each case, thus making a total 
of six variants. When there are two vacancies on adjacent sites in 
the structure there are six dangling bonds, one for each of the six 
neighbouring atoms. Hiere are then 15 possible ways in which three 
new bonds can be reconstructed from these dangling bonds. Several of
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these are crystallographically equivalent but five distinct 
configurations arise and are shown in Fig.3.2. The only configuration 
confirmed experimentally (Watkins 1965) has two new bonds formed 
between second neighbours and a long bond formed between two atoms at 
fifth neighbour distance. There are twelve variants of this 
configuration because of the four-fold equivalence of the <111> 
directions which join together the two vacancies and each orientation 
of the defect axis has three equivalent directions for the long bond. 
For each cluster of N vacancies 3N+1 covalent bonds are broken and 
ideally N+l bonds are reconstructed from the dangling bonds. The only 
exception to this rule is, when a defect cluster occupies a closed 
ring. If the N vacancy cluster contains M independent rings then 
3N+1-M bonds are broken and a maximum of N+l-M bonds can be 
reconstructed. It is interesting to note that there is always an even 
number of dangling bonds left for any size of point defect cluster.
The new bonds reconstructed among the atoms with dangling bonds 
can be described by the short distance between these atoms and the 
angles of deviation of the two dangling bqnds from the line joining 
them. The bonds reconstructed are denoted by the same letter of the 
alphabet as the nth neighbour but with a superscript. The lowest 
average angle of deviation at both ends from the direction of the 
dangling bonds is given the superscript 1 and this increases with 
increasing deviation. A superscript is necessary as there can be more 
than one situation in which a new bond can be reconstructed between 
two atoms depending on the orientation of the dangling bonds. For 
example two atoms at the second neighbour distance can have a vacancy 
at their common neighbour position. In this situation the new bond
o
reconstructed has angular deviations of 35 from the dangling bonds at
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both ends as shown in Fig.3.3 and is denoted by B^. There can be
another situation , where the atoms are at the same distance apart but
the dangling bonds are at 90 from the line joining them and this is 
2
denoted by B • Similarly a reconstructed bond between two fifth 
nearest neighbours with angle of deviation of 22 on both sides is 
also shown in Fig.3.3. A list of such bonds along with their angular 
deviations is given in table 3.1. Although there is no evidence of 
the existence of such bonds other than B* and in real crystals, the 
dangling bonds along different axes still greatly effect the energy of 
the defect. The close packed vacancy clusters with reconstructed 
bonds can be denoted by the reduced characteristic representation 
vector *1^  (as in chapter 2) followed by the bonds reconstructed in the 
order of increasing length and of increasing angular deviations.
Following Crocker (1975, 1978) Akhter (1982) and Malik (1982) 
the classification of clusters is based on bonds of increasing lengths 
between the points. For each cluster of N vacancies there are at 
least N-l first neighbour bonds. The classification scheme is based 
on the remaining bonds. Preference is given to clusters with the 
largest number of nearest neighbour bonds, next nearest neighbour
bonds and so on until all the clusters are listed. As there are
several ways of bond reconstruction among the neighbouring atoms of 
the clusters, subclassification is needed and this is based on
increasing lengths of the bonds reconstructed. The results for 
divacancy and trivacancy clusters are summarised in table 3.2.
The numbers of all possbile bond reconstruction combinations 
for single-, di- and tri-vacancy clusters are 3, 15 and 105 
respectively. In general the total number of such combinations for N
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vacancy clusters is
TT (21 + 1)
1=1, N
Due to symmetry all the configurations are not distinct, and the above 
numbers reduce to 1, 5 and 37.
The number of configurations gets bigger with increasing value 
of N. However it is not essential to consider all possible 
subclassifications, because those configurations containing the 
highest number of reconstructed bonds between second neighbours and 
then between fifth neighbours are energetically more favourable 
than the rest. Such selected configurations of tetra- and 
penta-vacancy clusters along with the closed ring hexavacancy are 
summarised in table 3.3. The most symmetric case with small 
deviations of bond angle configurations are schematically represented 
in Fig.3.4.
When S atoms in silicon or germanium are replaced by the same 
number of solute atoms of Group IV of the periodic table, 3S+1-M 
parent-parent bonds are replaced by 2 (S+l-M) parent-solute bonds and 
S-l+M solute-solute bonds, where M is the number of independent closed 
loops in the defect structure. The solute-solute bonds, represented 
by capital letters with a bar, and parent-solute bonds by small 
letters, are given in table 3.1. The superscript 0 indicates no 
deviation of the bond angles in the unrelaxed structure. The
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classification scheme is based on increasing bondlengths, and results 
for up to five solutes and a closed loop of six solutes, are given in 
table 3.4. Hie number of configurations for S = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are 
1, 1, 1, 3 and 7 and those for S = 3, 4 and 5 are shown in Fig.3.5.
:3:^JMUME£ATIQN OF , VACM)CTrSQLtlTO XL1&TERS
Hie enumeration and classification of clusters up to four point 
defects including one, two and three solute atoms of Group IV elements 
of the periodic table, is carried out in this section. Hie clusters 
are classified according to increasing bondlengths between the points 
as in chapter 2. New bonds are reconstructed among solute atoms and 
the neighbouring atoms of the clusters. As there are several distinct 
ways of such bond reconstruction, the clusters are subclassified 
according to increasing length of the reconstructed bonds. Among the 
same length of bonds, first priority is givep to vacancy-solute bonds, 
second priority to vacancy-vacancy and the last priority to 
solute-solute bonds. Similarly among reconstructed bonds the 
priorities are in the order, parent-solute bond, parent-parent bond 
and then solute-solute bond. Also a smaller average deviation of new 
bonds from dangling bonds takes precedence. Hie vacancy-solute bonds 
are represented by small letters and parent-solute bonds by small 
letters with superscripts. Hie neighbours needed to describe the 
vacancy-solute clusters of up to four points are given in table 3.1.
Hie vacancy-solute clusters with N vacancies and S solutes,
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where N is not equal to S, is geometrically equivalent to the cluster 
with S vacancies and N solutes (see Akhter, 1982 and Malik, 1982). As 
a solute is a physical entity, the two cases are not equivalent in 
real crystals. The results for the vacancy-solute clusters of two, 
three and four points and their variants are given in table 3.5.
■3.5J2£CaSSiQH
This chapter provides preliminary information about bond
reconstruction among neighbouring atoms of defect clusters. Only
bonds and E^, reconstructed between second neighbours and between
fifth neighbours are reported to occur experimentally. The geometry
of these bonds is clearly favoured over A^, B^, and D^, which are
shorter then E^, due to symmetry, low values of the angular deviations
n
and the fact that no twist is involved. But in the case of B the
° i _i i
angular deviation is 90 at both ends, while for bonds A , CT and D 
the angle deviations are 109°, 59° and 55° alongwith twists of 60°, 60° and
o
90 respectively as shown in Fig.3.3. Table 3.1 indicates that next 
favoured conditions for reconstruction occur for atoms at 8th
neighbour distance. Although the deviations in this case are very
o
low, 14 on either end, the separation is three times the first
neighbour distance. Therefore the existance of such a bond is
uncertain. As it is not likely that rebonding between dangling bonds 
occurs in practice other than for B* and E^, they are treated as a 
pair of dangling bonds.
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The cluster subclassification scheme based on these dangling 
bond pairs is thus helpful in deciding which bonding is most likely to 
exist. Prior knowledge of this is helpful in selecting the expected 
low energy configurations for computer simulations. This will be 
discussed again in chapter 4. In the single vacancy, the divacancy 
and the hexavacancy cluster 6 .1 , which is a closed loop configuration, 
all the dangling bonds can be reconstructed into and E* bonds, 
whereas in the trivacancy, tetravacancy and pentavacancy clusters, all 
have at least two dangling bonds and therefore are less stable.
t
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Bonds Type
Vector
Bend
(deg)
TWist
(deg)V-S V-V S-S
. . . •. . .
a A A 1/4 <1 1 1> — —
b B B 1/2 <1 1 0> — —
c C C 3/4 <3 1 1> — —
d D D <1 0 0> — —
e E E 1/4 <3 3 1> — —
f F F 1/2 <2 1 1> — —
i I
Ik.
I <1 1 0> — —
. . ’i . . « , , ■................ .... « . ». , , *« , .
P-S P-P S-S Vector Bend Twist
a0 A0
1 <
1/4 <1 1 1> 0,0 0
a1 A1 A1 1/4 <1 1 1> 109,109 60
b1 B1 B1 1/2 <1 1 0> 35,35 0
b2 B2 B2 1/2 <1 1 0> 90,90 0
c1 c1 c1 1/4 <3 1 1> 59,59 60
d1 D1 D1 <1 0 0> 55,55 90
d2 D2 D2 <1 0 0> 55,125 0
e1 E1 E1 1/4 <3 3 1> 22,22 180
e2 E2 P 1/4 <3 3 1> 22,98 55
f1 F1 F1 1 / 2  < 2 1 1> 19,62 68
f2 F2 F2 1/2 <2 1 1> 19,90 180
f3 F3 ? 1/2 <2 1 1> 62,90 112
91 G1 “g1 3/4 <1 1 1> 71,71 60
h1 H1 H1 1/4 <5 1 1> 14,14 180
i1 I1 I 1 <1 1 0> 35,35 0
.2 2 “ 2l I I <1 1 0> 35,90 125
(Table 3.1 continue)
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(Continued)
Bonds Type
Bend
(deg)
Twist
(deg)P-S P-P S-S Vector
. !. . *. . . . . .  .
j1 O1 ? 1/4 <5 3 1> 47,73 40
k1 K1 p 1/2 <3 1 0> 43,43 65
k2 2 K2 1/2 <3 1 0> 43,69 96
i1 L1 L1 1/4 <5 3 3> 14,14 180
m2 M2 P <1 1 1> 0,71 90
n1 N1 N1 1/4 <5 5 1> 27,27 180
o1 O1 O1 1/2 <3 2 1> 22,52 37
s1 s1 s1 1/2 <3 3 0> 35,35 0
Table 3,1 Hie neighbours needed to describe clusters of up to five point
defects in the diamond structure. Small letters, capital
letters and capital letters with a bar represent
vacancy-solute (V-S) bonds, vacancy-vacancy (V-V) bonds and
solute-solute (S-S) bonds respectively. Bonds reconstructed
*
between parent-solute (P-S), parent-parent (P-P) and 
solute-solute (S-S) atoms are denoted by small letters, 
capital letters and capital letters with a bar respectively 
and all have a superscript, which distinguishes between 
different values of bending of bonds. Bending and twisting 
angles in degree are also given.
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N.j.k
Bonds
Reconstructed V N.j.k
Bonds
Reconstructed V
2 .1.1 2 B 1 , C i 24 3.1.17 B^fC1fE1,F^ 84
2 .1.2 2B1 ,E1 12 3.1.18 B1fC1 fE1,1^ 12
2.1.3 3C1 12 3.1.19 12
2.1.4 2CL,E1 8 3.1.20 1 1  1 B ,D ,2F 24
2.1.5 3E1 4 3.1.21 B^ ,2E^  fF1 48
3.1.1 3B1 ,B2 24 3.1.22 B1,2E^  jl1 24
3.1.2 3B"1 /D1 24 3.1.23 2B2,2CL 24
3.1.3 3B1 fF1 48 3.1.24 B2f2CLfF1 24
3.1.4 3B1 fI1 12 3.1.25 B2fCLrE1rF1 60
3.1.5 2B1 ,2C1 60 3.1.26 b V , ^ , ! 1 36
3.1.6 2B1 fCLfETL 108 3.1.27 B2f2E1 , I 1 12
3.1.7 2B1 ,2E1 36 3.1.28 2CL,2D1 24
3.1.8 B1f2B2fI1 12 3.1.29 2CLfD1fF1 36
3.1.9 B1fB2f2CL 36 3.1.30 2CL,D1,I1 12
3.1.10 B ^ B ^ C ^ E 1 60 3.1.31 2C1 ,E1,F1 12
3.1.11 1 2  1 B ,B ,2F 24 3.1.32 2CL,2F1 24
3.1.12 B1 f3CX 12 • 3.1.33 C ^ D ^ E ^ F 1 60
3.1.13 B1 f2C1fD1 36 3.1.34 C^D^E 1 ,!1 12
3.1.14 B1f2C1fF1 48 3.1.35 C1fE1r2F1 48
3.1.15 B1f2C1 fi;L 12 3.1.36 D1 r2E1fI1 24
3.1.16 B1 fC1 fD1,^ 60 3.1.37 2 E L , 2 F 1 36
■ iwu^w— ,1 i i.i i ; i, il \ 1 ,l. i. |i 'i '■u,u,;.,i.ii..i.,Ju..u.u,uu.u i..u.u.i..u>.ulu.WiU.u’l;h.;iU uu',v..u,^
Table 3.2 Configuration number N.j.k, bonds reconstructed and 
number of variants V for divacancy A and trivacancy 
AAB clusters.
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N.j.k
Bond
Classif­
ication
Bonds
Recons­
tructed V N.j.k
Bond
Classif­
ication
Bonds
Recons­
tructed V
. . . . . . 4  » •. >.
4.1.1 ABBB 3B1,B2,E1 32 5.3.3 BBBACCAB 5BV 48
. 4.1.2 ABBB 3B1 ,D1,E1 32 5.3.4 BBBACCAB 5BS i 1 24
4.1.3 ABBB 3B1 ,E1fF1 64 5.4.1 ABBBABCE A1 ,4b1 ,E1 48
4.1.4 ABBB 3B1 ,E1,I2 16 5.4.2 ABBBABCE 4B'^ E 1 96
4.2.1 BBAC A1 ,4B1 24 5.4.3 ABBBABCE 4B'1, b V 96
4.2.2 BBAC 4B1,E2 96 5.4.4 ABBBABCE 4B'L,eV 48
4.2.3 BBAC 4B1,L1 24 5.4.5 ABBBABCE 4B‘V ,!1 48
4.3.1 BBAE 4B1 ,G1 24 5.5.1 BBBCAACD 5B1 ,B2 24
4.3.2 BBAE 4B1 ,J1 72 5.5.2 BBBCAACD 5B1 ,D2 48
4.3.3 BBAE 4B1 ,N1 12 5.5.3 BBBCAACD 1 2 5B,F 48
5.1.1 AABBBBBB 4B1,2B2 16 5.5.4 BBBCAACD SB1 ,?1 96
5.1.2 AABBBBBB 1 2 4B,2D 4 5.6.1 BBBCAAEF SB1 ,?3 24
5.1.3 AABBBBBB 4B1,2F1 96 5.6.2 BBBCAAEF SB1 ,!2 48
5.1.4 AABBBBBB 4B1 ,F1 ,I1 8 5.6.3 BBBCAAEF SB1 ,?2 96
5.1.5 AABBBBBB 4B1,2I1 6 5.6.4 BBBCAAEF SB1 ,}!2 48
5.2.1 ABBBABCC 4B1,E1,E2 96 5.6.5 JBBCAAEF SB3 96
5.2.2 ABBBABCC 4B1 ,E1,H1 192 5.7.1 BBBAEEAI 5B^ 24
5.2.3 ABBBABCC 4B1,E1,J1 96 5.7.2 BBBAEEAI 5B1'rK1 24
5.2.4 ABBBABCC 4B1,E1,L1 48 5.7.3 BBBAEEAI 5B1 48
5.3.1 BBBACCAB 5B1,* 24 5.7.4 BBBAEEAI SB1 ,?1 24
5.3.2
. . . _____ __ .
BBBACCAB 5B"1 ,B2 24 6 .1.1 AABBCBACBCABAA 6B1
_______________
4
, « •. . . . 1 .................
Table 3.3 Configuration numbers N.j.k, bond classification and number 
of variants V for clusters of N=4 and 5 vacancies and the 
special case of a closed loop hexavacancy cluster. The 
symbol * in 5.3.1 stands for two dangling bonds emerging 
from a single atom. Selected configurations are shown in 
Fig.3.4.
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S.j
Bond
Classification
Bonds
Replaced V
2.1 A 6ct fA
8a0 ,2A0
4
3.1 ARB 12
4.1 ABBB 10a0,3A0 8
4.2 BBAC 10a0,3A0 24
4.3 BBAE 10a0,3A0 12
5.1 AABBBBBB 12a0,4A0 2
5.2 ABBBABCC 12a0,4A0 24
5.3 BBBACCAB 12a0,4A0 24
5.4 ABBBABCE 12a0,4A0 48
5.5 BBBCAACD 12a0,4A0 24
5.6 BBBCAAEF 12a0,4A0 48
5.7 BBBAEEAI 12a0,4A0 12
V.'. V.'. V . \  V. V-. V. ■.................
Table 3,4 Configuration number S.jr bond classification and number of 
variants V for clusters of S = 2 ,  3 , 4 and 5 substitutional 
solutes. The configurations are shown in Fig.3.5.
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N.j.k
Bond
Classif­
ication
Bonds 
Reconstruct ec V N.j.k
Bond
Classif­
ication
Bonds
Reconstructed V
. . . • . . .  .
tilS. 25L±J2&
2 .1.1 a 3a0, b^B1 6 4.1.1 aaARhh 6a0,b1,B1,e1 16
4.1.2 aaABbb 6a0, B1,?, E1 8
3.1.1 aaB 6a0,2b1 24 4.2.1 aaABbb 5a0,A0,2b1,2B1 72
3.1.2 aaB 6a0 ^ b 1 12 4.3.1 aaBBac 5a0,3b1,2B1 144
3.2.2 aAb 5a0, A0, b1^ 1 36 4.3.2 aaBBac 5a0,b1,2B1,B1 72
4.4.1 aAbhAc 5a0,A0,b1,B1,E^ 48
3.1.1 aaB 2a0,2b1,2B1 144 4.4.2 aAbhAc 5a0,A0,2B1 ,e1 24
3.2.1 aAb 3a0 ,b1,B1,E1 24 4.5.1 AabbaC ea^b-^E1 24
3.2.2 aAb 3a0,2B1,e1 12 4.5.2 AabbaC ,1 n l  1 6a ,b ,B ,e 48
4.6.1 AabbaC 4a0,A0,2b1,2i 216
4.1.1 aaaBBB 9a0,b1,B1 24 4.7.1 aaBBae 5a0,3b1,B1 144
4.2.1 aAAbbB 7a0,2A0,b1 ,B1 24 4.7.2 aaBBae 5a0,b1,2B1,B1 72
4.3.1 aabBAC 8a0,2b1 48 4.8.1 aAbbAe 5a0,A0 ,b1,B1,E;i 48
4.3.2 aabBAC 8a0,B1,B1 24 4.8.2 aAbbAe 5a0,A0,2B1,e1 24
4.4.1 AaBhAc •7 0 OT0 .1 t>17s f2A fb fB 72 4.9.1 AabbaE 24
4.5.1 aabBAE 8a0,A0,2b1 24 4.9.2
t _
AabbaE 6a0,2B1 ,E1 12
4.5.2 aabBAE 8a0,A0,B1,B1 12 4.10.1 AabbaE 4a0,A0,2b1,2B1 144
4.6.1 AaBbAe 7a0,2A0,b1,B1 36
t 1 s t ■* * .
(Table 3.5 continue)
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(Continued)
■•j-u'l.'.t 1 .Vi /.I 1 « t S  « *- « »«
N.j.k
Bond
Classification
Bonds
Reconstructed V
. « . , , *. •. . *. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .
3 V\ +r. 3IS
4.1.1 aaaBBB a0 ,3b1,3b1 216
4.2.1 aAAbbB 3a0,b1,2B1,B2 48
4.2.2 aMbbB 3a0,b1,2B1,D1 48
4.2.3 aAAbbB 3a0,b1,2B1 ,F1 96
4.2.4 aAAbbB 3a0,b1,2B1,I1 24
4.3.1 aabBAC 2a0 ,2b1,2B1,E1 192
4.3.2 aabBAC 2a0 ,b1,3B1 ,e1 48
4.4.1 AaBbAc 3a0,b1,2B1,B2 48
4.4.2 AaBhAc 3a0, SB^b2 48
4.4.3 AaBhAc 3a0 ,b1 ,2B1 ,b2 48
4.4.4 AaBbAc 3a0 ,3B1,d1 48
4.4.5 AaBhAc 3a0 ,b1,2B1 ,F1 144
4.4.6 AaBbAc 3a0 ,SB1 ,!1 48
4.4.7 AaBbAc 3a0 ,3B1,I1 48
4.5.1 aabbaE 2a0 ,2b1,2B1,E1 96
4.5.2 aabbaE 2a0,b1,iB1 ,e1 24
4.6.1 AaBbAe 3a0 ,b1 ,2B1 ,B2 48
4.6.2 AaBbAe 3a0 ,b1,2B1,D1 48
4.6.3 AaBbAe 3a0 ,b1,2B1,F1 48
4.6.4 AaBbAe 3a0 ,3B1,f1 48
4.6.5 AaBbAe 3a0 ,SB1 ,!1 24
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 3,5 Configuration numbers N.j.k, bond classification and number 
of variants V for mixed clusters of S solutes and N-S 
vacancies. Selected configurations are shown in Fig.3.6 .
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Ofcough considerable effort has been devoted in the past few 
years to study the electronic structure of various types of defects 
found in silicon and germanium, still at the moment little can be said 
with certainty. It is now well understood that point defects like 
vacancies, interstitials and various other combinations of these 
defects occur in the diamond structure. Early experimental work by 
Watkins (1963 and 1965) using electron spin resonance techniques has 
established that an isolated vacancy and a divacancy in silicon exist 
in various states, negatively charged, neutral, positively charged and 
possibly double negatively charged. The mo^t important properties of 
a vacancy cluster are the formation and migration energies. Previous 
theoretical calculations of the formation and migration energies of a 
vacancy in silicon and germanium have been made phenomenologically by 
using a Morse potential. In such calculations the bond energy is 
expressed by this two body potential, the parameters of which are so 
adjusted as to produce the observed compressibility at the correct 
lattice constant.
Hwang and Watt (1968) have calculated the formation energy of a
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vacancy in germanium by using the atomic orbital method of the 
Heitler-London type developed by Schmid (1953), Asano-Tomishima (1956) 
and Goto (1966). In their calculations they introduced one fitting 
procedure so as to produce the true cohesive energy at the observed 
lattice constant. But their procedure does not guarantee that the 
crystal is stable at the observed lattice parameter and this fact must 
introduce some errors into the evaluation of the formation energy of a 
vacancy. They also ignored the lattice distortions around a vacancy.
Previous estimates of the lattice distortion from point defects 
in the diamond structure have made very restrictive assumptions 
(Swalin 1961, Scholz and Seeger 1965, Seeger and Swanson 1968, 
Hasiguti 1968). These authors have been principally concerned with 
the effects of distortion on the formation and migration energies of 
vacancies. Their estimates assume that both the elastic properties of 
the perfect lattice and the force which results from rebonding of the 
electrons at the vacancy may be adequately represented by a central 
pairwise interaction between the atoms. Schmid et al. (1968) went 
slightly beyond this form, including some bond bending terms. A 
generalized Morse type function was used, and the same function used 
to represent the perfect crystal properties and the local rebonding at 
the defect. However, the central interaction is not adequate. 
Larkins and Stoneham (1971) have used a dynamical relaxation procedure 
to calculate the distortion around a vacancy in diamond and silicon.
In this chapter a brief review of available potentials in the 
literature is given in the next section. The development of a new 
equilibrium potential which includes up to four body interactions for 
silicon and germanium has been described in subsection 4.2.2. The
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assumptions made to get a parent-impurity potential has also been 
discussed in subsection 4,2.3, Using these potentials the formation 
and binding energies of vacancy and vacancy-solute clusters are 
estimated and the results are given in sections 4.4 and 4 .5 .
Several empirical potentials are available for silicon and 
germanium. The main difficulty in the choice of a potential is that 
any criterion for their validity is relative, since it may depend on 
the problem at hand. As an example, an empirical potential may be 
used in the perfect crystal in order to analyse phonon dispersion 
measurements and to extrapolate them over the whole Brillouin zone, 
thus leading to a computed phonon density of states. Whereas it can 
do this admirably, providing e.g. excellent values of thermodynamic 
quantities, it can be entirely unsatisfactory in the description of 
defect geometries. Ihis is so because there is no a priori reason why 
a potential which is successful in dealing with the problems described 
should be transferable to the defect structure. This is especially 
true if the latter entails large deformations from the perfect 
crystal, in which case the field is used well beyond the region where 
the harmonic approximation is valid, a region which is never, or 
hardly ever, reached when dealing with the phonon dispersion curves.
For covalent materials, it is particularly appealing to use
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valence potentials, in which the potential energy is expressed in 
terms of changes in bond distances, interbond angles, dihedral angles 
and similar internal coordinates, generally termed as valence 
coordinates. In such materials, of course, the existence of highly 
localised bonds makes it possible to describe interatomic interactions 
in terms of valence coordinates. When applied to crystals of the 
diamond structure, the valence potential in its simplest form is taken 
to have contributions arising only from independent angle changes 
between adjacent bonds. Potentials derived under these assumptions 
are Keating (1966a&b), Vukecevich (1970) and Koizumi and Ninomiya 
(1978). Ihese potentials are not entirely satisfactory, because it is 
in their nature that they are very short ranged, whereas they are 
usually parameterised by fitting them to the elastic constants. Qie 
such potential was developed by Sinclair and Lawn (1972) and 
generalized by Sinclair (1975), which he used in the study of crack 
growth in diamond and silicon. This potential has recently been used 
with some modifications by Pond et al. (1983) for the simulation of 
{112} twin boundaries in silicon, and is described briefly in section 
4.2.1. t
More sophisticated valence potentials for crystals of the 
diamond structure have been obtained by McMurry et al. (1967), Singh 
and Dayal (1970), Solbrig (1971) and Tubino et al. (1972). Ihe 
difference between these potentials and the Keating potential is that 
they all include cross terms between bond lengths and bond angles 
about a single atom, as well as cross terms between bond angles on 
nearest neighbour atoms, thus leading to the inclusion of four body 
interactions. Solbrig (1971) goes even further, some additional five 
body interaction terms being included in this potential. The results
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obtained by the authors quoted above show that a valence potential 
with six parameters produces accurately all the features of the 
experimental phonon dispersion curves and that the nine parameter fit 
of Solbrig (1971) is very accurate indeed.
It follows from the above that in the study of defect 
geometries in semiconductors of the diamond structure the most 
appropriate potential to use is some form of a valence potential. 
Obviously, because of the large deformations that appear, e.g. in 
vacancy clusters, the field must go well beyond the harmonic 
approximation. This, however, is not enough in itself since there are 
other problems that have to be borne in mind, relating to the general 
form of the valence potential. Those so far available, since they are 
tailored to deal with perfect structures, are such that all the terms 
in them vanish for the ideal values of the crystal bond lengths and 
bond angles thus necessarily leading to null values of the stacking 
fault energies in these crystals. It should be appreciated that the 
distribution of atoms up to the second nearest neighbour in a faulted 
crystal is identical with a perfect lattice. Thus it is only when 
interactions to third nearest neighbours are introduced that stacking 
fault energies can be calculated, and even then these interactions 
must contain functions of coordinates other than the usual bond 
lengths and bond angles. Moreover, there are certain problems that 
appear when large deformations are handled. For instance, in the 
perfect crystal the potential contains interaction terms for coplanar 
atoms which are different from those of a non coplanar arrangement of 
similarly bonded atoms. It would be impracticable, in a crystal with 
large deformations, to have to recognise, given a four-atom 
arrangement, whether it originates or not from a coplanar arrangement
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of the perfect crystal. It is thus necessary for the potential field 
to possess functional forms which can handle such arrangements without 
ambiguity. For this reason the potential field of Lifson and Warshel 
(1968) , which has a very good record in dealing with strongly strained 
molecular systems, was modified and least squares fitted on the phonon 
dispersion curves of silicon (Altmann et al. 1982) and then further 
refined (Altmann et al. 1983). They have calculated a stacking fault 
energy which is in agreement with the experimental value. The same 
potential, when used to calculate energies of some point and 
interfacial defects, is found to give satisfactory results in some 
cases but unacceptable negative values in others. Therefore this 
potential is further modified for the present calculations. It is 
described in subsection 4.2.2.
In the present work the modified Sinclair potential 
suggested by Pond et al. (1983) has been used for preliminary 
calculations. According to this the total energy of the 
structure is the sum of bond stretching and bond bending energies 
and E^ respectively. Hence
 (4.3)
(4-Z
(4-1)
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Here b. is the bond length and 0. is the angle between bonds bj 
and b^ as shown in Fig,4.1(a). The bond stretching component of 
the energy is minimum at the perfect bond lenth b8 = 2,3513 A for 
silicon and 2.4500 A for germanium and approaches zero smoothly at 
bc, the cut-off distance. The bond bending component has a minimum
-1 oof zero when 0 = cos* (-1/3) = 109.47. The force constants and
F^ are 161.01 and 9.32 Nm* for Si and 130.47 and 7.74 Nm* for Ge
4:
respectively. The parameter £ is evaluated from £ = 2/3 (F^/Eg) 
where = 7.462x10"^ J/atom for Si and 6.169x10*^ J/atorc for Ge as 
given by Gschneidner (1964).
For a cluster of atoms in the diamond structure, where only 
one atomic species is involved, the total potential energy in the 
potential of Altmann et al. (1982, 1983) contains four terms. Some 
modifications have been made in this potential in order to overcome 
negative values of defect energies. In the new form the potential 
energy is the sum of the following three terms
i) Bond stretching: This is the two-body Morse potential
Ef c = Z  »b i« x P [-2 “ ( b | - b 0) J - 2 « x p [ - a (  b . -  f e j ]  J - - - - - - - - - - - - - ( 4 .4 )
“ = (Kb / 2D(>)1
where Kfa is the force constant and Dfais the bond formation energy. 
The values of these parameters are taken from Swalin (1961), and 
were derived from compressibility data and the heat of sublimation.
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ii) Bond bending: This is the usual harmonic term, along with a
Urey-Bradley interaction between two atoms bonded to a common atom 
and separated by a distance g, which depends on the angle 8 between 
the two bonds at the common atom, as shown in Fig.4.1(a):
iii) Bond twisting: This torsional term is the sum over 0 ,  the
dihedral angle between the planes through atoms nl, n2, n3 and nl, 
n2, n4 as shown in Fig.4.1(b). This term also includes the 
correlation of the 0 angles on the nearest neighbour atoms:
angles per bond. All the values with subscript zero are perfect 
lattice values.
The Urey-Bradley interaction term can be expanded for small
where 8 is the angle between the two bonds bf and that span g, see 
Fig.4.1(a). As each bond is associated with six angles 8 , the 
Urey-Bradley interaction provides additional bond stretching and 
bond bending contributions egual to 2K^  (Ab)1 and (A0) x/ 6 ,
thus leading to Kb+4K^  as the effective bond stretching constant 
Ffe, and K^+t^K^/3 as the effective bond bending constant . Cross 
terms of the form 2K«j Abj Ab^/3 and -/2b0K^ AbA0/3 are the only 
terms in the force field. Their associated force constants F.,
and F ^  were taken in the ratio of J 2  for silicon, by Altmann et
~ ( 4 S )
(4-6)
It should be noted that in the bulk of the cluster there are nine f l
Aq= (q-q6) as
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al. (1982, 1983) and the same ratio is retained here. Following 
Tubino et al. (1972) the ratio for germanium was taken to be 0.8.
Ihe torsional potential I^(l+cos30)/2 expresses the energy 
associated with a bond that depends on the relative rotation about 
the bond of the group of atoms at either end. It has a period of 
2^3 • Ihe other terms associated with the 0  angles 
( <^|)co£0, were introduced by Warshel and Lifson (1969) and 
involve symmetric and antisymmetric bending of bonds linked to 
either side of a common bond. It resembles the 06 term of the 
standard valence force field which was restricted to coplaner 
configurations.
Four initial parameters were obtained from the field given 
by Tubino et al. (1972). First was calculated as an average 
of the two values that result from equating the coefficients of the 
terms containing Ab At^ &AbA© in the expanded form of the Urey-Bradley 
interaction given in equation 4.7 with the corresponding terms in 
the results of Tubino et al. Then and Kg were obtained by
a
equating the terms Kj+4K^ and Kg+beI^/3 with Tubino et al.'s bond 
stretching and bond bending force constants, respectively. The 
parameter Kg determines the stacking fault energy. For this 
reason, it has been chosen to fit precisely the experimental value 
of 69iUm* for silicon of Foil and Carter (1979) and 60 mJm2- for 
germanium of Gomez et al. (1975). Hie final values of K^, K^, Kg 
and were determined such that the potential gives reasonable 
values for the elastic constants, vacancy formation energy and 
divacancy binding energy. Hie effective bond stretching force 
constant K^+41^ was kept constant at 9.17 and 8.30 eV/A^ for
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r  -.v.v.v.v. (4.8)
silicon and germanium respectively. It should be noted that this 
constant is important since, the normal mode of dispersion at Lj 
involves only independent bond stretching. The relation between 
the valence potential constants and the elastic constants are given 
by Musgrave and Fople (1962) and Solbrig (1971) which for the 
present case become as:
Cjj + 2 c ^2 = + 8Kq) / a0
C11 " C12 = 6(KS-4K/b#) / a,
_ 6(Kt+8V
44 [ (KJ+8K,) +8 (Ke-4K6e/b<5) ] a0
The procedure to evaluate the formation energy of a vacancy and the 
binding energy of a divacancy are discussed in section 4.4.
The final values obtained for the parameters are listed in 
table 4.1 and compared with Altmann et al.'s (1983) values for 
silicon. The final potentials derived to represent silicon and 
germanium are shown in Fig.4.2 and Fig.4.3 respectively. The 
effective bending constant is not so stable in comparison with the 
value of 1.02 eV/rad2, of Tubino et al. f<jr silicon but the present 
value of 0.735 eV/rad2- is better than Altmann et al.*s value of 
0.44 eV/rad2’. The divacancy binding energy is of the order of lev 
which is in agreement with the experimental results. The elastic 
constants c ^ f c-^ and c ^  are 170, 68 and 68 GNrrI2 for silicon and 
135, 63 and 61 GNm2, for germanium as calculated from equations 4.8.
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In order to carry out the investigations of vacancy-solute 
clusters, a separate potential defining a parent-solute (P-S) 
interaction is required. It is indeed very difficult to develop a 
potential for such interactions as little physical information is 
available. Drentje and Ekster (1974) used the arithmetic means of 
the host-host and impurity-impurity potentials as the host-impurity 
potential to study xenon-vacancy clusters in alpha iron.
In the present calculations a very simple procedure is 
adopted for defining the P-S potential. The solute atoms are 
assumed to belong to group IV of the periodic table like the atoms 
of the host crystal. By comparing the Si and Ge potentials of the 
last section it becomes clear that there are two main differences 
in the two potentials, one is the depth and the second is the 
equilibrium bond length bfi at which the depth is maximum D^.
Therefore it is a fair approximation that the P-S potential can be 
obtained by introducing two factors f^ and f2 in the bond 
stretching term of the parent crystal potential. Many such
preliminary calculations were carried out by Akhter (1982) and
Malik (1982) for fee and bcc metals by introducing a single factor 
which controls the depth of the potential for the solute atom. Thus 
if the bond stretching term of the parent-parent potential is Vpp, 
the parent-solute potential Vp^ will be assumed to be given by
vPS(b) - f1VPp(f2^)------------------ ---------------(4.9)
These two potentials for Si are shown in Fig.4.4 for f^  = 0.75 and
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f2 = 0.9. Three different values of each of the factors, f^  = 
0.75, 1.00 and 1.25 and f2 = 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1 have been chosen in 
order to make the investigation more general.
foaJXMPttCER, SIfflJIATIQN. ffiOCEDCJRES
In order to simulate defects in covalent materials such as silicon and 
germanium, the computer program DEVIL, described in chapter 1 was 
modified and extended to handle three body and four body valence 
potentials. Modifications were made mainly in routines LATTEN and 
RELAX. A new routine NBOND was added in order to ensure that no fifth 
atom falls in the covalently bonded category for any crystal atom. An 
optional print in this routine prints a full list of bonded neighbours 
for all the crystal atoms alongwith bond lengths, which is especially 
useful to check the bonding at the defect site before allowing
relaxation. This routine passes this list of neighbours to LATTEN and 
no neighbour exchange is allowed during relaxation which is a 
requirement for the types of defect under investigation.
In the modified form, routine LATTEN takes each of the atoms nl 
in turn, finds its bonded neighbour n2 and calls B0NDR4, which gives 
the energy and gradients due to the bond stretcing term E^ of the
potential. For each pair of bonded atoms nl and n2, another atom n3
is searched which is bonded to nl, for this triplet of atoms B0NDT4 is 
called to calculate the energy and gradients due to the bond bending 
term Eg of the potential. In the case of a four body potential
another atom n4 bonded to n2 (see Fig.4.1) is searched for, and for 
each quadruplet of such atoms routine BOND04 is called to evaluate the
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energy and gradients due to the bond twisting term of the
potential. Each bonded atom pair is verified by comparing it with the 
list of bonds stored before proceding further at all stages in routine 
LATi'EN. The gradients of each atom which are in cartesian form, are 
added and passed to routine RELAX along with energy values of all the 
terms in the potential. The total energy of the crystal is minimized 
with the use of the conjugate gradients method.
The vacancy clusters were simulated by first creating a cubic 
inner computational cell of 16 by 16 by 16 {100} planes containing 512 
movable atoms. The inner region was surrounded by a further 6 {100} 
planes containing 2232 atoms. So the model crystallite contained more 
than 2700 atoms. The outer region ensured that each atom in the 
computational cell had a complete set of neighbours. The atoms in the 
outer mantle were held at their perfect lattice positions. Atoms were 
removed from their lattice sites close to the centre of the inner cell 
in the required configuration of the vacancy cluster to be studied.
t
4'.4 . FORMATION . M D . BIHDIMG. ENERGIES, OF, VACANCY. CLUSTERS
The formation energy of an N vacancy cluster containing M 
independent six member rings in silicon and germanium crystal can be 
written as
= E - E - E - E (4.10)
F 1 2  3 4
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where Ej is the energy required to break 3N+1-M bonds, Ej, the energy
gained due to formation of 2N new bonds at the surface, Eg the energy
gained due to formation of new bonds from the dangling bonds around
the cluster and E^ the energy gained due to relaxation of the atoms 
surrounding the defect. The energies E^ and E^ can be calculated
as:
Ej - Eg = (N+l-M) (4.11)
where is the perfect bond energy. The energies Eg and E^ can be 
calculated from the geometry of the vacancy clusters as described in 
chapter 3 and computer simulation which gives the relaxed structure 
and the energy of the defect crystal. These energies have as many 
terms as there are in the potential function used.
The binding energy E of a cluster of N vacancies is defined by
B
E * V = I Formation energy of N isolated vacancies 
^  1 - Formation energy of the N vacancy cluster
Thus the binding energy can be calculated if the formation energies of 
the N vacancy cluster and the single vacancytare known.
In order to simulate the energy of single vacancy, the four 
atoms surrounding the vacancy were divided into two pairs. The two 
atoms of each pair were moved towards each other by 10% of the 
distance between them, so that they can be recognized as bonded 
together. Then the crystal was allowed to relax freely. The relaxed 
bondlength of the new bent bonds are l.llb6 for both silicon and 
germanium.
In the case of the divacancy two new bonds were created as in
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the single vacancy case and a long bond between two atoms at fifth 
neighbour distance (see configuration 2.1,2 of Fig.3.2). This 
configuration was described by Watkins (1965) when he carried out an 
electron spin resonance study of a divacancy in silicon.
There is only One close packed trivacancy cluster with 37 
distinct rebonding configurations. Four of these configuration have 
an advantage over the rest because they involve three short 
reconstructed bonds B* of the same type as in the single and divacany 
cases alongwith a pair of dangling bonds. The four possible dangling 
bond pairs in this case are denoted by D^f F^ and 1^ (see
table 3.1). In order to decide which configuration is energetically 
favourable over the others, computer simulations of all of these were 
carried out. From the results it was concluded that the crystal 
relaxes to lower energy if the dangling bonds are at larger distances 
with low values of symmetric bendings and low values of twisting. 
Thus dangling bond pair I ^  is energy-wise better than and i f ’ 
is the best of the four. On this basis rebonded configurations of 
larger vacancy clusters were selected and,simulations of those were 
carried out. The results of formation and binding energies of vacancy 
clusters up to five points and a special case of a hexavacancy 
obtained using the new Lifson-Warshel type potential are given in 
table 4.2.
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When a point defect is introduced in a crystal, forces are 
exerted on the neighbouring atoms which may lead to long range 
displacements. The structure of a vacancy-solute cluster can be 
described with reference to its displacement field. The major 
displacements occur in the nearest neighbour shells of solute atoms. 
Table 4.3 illustrates the results which have been obtained for a 
single solute with nine possible combinations of the factors f^  and 
f2 * For f2 = 0.9 the first neighbours relax inwards towards the 
solute atom and they relax in the opposite direction for f2 = 1 .1 , 
irrespective of the value of f^ .
If one parent atom in a diamond crystal is replaced by a tetra 
valent solute atom four parent-parent bonds will be replaced by the 
same number of parent-solute bonds. If the parent-parent and 
parent-solute potentials are given by Vpp and Vpg respectively, 
the formation energy of the solute will be t
EF = _4VEP(W  + 4vPS(y  + Er (4-13)
where Eris the relaxation energy associated with a solute and can be 
obtained from the simulation. The formation energy of a 
vacancy-solute cluster is given by
E^= -5Vpp(ty +2Vpp(b) + 3VK (y + Er (4.14)
where Vpp(y is the unrelaxed bond energy of a pair of dangling 
bonds at the second nearest neighbour distance. There are three 
configurations of a cluster of one solute and two vacanies and these 
are listed in table 3.5. The formation energy of these are given by
2V+S% = “6 Vpp(y+2Vps(bo)+2Vpp(b|)+2VpS(t))+Er (4.15)
¥*" -6 vpp(b) +3VPS(b) +Vpp(b) +Vpg(b)H-Vpg(b) +Er , (4.16)
^F+S= -6 Vpp(b) +3Vpg(Ij) +2Vpp(b) +Vpg(b) +Er . -.v.-.v.-. (4.17) 
respectively where Vpp(t>) is the energy of the long bond E*^ .
The binding energy of a cluster containing a single solute with 
N vacancies can be defined as:
E^+S = neV + J3 _ gNV+S (4.18)
P F r r
The formation and binding energies of vacancy-solute clusters of up to 
three points are summarized in table 4.4 for both silicon and 
germanium.
After a survey of existing potentials for silicon and 
germanium, two valence potentials were chosen for preliminary
e
calculations of defect structures and their energies. Hie first 
choice was the Sinclair (1975) potential which includes bond 
stretching and bond bending interactions. This potential was 
successfully used with some modifications for the study of the {112} 
twin boundary in silicon by Pond et al. (1983). Unfortunately when 
this potential is used to calculate the formation energy of a single 
vacancy and the binding energy of a divacancy the results differ by a 
factor of two from the corresponding accepted values. Hie second 
choice was the Altmann et al. (1982 and 1983) potentials for silicon
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which were deduced from Lifson and Warshel (1968) type potentials. 
These potentials include four types of interaction namely, bond 
stretching, bond bending, bond twisting and non bonded Van der Waals 
type interactions. Use of these potentials gives a reasonable value 
of the vacancy formation energy (2.84 eV) but the divacancy binding 
energy (-0.32 eV) is far away from the experimentally estimated value 
of the order of 1 eV. Also this potential gives a negative value for 
the {122} twin boundary which will be described in chapter 5. The 
detailed interpretation of the results reveal that the potential has 
very good functional form and the problems mentioned above are mainly 
due to negative values of the bond bending constant and the large 
value of the bending-bending constant. Therefore in the new potential 
the functional form of the Lifson and Warshel type is retained. The 
force constants are calculated such as to satisfy the formation energy 
of a vacancy, binding energy of a divacancy, the {111} stacking fault 
energy and the elastic constants of the material. Although no direct 
attempt has been made to fit the phonon dispersion curves the 
effective stretching constant was chosen to fit exactly at point 
of these curves. Further the values of other force constants were 
chosen as close as possible to their equivalents in Tubino et al. 
(1972), which is the best fit to the phonon dispersion curves.
A simple model which assumes the parent-solute potential to be 
deduced by the introduction of two factors to the parent-parent 
potential has been considered. Although this potential does not 
represent a paticular material it can, however, be related physically 
to another tetravalent element. The scaling factor f^ in fact 
decreases or increases the depth of the bond stretching parent-parent 
potential by an amount equal to its value, depending on whether f^< 1
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or > 1 , The second factor f2 increases or decreases the 
equilibrium separation of the parent-solute atoms, and hence the size 
of the solute atom. Also the elastic constants are affected 
similarly. The net effect of these two factors will be that the 
solute atom will represent a softer material if f^Cl and f2>l and a 
harder one if f^>l and f2<l« in the former case the impurity
potential will be weaker as compared to the host potential where as it 
will represent a stronger potential in the latter case. All 
calculations have been carried out introducing a single solute only.
The Swalin model with some improvements has been widely used 
for calculating the energy of vacancy formation in semicnductors. The 
same model has been used with further improvements in order to avoid 
some physically unjustified assumptions, like restricted relaxation. 
In the present computational model 512 atoms in a cubic shape 
containing a vacancy at its centre were completely free to relax in 
any direction. Also it was noticed that using a larger model does not 
effect the results. Non central potentials containing up to four body 
interactions have been used for the first time to calculate formation 
energies of vacancy clusters. The formation energy of a single 
vacancy in silicon is 2.776 eV and in germanium is 2.433 eV. These 
results are in close agreement to the currently accepted values which 
are summarized in table 4.5. However the present calculation shows 
that 63% of the formation energy is due bond bending, 33% due to bond 
stretching and only 4% due to bond twisting contributions. For a 
divacancy 65% of the formation energy is due to bond stretching, 38% 
due to bond bending and only 2% due to bond twisting with a total of 
4.398 eV in silicon and 3.890 eV in germanium. The binding energies 
of the divacancy are calculated as 1.154 eV in silicon and 0.975 eV in
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germanium, slightly higher than the corresponding values of 0,93 and 
0,84 eV calculated by Hasiguti.
The vacancy classification scheme described in previous 
chapters was based on the fact that the most compact cluster comes 
first and the least at the end. For metals it is generally true that, 
under this classification, the clusters which come in the beginning 
have higher binding energies as compared to the clusters which come 
last. It is found that the case is exactly opposite in covalent 
crystals. T h e most compact petavacancy 5.1 has the lowest binding 
energy and 5.7, the last under the classification scheme, has the 
highest binding energy among pentavacancy clusters. This is also true 
for tetravacancy clusters. All tri- tetra- penta- and hexavacancy 
clusters have at least a pair of dangling bonds except the closed loop 
hexavacancy cluster which does not have any dangling bonds. Also this 
is a close packed cluster but has the highest binding energy and 
therefore may be considered to be a small stable void.
The binding energy of the vacancry^solute pair is either 
positive or negative depending upon the factors f^  and f2 in the 
parent-solute potential. A three dimensional plot shows how the 
binding energy varies with the combination of these two factors in 
germanium. Vacancy-solute cluster configurations 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 
differ only on the basis that reconstructed short or long bonds will 
be between parent and solute atoms. Hie binding energies of both the 
configurations are positive for all the values of f^  and f2 
considered. Configuration 3.2.2 has a higher binding energy than the 
other when f2=0.9 or ^=0.75, irrespective of the value of the other 
factor.
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Silicon Germanium
Initial Modified New Initial New
h ai a3
.. .
b. (A) 2.3513 b 2.3513 2.3513 2.4500 b 2.4500
Db (eV) 1.83 c 3.51 1.83 1.63 c 1.63
Kb ( e V / £ ) 7.37 d 7.99 7.99 7.14 d 7.38
K9(eV/rad) 0.19 d -0.0104 0.19 0.30 d 0.17
H (eV/A) 0.45 d 0.296 0.296 0.29 d 0.23
yev/rad) -0.82 d “0.778 “0.597 “0.84 d -0.521
K* (eV) 0.0278 e 0.0278 0.0278 0.0242 f 0.0242
Kk+ 4K<j 9.17 d 9.17 9.17 8.30 d 8.30
V  4 y 3 1.02 d 0.44 0.735 0.89 d 0.63
e f (eV) 2.5-3.0 g 2.89 2.776 1 .9-2.0 9 2.43
Efl
(eV) ^ 1 h “0.23 1.154 -1 h 0.97
Cn (GNm) 166 i 170 129 i 135
°12 (GN$ 64 i 68 48 i 63
c44 (GNm) 79 i 68 67 i 61
Table 4,1 Parameters of the valence potentials in Si and Ge.
a. As referenced below. 
a2 Altmann et al. (1983). 
a~ This Thesis
b Derived from the values of 5.430& and 5.658& for the silicon 
and germanium lattice constants respectively, 
c Swalin (1961).
d Derived from the data of Tubino et al. (1972) as described in 
the text.
e Derived from the value of 69mJm for the stacking fault energy
for Si given by Foil and Carter (1979).
f Derived from the value of 60nJm2for the stacking fault energy
for Ge given by Gomez et al. (1975).
g Elastner and Kamprath (1967).
h Henderson (1972). 
i Wilkes (1973).
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N.j.k
Silicon
Ep(eV) V eV)
Germanium
Ep(eV) EB(eV)
1.1.1
■2.1.1
3.1.4
4.1.4
4.2.3
4.3.3
5.1.5 
5.2.2
5.3.1
5.4.4
5.5.4
5.6.5 
5.7.4
6.1.1
2.7761 
4.3979 
5.5029+2(3 
7.5674+2d 
6.8804+2(3 
6.5242+2(3 
8.8585+4(3 
9.0310+2 d 
8.2027+2(3 
8.9646+2(3 
10.1203+2(3 
8.0186+2(3 
7.6269+2(3 
7.6438
1.1543
2.8254-2(3
3.5370-2d
4.2240-2(3
4.5802-2(3
5.0220-4(3
4.8495-2(3
5.6778-2(3
4.9159-2(3
3.7602-2(3
5.8619-2(3
6.2536-2(3
9.0128
2.4325
3.8896
4.8712+2(3
6.7210+2(3
6.1513+2(3
5.7867+2(3
7.9112+4(3
8.0163+2(3
7.3925+2(3
7.9721+2(3
9.0131+2(3
7.1264+2(3
6.7941+2(3
6.8420
0.9754
2.4263-2(3
3.0090-2(3
3.5787-2(3
3.9433-2(3
4.2513-4(3
4.1462-2(3
4.7700-2(3
4.1904-2(3
3.1494-2(3
5.0361-2(3
5.3684-2(3
7.7530
Table 4.2 Summary of results on formation energies Ep and binding 
energies Eg (in eV) of N vacancy clusters in silicon 
and germanium. The letter d stands for the dangling 
bond energy which is of the order of 1 eV. Ihe bond 
classification N.j.k and cluster configurations are 
described in chapter 3.
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Configuration 1.1 ( IS )
fl f2
Silicon Germanium
Relaxed coordinates
0.75 0.9 2.0379 1.8189 <0.236 0.236 0.236>
0.75 1.0 1.8300 1.6300 <0.250 0.250 0.250>
0.75 1.1 2.0385 1.8160 <0.267 0.267 0.267>
1.00 0.9 0.2302 0.2072 <0.234 0.234 0.234>
1.00 1.0 0.0000 0.0000 <0.250 0.250 0.250>
1.00 1.1 0.2220 0.1973 <0.268 0.268 0.268>
1.25 0.9 -1.5863 -1.4112 <0.233 0.233 0.233>
1.25 1.0 -1.8300 -1.6300 <0.250 0.250 0.250>
1.25 1.1 -1.5976 -1.4243 <0.269 0.269 0.269>
•« S * ' t s
Table 4.3 Formation energies (in eV) of a solute and relaxed 
coordinates of the neighbours bonded to it for different 
values of the factors f^  and The solute atom is at 
the origin and the unrelaxed coordinates of the 
neighbours are <0.25 0.25 0.25>.
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fl f2
Silicon Germanium
ef % F
Configuration 2.1.1 ( V+S )
0.75 0.9 5.1252 -0.3112 4.5798 -0.3284
0.75 1.0 4.5660 -0.1599 4.0431 0.0194
0.75 1.1 4.3439 0.4707 3.8307 0.4178
1.00 0.9 3.4530 -0.4466 3.0981 -0.4584
1.00 1.0 2.7761 0.0000 2.4325 0.0000
1.00 1.1 2.4806 0.5175 2.1683 0.4615
1.25 0.9 1.7199 -0.5301 1.5370 -0.5157
1.25 1.0 0.9723 -0.0262 0.8363 -0.0338
1.25 1.1 0.5317 0.5363 0.5363 0.4719
Configuration 3.1.1 ( 2V+S )
0.75 0.9 7.3647 0.2254 6.5415 0.1424
0.75 1.0 6.9878 0.3944 6.4861 0.0089
0.75 1.1 6.6747 0.9160 5.8771 0.8039
1.00 0.9 6.4567 -0.6742 5.7234 -0.6512
1.00 1.0 5.4082 0.1440 4.9754 -0.1104
1.00 1.1 4.8391 0.9351 4.2232 0.8391
1.25 0.9 4.8093 -0.8434 4.9048 -1.4510
1.25 1.0 3.6552 0.0670 3.2104 0.0246
1.25 1.1 3.0100 0.9446 2.6140 0.8267
Configuration 3.2.1 ( 2V+S )
0.75 0.9 6.7282 0.8619 6.0156 0.6683
0.75 1.0 6.1876 1.1946 5.4875 1.0075
0.75 1.1 5.9503 1.7404 5.3006 1.3804
1.00 0.9 5.0347 0.7478 4.4984 0.5738
1.00 1.0 4.3979 1.1543 3.8896 0.9754
1.00 1.1 4.1127 1.6615 3.6690 1.2933
1.25 0.9 3.2900 0.6759 , 2.9299 0.5239
1.25 1.0 2.5862 1.1360 2.2877 0.9473
1.25 1.1 2.2842 1.6704 2.0033 1.4374
Configuration 3.2.2 ( 2V+S )
0.75 0.9 5.8393 1.7508 5.1817 1.5022
0.75 1.0 5.7704 1.6118 5.1120 1.3830
0.75 1.1 5.8913 1.6994 5.2222 1.4588
1.00 0.9 4.4749 1.3076 3.9604 1.1118
1.00 1.0 4.3979 1.1543 3.8896 0.9754
1.00 1.1 4.4609 1.3133 4.0014 1.0609
1.25 0.9 3.1049 0.8610 2.7457 0.7081
1.25 1.0 3.0254 0.6968 2.6672 0.5678
1.25 1.1 3.1481 0.8065 2.7789 0.6618
, , . ■.................... -
Table 4.4 Formation and Binding energies (in electron volts) for 
vacancy-solute clusters with different values of f, and f^ .
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Silicon Germanium Reference
...... *• . •« *• . »•»•.•. . ... . . •. *. . . . r. . , . . . .
2.32 2.07 Swalin (1961)
2.97 2.65 Schloz-Seeger (1965)
2.75 2.45 Hasiguti (1968)
2.84 2.63 Soma-Morita (1972)
2.38 1.90 Phillips-Vechten (1973)
2.880 2.575 DeMunari et al. (1976)
2.05-2.86 — Jain (1981)
2.776 2.433 Present calculations
. . . •. *. . . . •....% . .
Table 4.5 Comparison of various values of vacancy formation energy 
(in eV).
t
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THE STRUCTURES AND ..ENERGIES OF TWIN AND. FAULT JBOUflPMIES IN
SILICA AND JSEEMANICJM
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years increasing interest has developed in
correlating the detailed structure of interfaces in semiconducting 
materials with their electrical properties. As a consequence, various 
studies of the structures of grain boundaries in semiconductors have 
been performed (Bacmann et al. 1981, Foil and Ast 1979, Fontaine and 
Smith 1982, Papon et al. 1982 and 1984 and Pond 1982). Most of the
grain boundary studies, however, have been carried out in metals
(Wang, Sutton and Vitek 1984, and Ichinose and Ishida 1981), for which 
grain boundary structures have been determined by computer 
simulations. These simulation techniques based on empirical 
interatomic potentials have revealed many interesting and significant 
features. For example the lowest energy structures of many highly 
symmetric grain boundaries involve relative translation of the two 
grains away from the normally accepted configurations (Bristowe and 
Crocker 1975 and 1978, Pond and Vitek 1977 and Vitek, Smith and Pond 
1980). Presently, few such calculations are available for covalently 
bonded solids (Moller 1981 and Pond et al. 1983). However, spoke and 
ball models can be built, and such models have been used to discuss
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the possible core structures of dislocations (Hornstra 1959) and twin 
boundaries (Pond 1982, Papon et al. 1984) in the diamond lattice. 
Investigations of amorphous silicon and germanium have shown that such 
models generally yield radial distribution functions in agreement with 
experiment, when the models are built with the constraint that the 
bond distances are within about one percent of that of a perfect 
crystal and that the bond angle can fluctuate by 10 to 15 degrees 
(Brodsky et al. 1974).
The importance of the CSL in the discussion of grain boundary 
energy is uncertain. It is often found that grain boundaries facet 
onto high density planes of the CSL, but in some cases facet planes 
are observed which cannot be related to a CSL (Goodhew et al. 1978). 
Pond et al. (1977) and (1983) have shown that a grain boundary can
relax via a rigid body translation that destroys the CSL. In such 
cases however, the grain boundary may or may not retain the
periodicity of the appropriate plane of the CSL.
In this chapter in sections 5.2 to 5.6 stacking faults and twin
boundaries on {111}, {211}, {113}, {122} and {233} planes are
considered. The possible relaxed structures and energies of these 
interfaces are produced by computer simulation, using the modified 
Sinclair three body potential and Lifson-Warshel type four body
potentials as described in chapter 4, for silicon and germanium. Hie 
results are discussed and compared with earlier work in section 5.7.
The layer structure of diamond consists of {111} planes in the 
sequence AaBbCcAa. Stacking faults involve the insertion or removal 
of a pair of layers of the same index Aa etc. and are called 
extrinsic and intrinsic respectively. They are shown in Fig.5.1(a and
b) and the structures of the {lll}twin is shown in Fig. 5.1(c).
These faults and the twin involve no change in the bond lengths of the 
four covalently bonded neighbours or of the inter-bond angles in the 
lattice. Also the second neighbour distances remain unchanged. In 
covalently bonded materials like silicon and germanium, most of the 
binding energy resides in the nearest neighbour bonds and the angles 
between them. Therefore it is expected that the stacking fault energy 
arises only from changes in the third and higher order neighbour 
distances. However there is another major difference between perfect 
crystal bonds and the sets of bonds marked T in Fig.5.1(a, b and c) 
near the faulted planes as explained below.
Consider a set of eight atoms in the tetrahedral bonding
arrangement as shown in Fig.5.2(a). If the upper three atoms are
rotated collectively along the axis passing through atoms 1 and 2 by
o
60, these will overlap on to the lower three atoms as in the top view 
of Fig.5.2(b). All the inter-bond angles remain unchanged, only the
o
bond joining atoms 1 and 2 is twisted by 60. Such twisted bonds occur 
in the crystal near faulted planes. This type of bond is marked T in 
Fig.5.1 and is the main source of stacking fault energy in the diamond 
structure.
1 m2 j1 BSaatigBai!
The model diamond structure crystals used for computer 
simulation were bounded by (211), (111) and (011) faces. First the 
required fault or twin was generated by shuffling the (333) planes 
in the upper half of the crystal by appropriate magnitudes in the 
[211] direction. Fixed boundary conditions were imposed on the 
(111) faces and periodic conditions on the (211) and (011) faces. 
The computational cell contained 4(022) planes 6(422) planes and 
21(111) planes. The models were allowed to relax to their minimum 
energy configurations. As expected no relaxation occurs in any of
the boundary structures. Both extrinsic and intrinsic stacking
-2 -2,
fault energies were of the same value of 69 mJm for Si and 60 nJm
for Ge which were in fact the experimental values to which the new 
Lifson-Warshel type potentials were matched. The energies of the
(111) twins were exactly half that of the corresponding stacking
-2 - 2
fault energies i.e. 34.5 mJm (Si) and 30mJm (Ge). The Sinclair
potential gives zero values of these fault energies, which is one 
of the serious limitations of the potential.
5.3 . (211{ .BOUNDARIES
Vlachavas and Pond (1981) observed a {211} twin boundary in 
silicon and deduced that its structure involved a relative 
displacement of the two crystals away from their coincidence position. 
Later Fontaine and Smith (1982) observed the same boundary in 
polycrystalline silicon and proposed a model for its structure which 
is highly symmetrical, comprising of five and seven member rings of
atoms at the interface. Pond (1982) constructed a spoke model of the
boundary structure which involved a different arrangement of five and 
seven member rings. He found that the relative positions of the 
adjacent crystals were consistant with the experimental observation of 
Vlachavas and Pond (1981) but not with the higher symmetry boundary
suggested (Fontaine and Smith 1982). More recently Pond, Bacon and
Bastaweesy (1983) have suggested an alternative model for this twin in 
which the two crystals are related by mirror reflection across the 
boundary so that no translation is involved. Hiey have also used 
computer simulation techniques to obtain the relaxed structures and 
energies of this reflection twin and of the translated twin observed 
experimentally (Vlachavas and Pond 1981). Hie reflection twin was 
found to have the lower energy. A detailed theoretical study of the 
{211} twin boundary has been carried out in both silicon and 
germanium. Geometrical concepts, spoke models and computer simulation 
techniques have all been used. The methods adopted and the results 
obtained are presented in the following subsections and compared with 
the earlier work.
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5-«j3_«JLvGECM1£LKICAL LMODELS
The conventional (211) reflection twin in the diamond
structure is shown in Fig.5.3(a). It is not satisfactory as the
atoms C and D occupying coincident site positions at the interface
have three- and five-fold co-ordination respectively. Following
Pond et al. (1983), an acceptable structure, which is shown in
Fig.5.3(b), may be obtained as follows. First displace columns of
%
atoms of the type labelled D by 1/4 [011], thus moving them from one 
(022) plane to the next plane. Then shift atom pairs E, E' and F, 
F1, where E1 and F1 originally lie 1/2 [011] above E and F, by 
+k[011] so that bonds are formed between them. The parameter k was 
here chosen to be 1/10. Finally move atoms E, E 1 ,F, F 1 by A [211] 
away from the interface, where A was taken to be 1/27. The 
resulting structure is still a reflection twin but is now based 
entirely on four-fold co-ordination. However the period of the 
structure in the [011] direction has been doubled.
A translated alternative structure for the (211) twin may be 
obtained as follows. First displace atoms C and D of Fig.5.3(a) by 
-p [111]-p[211] and (1/4-p)[lll]4p[2ll] respectively. This 
generates a different reflection twin with C and D associated with 
the lower and upper crystals as shown in Fig.5.3(c). Here p and jd 
were taken to be 3/20 and 1/14 respectively. In this way atom C 
loses a bond with atom G of the upper crystal but gains two with 
atoms E and E' of the lower crystal. Similarly atom D loses bonds 
with E and E 1 and gains one with atom G. With C and D still bonded 
to each other we now have a reflection twin with no dangling bonds.
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However this is most unlikely to exist in practice because of the 
large deviations from the ideal bond lengths and inter-bond angles 
which it involves. If however the lower crystal is now rigidly 
displaced by 1/4[011]-Ft[111], where T  is about 1/2, a satisfactory 
structure is obtained. Indeed if f t is exactly 1/2 the particularly 
symmetric boundary shown in Fig.5.3 (d) arises in which the two 
crystals are related by a two-fold screw axis along [111].
The reflection and translation (211) twin boundary shown in 
Fig.5.3 (a) and (d) appear on geometric grounds to be satisfactory. 
Hie former is simpler involving pairs of isolated 5- and 7-member 
rings along the interface. Hie latter is more complex having a 
continuous chain of 7- member rings along the boundary with an 
equal number of adjacent 5- member rings on either side. However 
this suggests that the translated boundary may be able to relax 
more fully. These two boundaries will now be discussed in greater 
detail by referring to spoke models.
5.3 .2 ■SFQKE . MODELS
In order to obtain an understanding of the ways in which the 
proposed geometric structures of the {211} reflection and 
translation twins, shown in Fig.5.3 (b) and (d), relax to
equilibrium configurations, spoke models were constructed from a
kit supplied by Cochranes of Oxford. In these models each atom is 
represented by a ball 10mm in diameter from which project four 
tetrahedrally located prongs 10mm long. The bonds take the form of
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flexible tubes 70mm in length and 5mm in diameter which fit tightly 
over the rigid prongs. In a model of perfect crystal these remain 
straight but in the neighbourhood of the twin boundaries the 
central sections, of length 50mm, curve to accommodate the 
displacements and rotations of the balls.
Photographs of the models of the reflection and translation 
twin boundary structures, taken from a distance of approximatly 10m 
to avoid, as for as possible, problems of parallax, are shown in
Figs.5.4(a) and 5.4(b). In each case the plane of the photograph
\
is (011) so that the structures can be compared directly with 
Figs.5.3(b) and (d). In particular the 5- and 7- member rings at 
the interface are clearly seen and, as anticipated, consist of 
tubes curved outwards and inwards respectively. The only 
significant exception to this is the tube labelled Q between two 7- 
member rings in Fig.5.4(b) which is approximately straight. Ihe 
smallest radius of curvature of about 180mm arise for tube P in 
Fig.5.4(a). This corresponds to approximately 9/4 rd where rd is 
the interatomic distance. Ihe symmetric location of this tube 
results in it being bent into an arc of a circle. This is not 
generally the case so that, for example, the tubes meeting at balls 
f and g in Fig.5.4(b) are approximately parabolic.
The model of the reflection twin retains its exact mirror 
orientation relationship; traces of (111) planes crossing the 
boundary are continuous straight lines, as shown in Fig.5.4(a). 
The model and photograph can also be used to study the volume 
increase associated with the boundary. This is found to involve an 
expansion of 0.05a prependicular to the boundary where a is the
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lattice parameter. The model of the translation twin exhibits, as 
shown in Fig.5.4(b), an exact two-fold screw axis orientation 
relationship ft = 1/2). Hence the traces of (111) planes in the 
lower half of the photograph meet the interface midway between 
those in the upper half. Again the volume increase arising from 
the boundary has been measured and is found to correspond to an 
expansion of 0.45a.
Hence spoke models suggest that the geometric structures of 
the possible {211} twin boundaries described in the previous 
section are likely to be stable and may therefore occur in real 
materials. In principle they also enable further information on 
the possible location of atoms in the neighbourhood of the 
interface to be deduced. However these would clearly depend on the 
scale of the model and the stiffness of the tubes. It is therefore 
preferable to make use of computer simulation methods based on 
interatomic potentials for silicon and germanium to obtain more 
reliable results on these structures.
Hie model diamond structure crystals used for the computer 
simulations were bounded by (011), (111) and (211) faces. First 
the (211) reflection twin shown in Fig.5.3(a) was generated from a 
single crystal by shuffling successive (422) planes in the upper 
half crystal by J3a, -J3a and 0 in the [111] direction. The more
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satisfactory reflection and translation twin structures shown in 
Fig.5.3(b) and (d) were then obtained by displacing atoms as 
described in section 5.3.1. In addition possible volume increases 
associated with the boundary were investigated by moving the (211) 
faces outwards. After making these displacements fixed boundary 
conditions were imposed on the (211) faces and periodic conditions 
on the (011) and (111) corrugated faces. The computational cell 
contained 4(022) planes 3(111) planes in all cases and 18(422) 
planes for the reflection twin and 19(422) planes for the
translation twin for symmetry reasons. Further fixed (422) planes 
were added to ensure that all atoms in this cell had a complete set 
of neighbours. The models were allowed to relax to their minimum 
energy configurations.
A summary is given in table 5.1 of the relaxed energies of 
the {211} twin boundaries which have been obtained from the
computer simulation experiments. Results are given for both 
reflection (Re) and translation (Tr) twins in both silicon and 
germanium using the Sinclair modified potential and Lifson-Warshel 
type potentials. In addition energies are quoted for models in 
which no volume change was allowed and for models in which the 
(2ll) faces were moved outwards by +14x10? [211]. Also the total 
twin boundary energy^ is subdivided into its stretching, bending 
and torsion components and>£ arising from the terms E^f
Eg and E^ respectively in the potential (see chapter 4). Finally 
the results for silicon are compared with those given by Fond et 
al. (1983). Note that in each case the reflection twin has the
lower energy, that the major contribution to the energy arises from
the bond bending term, that the volume increases reduce the total
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energies and that the silicon results do not agree with those 
published previously, Lifson-Warshel type potentials give much 
lower energies as compared to the Sinclair potential.
The structures of the relaxed boundaries were very close to 
the geometrical models shown in Fig.5.3.(b) and (d), In the case 
of the reflection twin the improved displacements on the atoms E 
and F, which as explained in section 5.3.1 give rise to a doubling 
of the period of the structure in the [011] direction, result in 
some small differential displacements of atoms in the (022) planes. 
Hence some pairs of atoms initially separated by 1/2 [011] are no 
longer superimposed in the relaxed [011] projection. However the 
reflection orientation relation is not destroyed. The relaxed 
values of k and X originally chosen to be 0.100 and 0.037 were 
0.102 and 0.029. In the case of the translation twins the minimum 
energy structures were found for both silicon and germanium to 
correspond to translations of 1/4[011] + T[lll] where T' = 1/2 .
This is illustrated in Fig.5.5 which plots the total boundary 
energy for unrelaxed and relaxed models as a function of T. Both 
curves are parabolic with minimum at T =  1/2. The crystals are 
then related by a two-fold screw axis along [111].
When no volume increases were allowed in the models the
expansions associated with the twin interfaces were accommodated by
long range compressive strains extending to the fixed (211)
boundaries. These strains were relieved by moving the fixed
boundaries outwards and for both materials and for both types of
boundary it was found that the critical displacements were
-3  - -
approximately ±14x10 [211]. In these fully relaxed structures
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atomic displacements were found to be concentrated at the 
interfaces and the exact reflection and screw axis orientation 
relations are retained.
5y4J113V,BQUNI^ES
The {113} stacking fault is a planar defect observed only in 
silicon and germanium (Matthews and Ashby 1973, Ferreira Lima and 
Howie 1976, Salisbury and Loretto 1979 and Tan et al. 1981), but not 
in metals. One of the structural models proposed incorporates a layer 
of interstitial atoms each with three dangling bonds, and with the 
bonds of the matrix atoms on either side of the interstitial layer 
stretched by 35-48 % (Salisbury and Loretto 1979). This is a 
situation that can hardly be favourable energetically. Tan et al. 
(1981) introduced a {113} stacking fault in a silicon wafer and fitted 
the crystal lattice on the lattice image produced by an electron 
microscope. From these observations he found that the matrix crystal 
displacement is nearly 1/25 [116]. He has constructed a model for this 
defect which incorporates a layer of interstitial atoms with no 
dangling bonds and with a few bondlength changes of only 5%.
Hornstra (1959) has proposed two models for the {113} tilt
boundary. He assumes a relative translation of the two grains along a 
common [011] axis by a/4j2. Both the models have four dangling bonds 
per period of the boundary. Moler (1981) has constructed a different
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model for this boundary, which has some improvements over Hornstra's
models. It does not involve any translation but has the same number
of dangling bonds. He has estimated the energy of this boundary as 
-2.1940 mJm. Theoretical studies of the {113} stacking faults and twin 
boundary have been carried out. The methods adopted and the results 
obtained are presented in the following subsections.
, GECMEmC&L MODELS
The stacking of (113) planes in the diamond structure is 
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHhliJjKkAa, as shown in Fig.5.6 (a). If the crystal 
is cut between two (113) planes, say between I and i, and one 
crystal is translated against the other, different stacking faults 
are possible when the translation is N/ll[113], where N is 1, 2, 3,
 10. However the structures produced for these faults are not
satisfactory because they involve dangling bonds and also some of 
the bonds across the boundary are too short. Acceptable 
structures, in which all the atoms have four-fold co-ordination, 
shown in Figs.5.6 (b) and (c), may be obtained as follows. First 
displace plane i by p [332]-p[113] and plane I by -p[332]+jD[113]. 
Ihe parameters p and p were taken to be 1/22 and 1/83 respectively. 
Bie lower crystal is now rigidly displaced by -k[113], where k is 
1/11. A satisfactory structure is obtained which has
AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHh|Ee|BbCcDdEeFfGgHhIiJjKkAa stacking seguence as 
shown in Fig.5.6 (b). In fact at the fault site four double planes 
IiJjKkAa have been removed and an extra double plane Ee has been 
inserted, therefore the stacking fault is extrinsic.
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Another type of stacking fault is also possible when the 
parameters p, p and k are 1/15, 1/47 and 3/22 respectively. All 
the atoms in this fault have four-fold co-ordination and the 
structure now has AaBbCcDdEeFfGgHh|gJ|IiJjKkAa stacking sequence as 
shown in Fig.5.6 (c), Here two single planes g and J have been 
inserted. Therefore this fault is extrinsic as well. Also it is 
interesting to note that in the type I fault the inserted double 
plane Ee is the same distance apart on either side from the same 
index planes. The two single planes inserted in the fault of type 
II obey similar symmetry. Both the fault structures comprise five- 
and seven-member rings at the boundary.
The conventional CSL {113} reflection twin in the diamond 
structure is shown in Fig.5.7(a). The atoms C and D have five- and 
three-fold co-ordination respectively, hence the structure is not 
energetically favourable. An acceptable structure, which is shown 
in Fig.5.7(b) may be obtained as follows. First displace columns 
of atoms of the type labelled C by 1/4 [110], thus moving them from 
one (220) plane to the next plane. Now move these atoms by p[332] 
so that two bonds are formed between atom C and atoms D and D', 
where D 1 originally lies 1/2[110] above D. Now atom C has four 
neighbours but the atoms E and F are left with three neighbours 
each. In order to overcome this discrepancy, shift atom pairs E, 
E1 and F, F' by +k[ll0] so that bonds are formed between them. The 
parameter k was here chosen to be 1/10 as in the case of the {211} 
refection twin. Finally move atoms C and D by -1/22 [113] and
1/22[113] respectively so that they lie on the same (113) plane. 
The resulting structure shown in Fig.5.7(b) is a perfect reflection 
twin without any dangling bonds and its period in the [110]
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direction has been doubled. Hie twin boundary structure so 
obtained consists of five- six- and seven-member rings. The five- 
and seven-member rings are not apparent from Fig.5.7(b) because one 
common leg of all odd-member rings is perpendicular to the plane of 
projection (e.g. E,E') and half of the other legs overlap the rest
of them.
Other structural models for {113} stacking faults and twin 
boundaries without dangling bonds are also possible, but they 
involve higher deviation of bondlengths and angles and therefore 
are not considered. Computer simulations of the {113} boundaries 
described above have been carried out in order to calculate 
energies and to determine the relaxed structures.
5 .4.2 . COMPUTER. SIMULATIQfl J30DELS
The model diamond structure crystals used for the computer 
simulations were bounded by (332), (113) and (110) planes. First 
stacking faults were obtained by displacing (ll3) planes as 
described in the previous section. Possible volume increases 
associated with the boundary were investigated by moving the (113) 
faces outwards. After making these displacements fixed boundary 
conditions were imposed on the (113) faces and periodic conditions 
on the (110) faces. Hie computational cell contained 4(220) 
planes, 11(332) planes and 22(113) planes. Further fixed (113) 
planes were added to ensure that all atoms in the cell had a 
complete set of neighbours.
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The model crystal and the boundary conditions used for the 
twin were the same as for the stacking faults described above. Ifoe 
twin sructure shown in Fig.5.7(a) was generated by shuffling all 
(113) planes in the upper half by appropriate magnitudes in [332] 
and [113] directions. Ihe final twin structure shown in Fig.5.7(b) 
was then obtained by displacing atoms as described in section 
5.4.1. The models were then allowed to relax to their minimum 
energy configurations.
A summary is given in table 5.2 of the relaxed energies of 
the {113} stacking faults and twin boundaries obtained from the 
computer simulation experiments. Results obtained using the 
modified Sinclair potential and Lifson-Warshel type potential are 
given for the two types (I and II) of stacking faults and a 
reflection twin in both silicon and germanium. The energies are 
quoted for models in which no volume change was allowed and for 
models in which the (113) faces were moved outwards by a magnitude 
which gives the lowest energy for the inteface (except fault type I 
in which the boundary energy increases by expansion). Note that in 
each case fault type I has a lower energy than fault type II by a 
large amount and that fault type I has a slightly higher energy 
than the twin interface. The major contribution to the energy 
arises from the bond bending term of the potential in all cases.
The structures of the relaxed fault types I and II and the 
twin boundaries are shown in Figs. 5.6 (b) , (c) and 5.7 (b)
respectively. In the case of the {113} twin the bonds
reconstructed between E, E' and F, F 1 , which as explained in 
section 5.4.1 produce a doubling of the period of the structure in
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the [110] direction, result in some small differential displacement 
of atoms in the (220) planes. Hence some pairs of atoms initially 
separated by 1/2 [110] are no longer superimposed in the relaxed 
[110] projection as in the case of the {211} reflection twin.
5 . 5  . { 1 2 2 1  'B C X M & R IE S
Kohn (1958) observed a {122} twin in silicon and proposed a 
zig-zag boundary model for the interface. Later Hornstra (1959) 
proposed two models for this boundary, one identical with that of 
Kohn's model and a new one which has mirror reflection across the 
boundary. Krivanek et al. (1977) confirmed the earlier models due to 
Kohn (1958) and Hornstra (1959) by lattice imaging techniques. Moller 
(1981) considered the same model for the boundary and calculated its 
energy as 1310 rrJm. Recently Papon et al. (1984) studied the 
structure of this twin boundary in germanium by means of ^ -fringe and 
electron diffraction techniques. They constructed a spoke model for 
this boundary which has mirror glide symmetry and concluded that 
Hornstra's model is a good representation of the boundary observed. 
Theoretical study of the {122} twin boundary has been carried out. 
The geometrical models and computer simulation models are described in 
the following sections.
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5 .5 .1 GEOMETRTCAr. MODRT.q
A possible geometry of the (122) twin in the diamond 
structure, with a reflection plane lying between two (18,36,36) 
planes, is shown in Fig. 5.8(a). This structure is highly 
unsatisfactory due to the very short bonds between atoms C, C' and 
D, D* and the very long bond between atoms E, E1. An acceptable 
structure shown in Fig.5.8(b) may be obtained by rigidly displacing 
the lower crystal by 1/4 [411] such that new bonds are formed 
between atoms C, E'? D, F1? E, C' and F, D1. The structure so 
obtained has a two-fold screw axis lying at the intersection of the 
boundary plane and the (022) plane.
A satisfactory reflection twin structure shown in Fig.5.8(c) 
is also possible as explained below. A double (18,36,36) plane 
containing atoms Cf and D' is removed and the upper crystal is 
moved down by -1/18 [122] such that the net volume per atom remains 
unalterred. Move columns of atoms D by 1/36 [122] such that they 
form bonds with atoms G1. Now atoms C and D are on the same plane 
which is the plane of reflection. The columns of atoms E, E' were 
moved towards each other by ±\[122] so that a bond is formed 
between them. The value of X was chosen as 1/18, so that a 35% 
stretched bond between E and E' is formed. This gives a reflection 
twin structure in which all the atoms have have four-fold 
co-ordination.
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5,5.2 C0MH7TER. SIMULATION, MODELS
The model diamond structure crystals used for computer 
simulation were bounded by (122), (411) and (011) faces. First the 
(122) reflection twin shown in Fig.5.8 (a) was generated by 
shuffling the successive (18,36,36) planes in the upper half of the 
crystal by -7X, -3X, IX, 5X, 9X, -5X, -IX, 3X and 7X in the [411] 
direction, where X=Jl8/36. Ihe more satisfactory translation and
reflection twin structures shown in Figs.5.8 (b) and (c) were then 
obtained by displacing atoms as described in section 5.5.1. 
Possible volume increases associated with the boundary were 
investigated by moving the (122) faces outwards.
After making these displacements fixed boundary conditions 
were imposed on the (122) faces and periodic conditions on the 
(011) and (411) faces. The computational cell contained 4(022) 
planes 36(18,36,36) planes and 18(72,18,18) planes. Further fixed 
(18,36,36) planes were added to ensure that all atoms in this cell 
had a complete set of neighbours. The models were allowed to relax 
to their minimum energy configurations. In fact the structure 
of the relaxed translation and reflection twin boundaries are shown 
in Figs.5.8 (b) and (c), which only differ from the unrelaxed 
structures in small details.
A summary is given in table 5.3 of the relaxed energies of 
the {122} twin boundaries which have been obtained from the 
computer simulation experiments. Results are given for both 
translation(Tr) and reflection (Re) twins in both silicon and
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germanium using the Sinclair modified potential and the 
Lifson-Warshel type potentials. In addition energies are quoted 
for models in which no volume change was allowed and for models in 
which the (18,36,36) faces were moved outwards by ±V[122]. Note 
that in each case the translation twin has the lower energy, that a 
large contribution to the energy arises from the bond bending term, 
and that the volume increases reduce the total energies. 
Lifson-Warshel type potentials give much lower energies as compared 
to the Sinclair potential.
When no volume increases were allowed in the models the 
expansions associated with the twin interfaces were accommodated by 
long range compressive strains extending to the fixed (122) 
boundaries. These strains were relieved by moving the fixed 
boundaries outwards for both materials and for both types of 
boundary. In these fully relaxed structures atomic displacements 
were found to be concentrated near the interfaces and the exact 
reflection and screw axis orientation relations are retained. The 
energy of the reflection twin is higher by roughly a factor of two 
than the translation twin according to the Sinclair potential. 
result, and this factor is six according to the new Lifson-Warshel 
type potential. Therefore the existance of a reflection {122} twin 
is less probable and in fact all the experimental results for 
silicon and germanium agree with the translation twin structure.
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Papon, Petit and Bacmann (1984) studied the structure of 
symmetrical tilt boundaries in germanium close to coincidence 
orientation using the ^ -fringe and electron diffraction techniques. 
They concluded that the boundary zones are dilated and that there 
exists a mirror glide symmetry c1 with no rigid body translation 
parallel to the grain boundary. Further, for the first time, they 
found experimentally that the period of a twin is twice that of the 
CSL. They constructed four different spoke models for the boundary, 
two of these have twice the CSL period and fit well with the 
experimental observations. The purpose of the present theoretical 
study is to gain more information about the detailed geometry of 
possible structures for the boundary and calculate their energies. 
The methods adopted and results obtained are presented in the 
following subsections.
5:J6-«1 GEOMETRICAL .MODELS
Ihe conventional {233} reflection twin in the diamond 
structure is shown in Fig.5.9(a). It is not satisfactory as the 
atoms A and A' occupying coincident site positions at the interface 
have two- and six-fold co-ordination respectively and the lengths 
of the bonds between B, B1? C,Cf and E, E' differ largely from the 
perfect crystal bonds. An acceptable structure shown in 
Fig.5.10(a) may be obtained as follows. Rigidly displace the lower
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crystal by 1/2[311]. In this translation one of the coincident 
atoms A is considered to belong to the lower crystal and is 
therefore displaced, while the other atom A 1 remains at its 
position like the atoms of the upper crystal. In this way new 
bonds are formed across the boundary between atoms A, E1; B, D*? 
C, F'; D, B1; E, A 1 and F, C*. Now all the atoms have four-fold 
co-ordination and the structure has two-fold screw symmetry with 
the axis lying at the boundary between two (022) planes.
A second alternative structure for the (233) twin may be 
obtained from the CSL boundary of Fig. 5.9 as follows. Rigidly 
displace the crystal below the boundary by 4/11 [311] and columns of 
atoms A by -17/44 [311] such that bonds are formed across the 
boundary between atoms A, D1; B, C1; C, E'; D, F* and E, B1. 
Now a pair of atoms D* and A is moved apart by ±1/66[233] and F', D 
are moved closer to each other by +1/44[233]. Ihe resulting 
structure is shown in Fig.5.10(b). Ihe period of the boundary 
structure obtained is the same as that of the CSL but differ from 
structure of Fig. 5.10(a) in the arrangements of 5-, 6- and 7- 
memeber rings. Here again all the atoms have four-fold 
co-ordiantion.
The third alternative structure for the boundary is shown in 
Fig.5.10(c) and may be obtained from the CSL boundary by the 
following procedure. Remove columns of atoms C and K from the left 
of the lower crystal and C 1 and K1 from the right of the upper 
crystal. Now move atom B on the left of the lower crystal by 
1/11[311] and also B 1 on the right of the upper crystal by the same 
amount such that these can form bonds with the coincidence site
I l l
atom A'. The two crystals are now moved towards each other by 
1/22[233] such that the change in volume due to removal of atoms is 
compensated. The period of the resulting boundary structure is 
twice that of the CSL and the two grains are related by a two-fold 
screw axis.
Hie fourth alternative structure for the boundary is shown 
in Fig.5.10(d) and can be arrived at from the CSL boundary of 
Fig.5.9 by the following simple procedure. Move atom B on the left 
of the lower crystal by 1/11 [311] such that it forms bonds with 
atoms A and B ‘. Similarly move atom B 1 on the right of the upper 
crystal by 1/11 [311] so that it forms bonds with atoms A and B. 
Now atoms C and C 1 are moved apart by +1/66 [233] and E and E‘ are 
moved closer to each other by ±1/66[233] . The resulting structure 
has two-fold screw symmetry with twice the period of the CSL.
, S M I A T IQ N:
The model diamond structure crystals used for computer 
simulation were bounded by (233), (311) and (011) faces. First the 
(233) reflection twin shown in Fig.5.9 was generated by shuffling 
the successive (44,66,66) planes in the upper half of the crystal 
by 4X, -3X, IX, 5X,-2X, 2X, -5X, -IX, 3X, -4X and 0X in the [311] 
direction, where X=JIl/ll. The more satisfactory twin structures 
shown in Figs.5.10 (a), (b), (c) and (d) were then obtained by
displacing atoms as described in section 5.6.1. Possible volume 
increases associated with the boundary were investigated by moving
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the (233) faces outwards. After making these displacements fixed 
boundary conditions were imposed on the (233) faces and periodic 
conditions on the (011) and (311) faces. The computational cell 
contained 4(022) planes 44(44,66,66) planes and 11(33,11,11) planes 
and 22(33,11,11) planes for the single and double period boundaries 
respectively. Further fixed (44,66,66) planes were added to ensure 
that all atoms in this cell had a complete set of neighbours. The 
models were allowed to relax to their minimum energy 
configurations. In fact the structure of the relaxed translation 
and reflection twin boundaries are shown in Figs.5.10 (a), (b), (c) 
and (d), which only differ from unrelaxed structure in small 
details.
A summary is given in table 5.4 of the relaxed energies of 
the {233} twin boundaries which have been obtained from the 
computer simulation experiments. Results are given for all four 
twin structures of Fig. 5.10 in both silicon and germanium using 
the Sinclair modified potential and Lifson-Warshel type potentials. 
In addition energies are quoted for models in which no volume 
change was allowed and for models in which the (44,66,66) faces 
were moved outwards by iV[233]. Note that in each case the twin 
structure of Fig. 5.10 (a), which has two-fold screw symmetry with 
a single CSL period, has the lowest energy. In these fully relaxed 
structures the exact two-fold screw axis orientation is retained 
for the boundaries of Figs. 5.10 (a), (c) and (d). The energy of 
the asymmetric boundary of Fig. 5.10 (b) is the highest of all 
four. Therefore the existence of such a twin is remote. Hie 
structures of the twins in Figs. 5.10 (c) and (d) both have twice 
the CSL period but the energy of the boundary of Fig.5.10 (c) is
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lower than that of Fig. 5.10 (d) and therefore more likely to
exist in nature.
5«7;,DISCUSSIQ&
The aim of this chapter is to provide a detailed theoretical 
account of the structure of the {111}, {211}, {113}, {122} and {233} 
twin boundaries and {111} and {113} stacking faults in silicon and 
germanium. Well-established methods, based on geometrical- and 
computer simulation-models, have been adopted for all the boundaries. 
The geometrical models presented here are not all original but they 
have been described with some care in order to avoid the confusion 
which can easily arise when analysing the diamond structure. 
Acceptable structures must have four-fold co-ordination for all atoms 
and bond lengths and inter-bond angles which approximate to ideal 
values. Such a structure for the {113} twin has been achieved for the 
first time. Two structures referred to as reflection and translation 
type {211} twins have been selected. Spoke models of these two 
possible twin boundaries were constructed and are helpful in 
illustrating the way in which the geometric structures relax to 
equilibrium configurations. In particular the bending of bonds around 
5- and 7-member rings is clearly revealed. As a result of these 
relaxations the twin structures retain their exact mirror and two-fold 
screw-axis orientation relationship respectively. It was concluded 
that the two boundary structures may well occur in real materials.
The boundary structures were examined using computer simulation
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techniques. Great care has again to be exercised in this study in 
order to ensure that atoms interact directly with only four nearest 
neighbours. If a fifth neighbour is included the energy of the model 
is artifically reduced and a false equilibrium structure obtained. In 
the present application the result suggest that the modifications made 
and the addition of routines to the DEVIL suite of computer programs, 
described in chapter 4, have been successful in enabling this trap to 
be avoided. Hie second crucial feature of computer simulations of 
crystal defects is the potential used. Simple radial potentials are 
inadequate for valence crystal calculations because of the directional 
bonding. The modified Sinclair potential adopted has both radial 
(bond stretching) and angular (bond bending) terms and predicts 
plausible stable structures. Hie more elaborate potential due to 
Altmann et al. (1984) for silicon which includes stretching, bending 
and twisting of bonds was also used at the prelimnary stage of the 
present simulation work. This potential works well for some boundary 
structures but gives unacceptable negative value for the {122} 
translation twin boundary. This potential was further modified in 
order to overcome this problem and is described in chapter 4. A 
similar four body potential was derived for germanium.
As described in section 4.2.2 the intrinsic stacking fault
energy is a parameter of the Lifson-Warshel type potentials and was
fixed at the experimental value of 69mJn?for silicon (Foil and Carter 
-2
1979) and 60 mJm for germamium (Gomez et al. 1975 ; Ray and Cockyne 
1973). Hie resulting extrinsic fault and twin energies are 69 and 
34.5 mJm for silicon and 60 and 30 mJm®* for germanium respectively. 
Hie twin energy, being half that of the stacking fault, is in 
agreement with similar calculaitons for copper by Doneghan (1976).
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From the experimental observations Hayashi and Kurosawa (1978) 
concluded that the density of the intrinsic faults is higher than that 
of extrinsisc stacking faults. The simulation results suggest that 
both the faults are equal energetically and therefore both should 
occur in practice. However the formation of dislocations that bound 
the faults may cause this difference of density observed 
experimentally. The only source of energy for all of the {111} 
boundaries is bond twisting. Hie Sinclair potential, which does not 
consider twisting of bonds give zero value for the energies of these 
interfaces.
Hie results presented in table 5.1 for {211} boundaries 
indicate that the reflection twin has a lower energy than the 
translation type. This agrees with the general conclusion of Pond et 
al. (1983). However the magnitudes of the relaxed energies given 
here are larger than those reported previously using the same 
potential. The results obtained using Lifson-Warshel type potentials 
are much lower in magnitude but the relative orders remain unchanged 
i.e. the reflection twin has a lower energy than the translation type 
for both silicon and germanium. Also the present results clearly 
demonstrate that the simulated translated twin boundary has an exact 
two-fold screw-axis orientation relationship. Hiis means that the 
parameter Tin the rigid body translation is exactly 1/2 and not 0.54 
as reported by Pond et al. (1983). This is disturbing as available 
experimental results suggest that the less symmetric structure is 
preferred.
Itoo types of {113} extrinsic stacking faults and a reflection 
twin boundary were investigated. The results presented in table 5.2
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indicate that the stacking fault referred to as type If has a lower
energy than the fault of type II by a factor of less than 1/2. Both
the potentials used agree with this conclusion, although the
magnitudes of the energies in the two cases are in no way near to each
other. Because of its high energy it is less likely that the
structure of fault type II exists in real materials. Tan et al.
(1981) estimated the elastic energy stored in a silicon crystal due to
a {113} stacking fault loop as 181-320 mJmr The present results for
this boundary using the Lifson-Warshel type and the Sinclair
—2 —2potentials are 466 rrJm and 893 mJm respectively. Both the potentials 
predict that the {113} twin energy is slightly lower than the stacking 
fault type I energy in both silicon and germanium.
Hie results of computer simulation of {122} boundaries
presented in table 5.3 indicate that the reflection twin has a higher
energy than the translation type. This is in constrast with the {211}
twin, in which case the translation twin has a higher energy. However
experimental observations agree that the translation twin exists for
both {122} and {211} boundaries. Here the theoretical results are in
complete agreement with the experimental results of mirror glide
symmetry reported by Krivanek et al. (1977) and Papon et al. (1984).
Moller (1981) calculated the energy of the {122} translation twin
-2
boundary in silicon as 1310 mJrn which is higher than the present
-2 —2results of 831 mJm using the Sinclair potential and 249 rrJm using the
Lifson-warshel type potential. In his calculations Moller has not 
considered the bond stretching and relaxation effects.
The four possible structures for the {233} twin shown in Figs. 
5.10 (a), (b), (c) and (d) referred to as twin types A, B, C and D
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respectively were investigated. The results of computer simulation
presented in table 5.4 indicate that twin type A, which has the normal
CSL period, has the lowest energy of these structures. Experimental 
results due to Papon et al. (1984) suggest that the boundary has 
twice the CSL period in the [233] direction. The twin structures of 
type C and D have this observed period. Of these two, type C has 
lower energy than type D and is more likely to exist in real
materials. Twin type B which is asymmetric also has a stable
structure but as expected has the highest energy of the four boundary 
structures.
The results of computer simulation obtained using the Sinclair 
potential differ largely in magnitude from those using the 
Lifson-Warshel type potential for all the boundaries considered in 
this chapter. In particular the former gives higher energies for all 
except {111} boundaries. TVo or more structures were simulated for 
each of the {211}, {122} and {233} twin and the {113} stacking fault 
boundaries. The order of the energies for the different structures of 
the same boundary in unaltered for the two potentials used. The 
Sinclair potential is unable to differentiate between a perfect and a 
faulted crystal. As the Lifson-Warshel type potential is matched to 
more parameters like vacancy formation energy, divacancy binding 
energy and stacking fault energy, then it can be considered more 
reliable than the Sinclair potential.
The studies of the structures of interfaces described in this 
chapter could clearly be extended to more complex boundaries with 
larger Miller indices. For example it is certain that the methods 
adopted and the new potential used are capable of simulating the
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structures of the sl9 and 527 twin boundaries in silicon reported by 
Vaudin, Cunningham and Ast (1983) and the s25 and s41 near coincident 
tilt boundaries in silicon and germanium observed by d'Anterroches and 
Bourret (1984).
Tan et al. (1981) observed a hexagonal phase of silicon (a 
one-element wurtzite structure) and proposed an atomic model for the 
(115) diamond cubic - hexagonal interface which comprises of 5- and 7- 
member rings without dangling bonds. Parsons and Hoelke (1984) 
reported that amorphous germanium was crystallized by electron beam 
heating. The resulting polycrystalline matrix contained crystals 
which had either a hexagonal or a diamond-cubic crystal structure. 
Barcelo and Crocker (1982) simulated b.c.c.-h.c.p. interfaces in 
copper alloys and found stable relaxed structures. Sutton and 
Christian (1982) simulated f.c.c.-h.c.p. boundaries by developing an 
equilibrium potential for both phases and calculated relaxed 
structures and energies of the (111) f.c.c.-(001)h.c.p. and 
(557)f.c.c.-(331)h.c.p. interfaces. Choudhry (1985) simulated the 
(522) f .c.c.-b.c.c. interphase boundary. He developed and used an 
equilibrium potential for both phases of iron. The new Lifson-Warshel 
type potential clearly differentiates between diamond-cubic and
hexagonal structures. It also gives a stable hexagonal phase with
*3  -■* %
energies 1.236x10 eV (Si) and 1.076x10v eV (Ge) p e r  a * volume higher
than in the diamond-cubic phase. Therefore the energy and the
structure of cubic-hexagonal interfaces could be simulated using this
potential.
The geometrical concepts of boundaries could be extended to 
III-V compounds like GaAs. It is interesting to note that except for
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{111}, all the boundaries considered involve odd (five and seven)
member rings. For III-V compounds these odd member rings cannot be 
constructed without having two atoms of the same polarity at 
neighbouring sites. However, the construction of even-member rings at 
the boundary can overcome this problem. Such a new {112} twin 
boundary structure is shown in Fig. 5.11. It comprises of 4-f 6- and 
8-member rings and does not have any dangling bonds. Of course, the 
bending of bonds around 4- and 8-member rings is higher than in the 
{112} reflection and translation twin boundaries described in section 
5.3 which comprise of 5-, 6- and 7-member rings. Further theoretical 
and experimental work is needed to explore this situation. The 
simulation procedures described and used for Si and Ge are equally 
applicable to GaAs. To do this an appropriate potential is needed
which can be fitted on its physical properties as described in
chapter4. The present methods are extendable to the two-element
wurtzite structures, where perhaps Coulomb interactions between third 
neighbours is needed to be considered as a part of the potential.
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TWIN
TYPE V r e T 0
y T
0 130 1280 — 1410
Re 0 215* 985* — 1200* ,
Si 14 170 1070 — 1240
0 360 1310 — 1670
Sinclair Tr 0 620* 810* — 1430*
Potential 14 360 1130 — 1490
Re 0 130 1150 — 1280
Ge 14 160 960 — 1120
Tr 0 345 1135 — 1480
14 340 990 — 1330
Re 0 '116 313 95 524
Si 14 68 321 94 483
Tr 0 , 182 574 90 846
L-W Type 14 280 496 48 824
Potential Re 0 82 247 88 417
Ge 14 44 261 87 392
Tr 0 173 431 83 688
14 246 363 68 677
Table 5.1 Hie total energy 'Vr and its stretching, bending and torsional 
components'^, y $ and "y are given in mJm2 for the reflection 
(Re) and translation (Tr) {211} twins for volume increases
defined by the coefficient yxl0 ‘5 of the displacement vector 
+V[211]. The energies indicated by an asterisk are those 
computed by Pond et al. 1983.
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FAULT
TYPE
V CD 
: 
<*- 
:
y
y
T
I 0 19 874 — 893
II 0 414 2240 — 2654
Si II 10 157 1775 — 1932
TWIN 0 143 1058 — ’ 1201
Sinclair TWIN 4 27 813 — 840
Potential: I 0 21 724 — 745
II 0 347 1852 — 2199
Ge II 10 142 1463 — 1605
TWIN 0 117 951 — 1068
TWIN 4 29 674 — 703
I 0 46 344 76 466
II 0 327 972 104 1403
Si II 10 236 883 97 1216
TWIN 0 56 356 103 515
L-W Type TWIN 4 38 319 101 458
Potential I 0 35 275 69 379
II 0 167 806 99 1072
Ge II 10 171 685 91 947
TWIN 0 40 281 94 415
TWIN 4 28 255 93 376
Table 5.2 Hie total energy'Vr and its stretching, bending and torsional 
c o m p o n e n t s a n d ^ h *  are given in mJm for the two types 
of {113} faults and a reflection twin for volume increases 
defined by the coefficient yxl0 of the displacement vector 
±V[ll3].
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TWIN
TYPE
V
^b
r r
CD
Tr 0 27 884 — 911
Tr 6 . 42 790 — 831
Si Re 0 488 1269 — 1757
Sinclair Re 2 539 1176 — 1715
Potential Tr 0 26 733 — 759
Tr 6 37 652 — 689
Ge Re 0 575 873 — 1448
Re 2 455 964 — 1419
Tr 0 19 221 31 271
Tr 3 21 197 31 249
Si Re 0 531 971 74 1576
L-W Type Re 28 458 644 50 1152
Potential Tr 0 17 160 29 206
Ge Tr 3 17 156 29 202
Re 0 433 754 71 1258
Re
*— :— i— :- - i -
28 413 496 46 955
Table 5.3 Hie total energy Tr and its stretching, bending and torsional
-2
components Tg are given in mJm for the reflection
(Re) and translation (Tr) {122} twins for volume increases 
defined by the coefficient Vxl0* of the displacement vector
+y[122].
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TWIN
TYPE
V
^b r T
A 0 206 1344 1550
A 1 211 1332 — 1543
B 0 131 1944 — 2075
Si B 7 391 1522 — 1913
C 0 120 1692 — 1812
C 2 105 1693 — 1799
D 0 262 1741 — 2003
Sinclair D 7 373 1495 1869
Potential A 0 174 1117 — 1290 ‘
A 1 178 1106 — 1283
B 0 132 1587 — 1719
Ge B 7 323 1257 — 1580
C 0 94 1401 — 1495
C 2 113 1370 — 1483
D 0 351 1312 — 1663
D 7 220 1292 1512
A 0 90 388 45 523
B 0 100 678 54 832
Si B 7 190 458 52 700
C 0 145 443 47 635
L-W Type D 0 158 477 49 684
Potential A 0 65 310 43 418
B 0 79 527 50 656
Ge B 7 139 354 48 541
C 0 113 347 44 504
D 0 125 372 45 542
Table 5.4 The total energy and its stretching, bending and torsional 
components andT^ are given in rrJm2for the types A,
B, C and D {233} twins for volume increases defined by the 
coefficient Vxl0? of the displacement vector +y[233].
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c m i
GMERAL.JISJCOSSIO^, AND. CONCLUSIONS
fr.i,m£,cgssiQfl
Hie geometry of vacancy and mixed vacancy-solute clusters has 
been examined in chapter 2 for many common crystal structures. Hie 
main purpose of listing these clusters was to provide a basis for 
computer calculations and to get information which is useful in the 
studies of the nucleation of extended crystal defects including 
dislocation loops, voids and stacking faults. Only close-packed 
clusters were taken into account for two reasons; firstly, the 
results will otherwise become more complex, secondly, for most of the 
crystals, the binding is not very strong beyond first nearest 
neighbour. Hie classification number and reduced characteristic 
representation vectors were obtained by a computer program based on 
the matrix representation method. Hie method in its present form is 
unable to identify two clusters having the same geometry but are 
distinct due to different environments due to neighbouring atoms. 
Hiis may happen only in multiple lattice structures. During the 
present study this problem appeared in the case of the hexagonal 
close-packed structure, where 1 trivacancy 4 tetravacancy and 14 
pentavacancy pair clusters were identified by sketching and visual 
inspections. All these clusters lie in the basal plane. Hie matrix
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representation method is extendable to identify such pairs of clusters 
and this can be achieved by including the close environment as an 
additional part of the cluster. The matrix representation method is 
open to wider application. For example, it has been already shown 
that using the general notation the method is capable of classifying 
and enumerating mixed clusters of vacancies and different types of 
solutes.
Computer simulations of point defects and interfaces are given 
in chapter 4 and 5 respectively. The validity of computer simulation 
results relies to varying degrees on the chosen interatomic 
interaction, the boundary conditions and the relaxation procedure. 
Probably the most important of these is the choice of a semi-empirical 
interatomic potential. It is usually desirable in computer 
experiments to use a potential which is as simple in form as possible. 
The only criterion which must of necessity be fulfilled is that the 
potential ensures a stable crystal lattice with respect to small 
deformations and rigid body displacements. Two-body central 
potentials are widely acceptable for metals. But for semiconducting 
materials such as silicon and germanium the bonding is highly 
directional, so the two-body potentials are not adequate. For this 
reason the Sinclair potential and a newly developed Lifson-Warshel 
type potential, which include three-body and four-body interactions 
respectively have been used in the present work. The limitations of 
simple potentials are quite clear. The interpretation of results 
obtained from the use of more complex potentials, which might include 
quantum mechanical effects due to electronic redistribution in the 
vicinity of severely distorted defect cores, would be difficult. 
Moreover potentials have usually been designed for particular . classes
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of defects, e.g. vacancies or interfaces. It is gratifying to show 
that the new Lifson-Warshel type potentials have been applied 
successfully to both point defects and interfaces. Indeed in order to 
test the results it would seem necessary in any computer simulation 
calculation to use at least two different interatomic interactions. 
It would be useful if one of these interactions was a pseudopotential 
but this is not always practicable. If the same or similar defect 
configuration results from such calculations then it could be said to 
be characteristic of that particular crystal structure even though the 
magnitude of the relaxed energies may be greatly different. In 
addition it is unusual to place much significance on the actual 
material the potential reperesents. It is clear that more accurate 
potentials, however complicated, will only come from increased 
experimental information concerning the bulk and defect properties of 
the material.
Due to the non-availability of a potential for a substitutional 
impurity the parent-parent potential was scaled by introducing two 
factors so that both the lattice parameter and the elastic constants 
can be changed together. Thus the host-impurity potential represents 
the size of the solute atom as well as its elastic characteristics. 
An alternative procedure of deriving the impurity potential, is to 
take the average of two potentials representing different materials. 
Ihis method was adopted by Anderman and Gehman (1968) and Dretje and 
Ekster (1974). In the present studies it would have been possible to 
investigate a Si impurity in Ge or vice versa by averaging the 
corresponding potentials. In practice this was not done but a more
general approach adopted by varying the depth by ±25% and the lattice 
parameter by ±10% of the parent-parent potential. Silicon impurities
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in germanium could be simulated by letting f1=1.061 and f2=0.980? and 
Ge impurities in Si by fl=0.945 and f2=1.021.
The extent to which the boundary conditions and relaxation 
procedure effect the computer results are difficult to access. It is 
obvious that the boundary conditions must be chosen to suit the type 
of defect to be studied. It is usually always desirable to have as 
large a computational cell as possible. Bowever for extended defects 
the size of the cell may be reduced by applying periodic boundary 
conditions along directions in which the defect must repeat itself. 
Thus for a twin boundary these directions would lie in the plane of 
the interface. Rigid boundary conditions are then applied to the 
other faces of the cell. When simulating a single point defect or 
even a small cluster of point defects it is probably better to use a 
large computational cell with fixed boundary conditions in all 
directions.
One of the interesting results of the present studies is the 
finding that the orientation relationship for twinning in the diamond 
structure can involve not just one but two basic components, namely 
reflection (or two-fold rotation) and translation. Hie magnitude of 
this translation, when coupled with reflection, has been found such 
that the two-fold screw orientation relation exists in {211}, {122} 
and {233} twin boundaries.
One of the striking features of the diamond structure compared 
with metallic structures regarding the diffusion process is its 
openness. Upon observing a lattice model it is clear that when an 
atom and a nearest neighbour vacancy exchanges places no dilation of
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the lattice for elements having diamond structure need occur, Hiis is 
in constrast with the metallic crystals in which the diffusing atom in 
moving to a vacancy must pass through a lattice constriction, e.g. 
through a rectangle of four supemearest neighbour atoms in f.c.c. 
metals (see Faridi 1978) and through two triangles of atoms in b.c.c. 
metals (see Malik 1982). Swalin (1961) calculated the vacancy 
migration energy in silicon and germanium by assuming that the saddle 
point is half way between the vacancy and the jumping-atom equilibrium 
position. Later DeMunari et al. (1976) made similar calculations but 
considered the detailed geometry of neighbouring atoms to locate the 
saddle point. Both the authors have used the Morse potential which 
includes two-body central interactions only.
In constrast to metals, a simple spherical interaction of the 
migrating atom is not applicable to covalent materials. Instead 
dangling bonds need to be avoided as far as possible. Under this 
consideration a bond switching mechanism is schematically illustrated 
in Fig. 6.1. When the migrating atom W moves towards the vacancy V, 
its bonds with atoms X, Y and Z are stretched and that with atom T is 
contracted. As it reaches the midpoint of the V and W sites, 
switching of bonds takes place, i.e. atom W loses two bonds from 
atoms X and Y and at the same time the bent bond between atoms R and S 
is broken and these two atoms are immediately bonded with the 
migrating atom W. Ihus during migration atom W remains bonded with 
atoms T and Z, and the bent bond between R and S switches to atoms X 
and Y as shown in Figs. 6.1 (a) and (d). Hie migration path does not 
lie exactly between lattice sites because of relaxation effects. Hie 
procedures adopted by Faridi (1978) and Malik (1982) for metals 
accurately determines the migration path and saddle point. A similar
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approach is needed for covalent materials as well. However, 
three-body or four-body potentials are essential. Ihis method does 
not involve the energy of bond switching. In the case of the single 
vacancy in silicon Watkins (1968) found an activation energy for 
reorientation in the range 0.01 to 0.02 eV. It is expected to be 
small for vacancy migration as well because bond switching takes place 
at the highly symmetric saddle point position as shown in Fig. 6.1 
(b) and (c).
A vacancy in an otherwise perfect crystal has six variants due 
to the different possible ways of bond reconstruction. The situation 
does not remain the same when a migrating vacancy approaches an
interface. For example, the atom marked D at the {211} translation
twin boundary of Fig. 5.3 (d) has only two bonds of the same length, 
the other two being of different lengths. There arise two different 
vacancy configurations when this atom is missing, depending on the 
rebonding atom pairs. One of the configurations (Fig. 6.2a) is that 
in which bent bonds are formed between atoms H and G and between atoms 
F and F1 (F' is 1/2 [011] above F). In this configuration a 
seven-member ring is converted into a six-member ring. In the other 
possible configuration (Fig. 6.2b) bonds are formed between atoms G 
and F' (or F) and atoms H and F (or F1). This configuration has two
variants and is less likely to occur because a five-member ring is
converted into a four-member ring which involves higher bending of 
bonds. The binding energy of a vacancy at the boundary is expected to 
be high because distorted bonds are replaced by bent bonds whereas 
normal bonds are replaced by bent ones elsewhere. A full 
investigation of the interaction of point defects with boundaries in 
silicon and germanium is needed, as has been done already for metals
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(see Akhter 1982, Malik 1984, Faridi 1978).
6.2 CONCLUSIONS
Hie conclusions that can be drawn from the present .study may be 
summarized as follows:
(1) The representation matrix and reduced characteristic 
representation vector Rq which contain all the information 
needed to define a cluster uniquely is successful in 
enumerating the close-packed clusters of substitutional point 
defects in all single lattice and some double lattice 
crystals. However, in its present form it is unable to 
differentiate between two clusters with identical geometry but 
different environmental atoms. This sometimes occurs in 
multiple lattice crystals.
(2) The representation matrix method is also applicable to 
non-close-packed clusters.
(3) There exist relationships between the number of clusters and 
the variants which arise in different crystal structures. 
Hiese are a feature of the atomic co-ordination.
(4) Hie representation matrix with a generalized notation is able
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to differentiate mixed clusters of substitutional point 
defects in crystals.
(5) There exist general relationships between the number of 
configurations and variants of pure and of mixed clusters 
depending on the symmetry of the cluster and of the parent 
crystal. These have not been fully elucidated.
(6) The geometry of bond reconstruction among the neighbouring 
atoms of point defect clusters in Si and Ge clearly favours 
bonds between second and fifth neighbour atoms. These are 
highly symmetric, have low values of angular deviations and no 
twist.
(7) The dangling bonds can be reconstructed entirely into 
acceptable ones only for single vacancy, divacancy and 
closed-loop hexavacancy clusters. The tri-, tetra- and 
penta-vacancy clusters, all have at least two dangling bonds 
and therefore are less stable.
(8) In constrast with metals, the most compact tetra- and 
penta-vacancy clusters in Si and Ge have the lowest binding 
energies and the least compact clusters have the highest 
binding energies.
(9) The closed-loop hexavacancy has a very high binding energy and 
therefore may be considered to be a small void.
(10) The newly developed Lifson-Warshel type potential is
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successful for calculating the energies and structures of both 
point and interfacial defects.
(11) The {111} extrinsic and intrinsic stacking fault energies are 
equal and mainly arise from the twisting of bonds at the 
fault. Hie {111} twin energy is half that of the stacking 
faults.
(12) More than one structural models are possible for twin
boundaries in Si and Ge. The relaxed energy for the {211}
reflection twin is less than that of the {211} translation 
twin. In constrast, the {122} translation twin has much lower 
energy than the {122} reflection twin. Experimental evidence 
so far, supports the translation model in both cases.
(13) There exists a two-fold screw orientation relationship for a 
number of twin boundaries in the diamond structure including 
{211}, {122} and {233}.
(14) A new model for the {113} twin boundary having no dangling 
bonds has been proposed. It exhibits mirror symmetry across 
the boundary and double the period along the tilt axis.
(15) The energy of the {113} extrinsic stacking fault structure
with one double plane inserted has twice the energy of the
structure obtained by removing four double planes and 
inserting two single planes.
(16) The {233} twin structure with the normal CSL period has a
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lower energy than that with twice the CSL period which is 
reported experimentally.
(17) A new model in the {211} twin boundary for GaAs has been 
proposed having no dangling bonds or antisites. It comprises 
of four-, six- and eight member rings while most of the 
boundaries in Si and Ge comprise of five-, six- and 
seven-member rings.
6 .3 . SUGGESTIONS
The present work can be extended in a number of ways. A few 
suggestions are listed below.
(1) Larger substitutional point defect clusters should be examined.
(2) In some structures (e.g. b.c.c.) second- or mixed first- and 
second-nearest-neighbour clusters are important. Therefore the 
enumeration and classification of clusters should be done with 
this consideration.
(3) The enumeration and classification of vacancy and mixed 
clusters in ordered structures, including semiconductors and 
ionic crystals, needs to be studied.
(4) Relations between the number of variants and the symmetry of a
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cluster needs to be established. Also the relation between the 
number of all possible mixed clusters formed from one pure 
cluster, and the symmetry of this cluster needs to be 
investigated.
(5) The Lifson-Warshel type potentials developed for Si and Ge 
could be further refined by matching them to the phonon 
dispersion curves. However, great care needs to be exercised 
in order to avoid negative energy for defects in crystals.
(6) As impurities play an important role in semiconducting 
materials, it will be useful to develop good-fit 
parent-impurity potentials. As a first step the presently 
defined potential can be further modified to consider a 
definite inpurity atom.
(7) An impurity-impurity potential is needed in order to simulate 
vacancy-impurity clusters with more than one impurity atoms.
(8) Interstitial properties are also important in describing the 
phenomenon of radiation demage. Simulation work needs to be 
extended to include self- and impurity-interstitials in Si and 
Ge.
(9) Hie studies of the structures of interfaces need to be extended 
to more complex boundaries with larger Miller indices.
(10) There is a clear need for more experimental work on the
structure of {211} twin boundaries in Si and Ge. This should
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aim at clarifying which of the two structures, reflection or 
translation, is preferred and in the case of the translation 
boundary whether or not the orientation relationship involves a 
two-fold screw axis.
(11) The energy and the structure of the diamond cubic-hexagonal
interface in Si and Ge need to be studied. This can be
achieved with the new Lifson-Warshel type potential.
(12) Although the present work is concentrated on Si and Ge, it 
could be extended to other materials such as diamond, tin and 
III-V compounds like GaAs. This can be achieved by using 
presently available potentials or developing new ones.
(13) The binding energies of vacancies with twin boundaries need to
be studied. It is expected that the binding energy will be
high especially at the position where bonds are highly bent or 
short in length.
(14) Similar studies can also be applied to the hexagonal wurtzite 
crystals.
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APPENDIX 1
f HEXAVACANCY .CLUSTESS, IN , CUBIC. CRYSTALS
Clusters of six point defects for simple cubic, body-centered cubic and 
face-centered cubic crystals. The classification number and reduced 
characteristic representation vectors are given in pairs of columns. Ihe 
matrix representation method and reduced characteristic representation 
vector used to derive these results, are described in chapter 2 alongwith 
results for up to five points.
Simple.Cubic
001 ABBBBAABACCAB
002 ABBBDAEBAAEAD
003 ABCBBABBABCBA
004 BBCBACBCABBAA
005 AABBBDCBBABAC
006 ABBBBAABACCEB
007 ABCBBABBABCFA
008 AABBBDABBABCE
009 ABBBBAABAECCD
010 ABBBBAEBACCAF
011 ADBBBAABEAECB
012 ABEBBABBADCFA
013 AABBDBABDABEE
014 ABBBDAEBACEAF
015 ADBBBACBEAEAF
016 ABBBDAABAEEED
017 ABEBDADBABEHA
018 ADBBDAABEAIEB
019 ABEBDABBADEJA
020 a b b b d a e e A e e a h
021 ADBBDAEBEAIAJ
022 AAABBDBBBDBBB
023 AABBBDCBBABEC
024 ABBBBAABECCEB
025 ABBBBACBEECAB
026 ABCBBABBEFCBA
027 AABBBDABBEBCE
028 ABBBDACBCAECB
029 ABGBDCBBABCFA
030 BBCBACBCAFBAE
031 AABBDBABDCBEC
032 ABCBDABBCBEFA
033 ABBBBACBEACEF
034 BBEBACBCAFBAE
035 ABBBBAEBEACCH
036 ABCBBABBEFCFA
037 ADBBBAABEEECB
038 ABEBBABBEHCFA
039  AADBBDEBBABEE
040 AADBBDABBEBEI
041 ABBBDCCBAACCD
042 DBCBACBEABFCA
043 ABBBDACBCAECF
044  BBCBACBCAFFAI
045  ABBBDAABCCEED
046 ABBBDAEBCCEAD
047 ABBBDACBEAECF
0 48  ABBBDAEBCCEAH
0 49  ABEBDCFBABCFA
050 ABCBDABBCFEFA
051 BBCBAEFCABFEA
052 BBCBAEFCABFIA
053 BBCBAEBCAFFAI
054  ADBBDAABECIEB
0 55  ABBBDAEBCEEAF
056 ADBBBACBEAEEF 
057.. ADBBBAEBEAECJ
0 58  ABCBDABBEFEFA
059  ABEBDABBCFEJA
060 ABEBBADBEJCFA
061 BBEBAEBCAFFAK
062 BBEBAEHCABFIA
0 63  AADBDBABDEBIE
064 ABBBDAEBEEEAD
065 ADEBBABBEDEFA
066 ADBBDAABEEIEB
067 ADEBBABBEHEFA
0 68  ABEBDABBEHEJA
069 BBEBAEBEAHHAM
070 ABEBDCFBADCFA
071 ADBBDACBEAICF
072 DBCBACFEABFKA
073 ABDBDAEBCAEEF
074 DBEBACBEADFAE
075 ABEBDADBCFEHA
076 ADBBDAEBECIAJ
077 DBEBACBEAFFAE
078  DBEBACFEABFIA
079  DBEBACBEAFFAI
080 DBEBACBEAH F A I
081 DBCBAEFEABJKA
082 ADEBDEDBABEHA
083 ADEBDABBEDIJA
084 ADDBBAEBEAEEH
085 ABDBDAEBEAEEJ
086 ADEBDEFBABEFA
087 ABEBDADBEJEHA
0 88  DBEBAEBEADJAI
089  ADBBDAEBEEIAJ
090 ADEBDABBEFIJA
091 ADEBDABBEHIJA
092 ADIBBADBEJEJA
093 DBEBAEBEAFJAK
094 DBEBAEHEABJMA
095 DBEBAEBEAHJAM
096 DBEBACFEADFIA
097 DBIBACDEAJFAK
0 98  DDEBAEBEADHAE
099 ADDBQAEBEAIEH
100  ADDBDAIBEEIAP
101 ADIBDEJBADEJA
1 02  AD IBD AD BEJIPA
103  DDEBAEBEAFHAI
104  DDEBAEBEAHBAM
1 05  DBEBAEJEADJQA
106 D IJB A D E E JIA B A
107 D IJBADEEJKABA
1 08  DIJBADEEJM ABA
109  DBIBAEDEAJJAQ
110  DDIBAEDEAJHAM
111  D IPBADIEJQ ADA
112  D D ID A ID IA P P A Y
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001 AABBBCACBABAA
002  ACBBBAACAADAB
003 AABBBBACCDCAA
004 ACBBBAACAADDB
005 ABBBBAACDAADC
006 AABBBCACEDBAA
007 AABBBEACCACAD
008  ACBBBAACADEAE
009 AEBBBAACDADAC
010 ABEBBADCAAAGC
011  ACCBBAACADDAC
012 ACBBEADCAAGAE
013 AABBBCACBDBAD
014 AACBBCACBABDD
015 ACBBBAACDDDAB
016 AABBBCACEABDD
017 ABDBBABCDFACA
0 18  ABCBBADCDGAAB
019 ABDBBACCDHABA
020 ABBBBADCDAADF
021 AACBBBACCACDD
022  ACDBBABCACDCA
023 AACBBCACEEBAD
024 AABBBEACCDCAD
025  AABBBEDCCACDA
026 ACDBRACCABDEA
027 ACDBBABCACDFA
0 28  ACDBBACCABDBA
029 AACBBCACEABDG
030 ACBBBADCAADDE
031  AEBBBAACDDDAC
032 AECBRAACEADDB
033 ABCBBADCDEAAE
034 ABBBEADCADDAC
035 ABCBBADCDAADH
036  ACBBBADCADDAH
037 AABBECACEDBDA
0 38  AABBECACEABDD
039 ABEBBADCDGAAC
040 ACEBBADCAADGB
041 ABDBBACCDHAEA
042 ABDBBAECDIACA
043 ABCBBADCEAAGB
044  ABBBEADCADEAF
045 ABBBEADCEABAF
046 ABDBEDPCABAEA
047 ABDBEDICAEABA
048  ABEBBADCDAAGI
049  ACCBBADCAADDC
050 ACCBBAACADDDC
051 ACCBBADCAADGC
052 AACBBEACCACDG
053 ACCBBADCADEAF
054 CC3BAABADPCEA
055 ABDBEDHCACACA
056 ACCBRADCAGDAI
057 ACGBBACCAEDHA
058 ACGBBAECACDIA
059 AACBECACEABGG
060 ABCBEADCAADDE
061 ABDBEAECACDFA
062 ABCBEAGCADEAE
063 ACBBEAACADGDE
064 ACBBEAACDAGDE
065 ABDBEACCAEDHA
066 AEBBEAACEAJDC
067 ACEBBADCAGEAH
068 ABCBEAGCADEAE
069 ACBBEADCEAGAH
070 ACBBEADCADGAH
071 ACEBEADCAAGGB
072 AECBEAACEAJGB
073 ABCBEAGCAGEAH
074 AEBBEADCEAJAI
075 ABEBEAJCAGDAI
076 CCCBAAAADDCCC
077 CCCBAADADACCF
078 CCCBAADADACCI
079 CCDBAACADECEA
080 ACCBEADCAAGDC
081 COGBAACADH CEA
082 ACCBEAACADGGC
083 ACCBEAGCADGAI
084 CCGBAAEADICGA
085 ACGBEAECACGLA
086 ACGBEACCAEGNA
087 ACCBEAGCAGGAL
088 ACEBEAJCAGGAN
089 CCDCADCEACCAA
090 AAABBBCCCECBB
091 AAABBECCCECBB
092 AABBBBDCCACDD
093 AACBBCACBDBDG
094 ABCBBDDCAADEB
095 ABBBBDDCADEAC
096 AABBBCDCEABDD
097 ABCBBDDCAADGB
098 AAEBBCACBDBDG
099 ABDBBDFCABDHA
100 BBDBADBEAFFAJ
101 AAABBBECCCCCC
102 AACBBBDCCACGD
1 0 3  AABBBEDCCDCDA
1 0 4  AEDBBABCDCDCA
1 0 5  AACBBCACEDBDD
1 0 6  ACDBBDCCABDEA
1 0 7  AAEBBBACCDCDD
1 0 8  ACDBBABCDCDFA
1 0 9  AACBBCDCEABDG
1 1 0  ACDBBDCCABGBA
1 1 1  AACBBCDCEABGG
1 1 2  AAEBBBDCCACGG
1 1 3  ABCBBDDCADEAE
1 1 4  AECBBAACDDDEB
1 1 5  ABBBEADCDDEAC
1 1 6  ACBBBADCEADDH
1 1 7  AEDBBABCDFDCA
1 1 8  AECBBDDCAAGDB
1 1 9  AEBBBDDCAAGDC
1 2 0  ABDBBDHCACDFA
1 2 1  ACDBBDFCABDBA
1 2 2  ABCBBDDCAGEAH
1 2 3  CBDBADBDACHAG
1 2 4  ABDBBDHCACDIA
1 2 5  AAEBBCACEDBDG
1 2 6  AEDBBDCCABGEA
1 2 7  AECBBDDCAAGGB
1 2 8  AEDBBDCCABGHA
1 2 9  ACDBBDFCABGHA
1 3 0  AAEBBCDCEABGJ
1 3 1  AEBBBADCEADDI
1 3 2  ABDBEABCDFDIA
1 3 3  AEBBBDDCADGAI
1 3 4  EBDBADBDACIAG
1 3 5  ABDBEDICDHABA
1 3 6  ABDBBDICAEDHA
1 3 7  CBDBADBDAFHAJ
1 3 8  CBDBADFEABHJA
1 3 9  AEDBBDFCABGHA
1 4 0  EBDBADBEAFIAJ
1 4 1  EBDBADFEABIJA
1 4 2  CCDBAABDDCCAD
1 4 3  ACCBBDDCADDAC
1 4 4  AACBBEDCCACDD
1 4 5  ACEBBDECACDCA
1 4 6  ACCBBDDCAAGDC
1 4 7  AACBBEGCCDCDA
1 4 8  AACBBEACCDCDG
1 4 9  AACBBEDCCACGD
1 5 0  AACBBEGCCGCDA
1 5 1  CCDBADBDACFAD
1 5 2  ACCBBADCEADDI
1 5 3  ACDBBACCDHDEA
1 5 4  ACDBEDCCABDHA
1 5 5  ACCBBADCDADGF
156 ACDBBDBCACDFA
157 CCEBADBDACIAG
1 5 8  ACCBBDDCADGAI
1 5 9  CCBBAADDEACBB
1 60  AACBECACEDBGD
1 61  AAEBBEACCDCDJ
162  ACDBBDECACGIA
1 63  ACDBEABCDCGIA
164  ACCBBDDCAGGAL
1 65  ACGBBACCDBDBA
166  ACDBBDHCACGIA
1 67  ACGBBDHCACDIA
1 6 8  AAEBBEDCCACGG
1 69  ACGBBDHCACGLA
170  AAEBBEJCOGCGA
171  ACBBEDDCADEAE
172  ABCBEADCDADDH
1 73  ACBBEDDCADEAE
174  ECDBADBDACEAD
1 75  ECDBADCEABEDA
1 7 6  AECBBADCDADDE
177  ACDBEDPCABDEA
1 7 8  CDEBACDDEGABA
1 79  AECBEDDCAAGDB
180 ACBBEADCDDGAE
181  AEBBEAACDDJDC
182  ABDBEDHCDFACA
183  CBDBADCDAEHAG
1 84  ABCBEAGCDDEAH
1 85  ACEBBADCEADGE
186  AECBBADCDADGE
187  CDEBACDDEGABA
1 8 8  AECBBDDCADGAE
189  ACBBEADCDDGAB
190 ECDBADBDACHAG
191  ABDBEACCDED9A
192  ABDBEDBCDIACA
193 CCDBADBEAFFAJ
194  CCDBADBEAFIAJ
195  CBDBADBDACBJA
196  CDBBACDDEJABA
197 CBDBADCDAEBAJ
1 9 8  CBDBADBDACBMA
1 9 9  ABCBEAGCDGEAE
200  AEDBEDCCABGHA
2 01  AEGBBACCDEDHA
202  ACDBEGICDEABA
2 03  AECBEAACDDJGB
204  AEDBEABCDCJIA
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205 ACDBEABCDFGIA 256 ACDBEDHCACDCA
206 AECBBDDCAGGAN 257 CDBBACCDHEAAC
207 AEGBBACCDHDHA 258 CCCRAADDE&CIF
208 ACGBBDICAEDHA 259 CDCBACDDHGACA
209 ACDBEGICDHARA 260 COGBAACDDHCAD
210 ACGBBAECDIDIA 261 ACCBEAACDDGGC
211 CGHBACDDE3GABA 262 ACCBEGGCDDAAC
212 CGHBACDDHJABA 263 ACDBEGHCDCACA
213 CBGBADCDAHHAM 264 CGDBACCDHEAAC
214 AAEBECACEDBJG 265 CGDBACCDH HAAC
215 AEGBBDECACGIA 266 ACCBEGGOGDAAC
216 AECBEJGOGE&AB 267 CCDRADCDAEFAD
217 AEGBBDHCACGIA 268 CDFBACDDEDACA
218 ACDBEGICGHABA 269 ACDBEDECACDFA
219 AEGBBDHCACGLA 270 ACCBEADCDAGDF
220 ACGBBDICAEGNA 271 ACCBEDGCADDAF
221 AECBEJGCGGAAB 272 ACCBEADCDAGDI
222 EEEBADBDACFAD 273 ECCBADDDAAHHC
223 AEEBBADCDADGF 274 CCDBADCDAEIAJ
224 ABDBEDPCDHAEA 275 CDFBACDDHJACA
225 ABDBEAECDIDFA 276 CCDBADCEAHFAJ
226 ABEBEADCDADGI 277 CdBADCDAHIAM
227 AEBBEDDCADGAI 278 ACDBEACCDEGHA
228 AEBBEADCDDJAI 279 ACDBBGHCDFACA
229 EOBADBDAFBAJ 280 ACCBEDGCAGEAI
230 ECDBADFDABHJA 281 ACCBEAGCDDGAI
231 EBDBADHDACIMA 282 CCGBAAEDDICAG
232 AEDBEDPCABGEA 283 ACCBEAGCDDGAL
233 AEDBEABCDFJIA 284 ACDBEACCDHGHA
234 EGIBACDDEGABA 285 ACGBEDHCACDIA
235 AEEBBDDCAGGAL 286 CDIBACGDEJACA
236 ABEBEAJCDGEAI 287 COGBADCEAHFAJ
237 EBGBADCDAEIAJ 288 OGIBACDDHGACA
238 AEJBBAECDIDIA 289 OGIBACDDHJACA
239 EGIBACDDHGABA 290 CDIBACGDHMACA
240 EGIBACDDHJABA 291 COGBADCDAHIAM
241 CBGBADEDAIHAM 292 EGGRACCDEHAAC
242 EBGBADCDAHIAM 293 ACCBEAGCDGGAI
243 AEDBEJIOGEABA 294 EGGBACCDHHAAC
244 AEDBEJICGHARA 295 ACDBEGHCGIACA
245 AEJBBDICAEGNA 296 ACGBEACCDHGNA
246 EEDBADBDAFFAJ 297 ACGBEGNCDIACA
247 EBDBADIDAEIQA 298 CGLBACGDHMACA
248 EJIBAEDDIGABA 299 ACGBEGNOGLACA
249 EJIBAEDDIJABA 300 EGHBACDDEDACA
250 EBJBADEDAIIAQ 301 ECDBADEBACHGA
251 CDCBACDDEDACA 302 AECBEADCDAJDH
252 ACCBEDDCAADDC 303 ECDBADHDACHMA
253 CCDBAACDDHCAD 304 ACEBEADCEAGGH
254 COBAACDDECAG 305 CDHBACGDEGAEA
255 ACCBEEX3CADDAC 306 ECGBADCDAEHAG
307 AECBEDGCADGAH 358 ACCXXADCGGDAC
308 ACGBEDICAEDHA 359 ACCXXAACGDDGC
309 ACEBEEXJCAGDAH 360 ACTXXACOGIDCA
310 AECBEAGCDDJAN 361 CCCEAAAGGGCCC
311 CCGBADEDAIFAJ 362 CCDCADCDAFCAD
312 EGHBACDDHGACA 363 ACCCCADCGDDAF
313 ECGBADCDAHHAJ 364 ACCCCADCGADDI
314 EGHBACDDHJACA 365 ACDCCACGGIDFA
315 EGGBADHDACHJA 366 ACCCCADOGADGI
316 ECGBADCDAHHAM 367 CCDCADCGACIGA
317 CDHBACGDHMAEA 368 ACC(XAGCGAD0L
318 CCGBADEEAIIAQ 369 ACGCCACCDIDIA
319 AEGBEDECACGLA 370 ACGCCACOGLDIA
320 AEGBEACCDEJNA 371 CDCEACDGHDACA
321 AECBEDGCAGGAN 372 CCDCADCDAFFAJ
322 AEGBEDHCACGIA 373 COEAACGGHCAD
323 ACGBEGLCDHAEA 374 CDEBACOGHBAAC
324 ACGBEAECDIGLA 375 CCDCADFGACIJA
325 AECBEAGCDGJAN 376 CCDCADCGAIIAJ
326 ACEBEAJCDGGAN 377 CCDCADOGAIIAM
327 EGNBACGDEJACA 378 CCDEAACGGHCAG
328 AEGBEACCDHJNA 379 COGEAACGGNCAD
329 CGNBACGDHMAEA 380 CGDEACOGNHAAC
330 EGNBACGDHMACA 381 CCGCADIGACIQA
331 CGIBAEGDIJACA 382 CCGCADCGALIAM
332 CGIBAEGDIMACA 383 CCCEAAGGGACII
333 CGLBAEGDIMACA 384 CCXEAAGGGACLI
334 ACGBEGLCGNAEA 385 COGCAGCGALLAT
335 AEGBEJNOGIACA 386 CDFEACDGHJACA
336 AEGBEJNCGLACA 387 CCEEAGOGAHIAG
337 EEGBADCDAEFAD 388 CCEEAGCGAHIAJ
338 AEEBEADCDAJGF 389 CDIEACGGHMACA
339 EEGBADCDAHFAJ 390 CCDEAGCGAHLAM
340 ECGBADIDAEHMA 391 CGIEACDGNQACA
341 ECJBADEDAIHAM 392 COGEAAEGGLCAG
342 EGLRACGDEGAEA 393 ECCEAGGJAANNC
343 AEEBEDJCAGGAL 394 CCGEAGCGANIAQ
344 AEJBEDICAEGNA 395 CGLEACGGNTACA
345 AEEBEAJCDGJAS 396 CCGEAGCGANLAT
346 AEJBEAECDIJSA 397 CDHEACGGHJAEA
347 EGLBACGDHMAEA 398 ECDEAGHJACNMA
348 EJNBAEGDIJACA 399 COGEAGEGALIAM
349 EJNBAEGDIMACA 400 COGEAGEGALLAT
350 CGNBAEJDIQAEA 401 CGNEACGGNWAEA
351 AEJBEJSCGNAEA 402 ECGEAGCJANNAQ
352 EEJBADEDAIFAJ 403 ECGEAGCJANNAT
353 EJSBAEJDIQAEA 404 ECGEAGNJACNWA
354 AACCCCACOGCDD 405 ECGEAGUAENTA
355 ACCCCADCDADDC 406 EBGEAJGJANSAW
356 ACDCCACCDCDFA 407 EEJEAJEJASSAC*
357 ACCCCAACGDDDC
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Face-centered,Cubic
0001 AABABAAABAAAA ' <0052 AACABBCCAADGA
0002 AAAAABAACCABft- '> 0053 AACABCACBAAEE
0003 AAAAABCACBAAA; 10054 AABABAECCEAAC
0004 AABABAACCCAAA 10055 AACABAECOGAAB
0005 AAAAABCACAABC 0056 AABABCACEAAEE
0006 AAAAABBACAACD 0057 AAAABCCCADCAC
0007 AACAABAACAABE 0058 AACABACCCDAAC
0008 AAAAABCACDACA 0059 AADABAACCCAEC
0009 AAAABBACABDCA 0060 AACABCACAACED
0010 AABABAACBACEA 0061 ADCABAAACCECA
0011 AABABBACAADEA 0062 AACABCDCAACFA
0012 AAAABCCCBAACA 0063 AADABACCOGACA
0013 AAAAABDACCACB 0064 AACABACCCAAGF
0014 AAAABBACACDAC 0065 ADCABAACCAEEA
0015 AABABAACCAAEC 0066 AABAADEACECCA
0016 AADABAAABCAEC 0067 AACABAECCEAAD
0017 AACAABEACEABA 0068 ACEABACCAAEGA
0018 AAAABCACACCAD 0069 AACABCACDAAEG
0019 AACABAACCEACA 0070 AADABAECCGAAC
0020 AAAAABCACCADC 0071 AACABADCCAAPG
0021 AACAABAACDACC 0072 AADABACCCAAGG
0022 AACAABCACFACA 0073 ADCABAAACDEEA
0023 AACABACCCFAAA 0074 AACAADDACACCD
0024 AADAABAACCACE 0075 AACAADCACACDE
0025 AACABAACCAAED 0076 AACAADAACCCDG
0026 AACAABDACAACF 0077 AADACAAACCDGC
0027 AADAABCACAACG 0078 AADAADAACCCCI
0028 AADAABEACGACA 0079 AACACAFACCDAG
0029 AAAAADCACDCCA 0080 ADCACAAACOGFA
0030 AAAACADACCDAC 0081 AACAADGACECEA
0031 AACACAAACADDD 0082 AACACAGACDEAG
0032 AACACAAACDDGA 0083 AE)CACAAACDGGA
0033 AABABAACBCCAC 0084 AADACAGACCDAI
0034 AABABCACBCAAC 0085 AACAADGAOGCFA
0035 AAAABCBCBAADC 0086 AADAADIACGOGA
0036 AABABBACACDAE 0087 AAAABBDCACDBB
0037 AABABCACBAAEE 0088 ABBBBAADAEEAD
0038 AAAABCACABCCC 0089 AACABCACBBACD
0039 AABABCCCAACCA 0090 AAAABADCBCCBC
0040 AAAABCDCACCBA 0091 AABABBCCAADCC
0041 AABABCACDCAAC 0092 ACCABABCBACDA
0042 ABCABACCCEAAA 0093 AABABACCBACCE
0043 AAAABBCCACDCA 0094 AACABABCBACDE
0044 AABABCACACCAE 0095 AABABDACCCBAE
0045 AABABCACAACEC 0096 AACABBACABDCE
0046 AACABAACBACEC 0097 AACABBBCAADDD
0047 AABABACCCAACE 0098 AACABBDCAADFB
0048 ABCABACCCFAAA 0099 AABABDACCABEE
0049 AAAABBCCADDAC 0100 ABBABAECCEAAD
0050 AACABBACAADEC 0101 AABABDECCEBAA
0051 AACABABCCAADE 0102 AABABBECACDEA
0103 AACABBECABDGA 0154 ADEABABACCEDA
0104 ABElABAECOGAAB 0155 AADABBACACDEE
0105 AABABAECBECAE 0156 AACABBECADDGA
0106 ABEABABCACEHA 0157 AADABBECACDIA
0107 ABEABACCABEIA 0158 AABABCEADECEA
0108 AABABBECAEDAE 0159 AACABBECAEDAG
0109 ABBABAECAEEAH 0160 ABEABACCADEIA
0110 AAAABCCCACCCB 0161 ABEABADCACEKA
0111 ACCABACACCCAB 0162 AACABBECAGDAG
0112 AAAABCCCBCACC 0163 AADABAECBGCAG
0113 AAAABDCCCCBCA 0164 ACBABEECEEAAA
0114 AACABCBCAACDC 0165 ABCABEECEGAAA
0115 AABABCACCCCAE 0166 ACBABAECAEEAI
0116 AABABCACCACEC 0167 ABCABAECAEEAI
0117 AACABCACABCCE 0168 ABCABAECAGEAI
0118 AACABCCCAACGB 0169 AADABBECAGDAI
0119 AACABACCBACGC 0170 ADEABABACEEHA
0120 AABABCCADECCA 0171 ABDABAECAGEAK
0121 AABABCCXHAACE 0172 ACCABAACCDECA
0122 ABCABAACADECC 0173 AACABCCCADCAE
0123 AADABAACBCCEC 0174 AACABCAADCCCE
0124 ACEABABACCCEA 0175 ACEABACACDCCA
0125 AACABBACACDEC 0176 ACCABAACADECC
0126 AACABACCBDCAF 0177 AACABCFCACCDA
0127 AACABCACBDACF 0178 AACABCACADCCG
0128 AACABCAOmCF 0179 AAEABCCCAACGC
0129 AACABBCCACDGA 0180 AACABCACCACEF
0130 ABCABAECCEAAC 0181 AACABCACACCEF
0131 AABABCECACCEA 0182 AACABCCCAFCAG
0132 AABABCECAECAC 0183 AACABCACDDACD
0133 ABCABAECCGAAC 0184 ADCABAACCDECA
0134 AACABCECABOGA 0185 AADABCCADACCI
0135 ABCABACCACEGA 0186 ADCABACACCEAE
0136 AACABCACBCAEG 0187 AACABCECAECAD
0137 ABCABACCCAAGG 0188 AABACCEADECCA
0138 AACABBACADDCE 0189 ACCABCECDEAAA
0139 AACABCBCDAADG 0190 ADCABAACCCEEA
0140 AACABBCCADDAG 0191 ACCABACCADEAE
0141 AADABBCCAADGC 0192 AACABCACDCAEE
0142 ABCABADCAAEFC 0193 ACCABADCAAEFC
0143 AACABADCBACFE 0194 AACABCGCADCEA
0144 AADABCACBCAEG 0195 AADABCACACCEG
0145 AADABACCBACGE 0196 ACCABDCCAAFGA
0146 ABCABACCADEAG 0197 ADCABCCCAAGGA
0147 AACABDACCABEG 0198 AADABO3CAC0GA
0148 ABEABACCCAAGF 0199 AACABCCCDAAGG
0149 AACABBCCAFDAG 0200 ACCABCECFGAAA
0150 AACABAECBECAG 0201 ACFABACCACEGA
0151 ACEABABCACEHA 0202 ACCABACCAFEAG
0152 ACEABACCABEIA 0203 AACABCECAGCAF
0153 ABCABACCAFEAG 0204 ACEACABACCFGA
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0205 ACGABACACFCGA
0206 AACABCAADDCED
0207 ACEABCECDGAAA
0208 AADABCACDCAEG
0209 AADABCAADCCEG
0210 ADCABCDCAAGFA
0211 AACABCEADGCFA
0212 AACABCDCDAAPG
0213 AADABCCCEAAGI
0214 ADCABECOGFAAA
0215 AADABCECAGCAG
0216 AACABCEADGCGA
0217 ADEACABACOGGA
0218 ACGABACCADEIA
0219 ACGABADCACEKA
0220 ACGABADACGCFA
0221 ACCABAECAEEAH
0222 ACCABAECAGEAK
0223 ADEABAEACCEAH
0224 ADCABAEACDEAI
0225 ADGABACACDEGA
0226 AADABOGADIGGA
0227 ADCABEECGEAAA
0228 ADCABEECGGAAA
0229 ADGABACACEEIA
0230 ADEACABACEGIA
0231 ACDABAECAGEAI
0232 ADGABACACFEGA
0233 ADGABACACGEIA
0234 ADIABADACGEKA
0235 AACADCCCCAAED
0236 AACADCACCGAGD
0237 AADACCCADACCI
0238 AACACCAADCCFE
0239 ACCACAFACCFAL
0240 AACADCDCCAADE
0241 AACACCAADDOGD
0242 ACCACEDCDEAAA
0243 AACADCACDCAGE
0244 AACADCACCEAGE
0245 AADACCAADCCGG
0246 AADADCCCGAAGG
0247 AACACCEADGCGA
0248 AADADCACCCAIG
0249 ACEACACACDPGA
0250 AACACCEADGCFA
0251 AECACAFACOGAL
0252 ACCACGFCFGAAA
0253 ACGACACACFFLA
0254 AACADCACDEAGD
0255 AADADCACDCAIG
0256 ACCADGGCEEAAA
0257 ADGACACACDGIA
0258 AADACCGADIOGA
0259 ADDACAGACOGAM
0260 ADCACAGACDGAN
0261 ADGACACACEGKA
0262 ACCADGGCGFAAA
0263 ADGACACACFGLA
0264 ACGACADACGFLA
0265 ADGACACACGGMA
0266 ACEADGICDGAAA
0267 AGDADGICEGAAA
0268 ADCADIGCGFAAA
0269 ADCADIGCGGAAA
0270 ADIACADACGGNA
0271 AABBBEADBABEE
0272 ADBBBAADEAEEB
0273 ABEBBABEADEHA
0274 ABDBBAEDAAEIB
0275 ABEBBADEABEKA
0276 ABBBBAEEAEEAH
0277 ACBABACCBACCC
0278 ACCABACCBDCAB
0279 AABABDCCCABCC
0280 ABBBCACCACEAD
0281 AACABEACCBBCG
0282 AABBCCACCABEE
0283 AACABDBCCABDF
0284 ABBBCAACAEECD
0285 ACEABABCBECEA
0286 AABABDECCCBEA
0287 ACBABAECBECAG
0288 ADBBCAACEAGEB
0289 ACBABBECAEEAG
0290 ABEBCABCADEIA
0291 ABCBBACEAGEAG
0292 ABBBCAECAEEAH
0293 ADBABEBCGEAAB
0294 ABCBBAEDAGEAI
0295 ABEABEHCEIABA
0296 ABDBBAEEAIEAK
0297 ACEABACCBCCCA
0298 CCDBACCCACBAA
0299 AABABCCCCECCA
0300 CCEBACCCACBAA
0301 AABABCCCCACCE
0302 AACABCACCBCOG
0303 ACCABCDCDCABA
0304 ACCABBCCADEAC
0305 ACCABCCCDFAAB
0306 ACCABACCDFCAB
0307 ACCABACCBFCAD
0308 AACABCBCCACDG
0309 ACEABACCBAOGC
0310 AABABCECCECAC
0311 AABABCECCCCEA
0312 ACEABACCBECGA
0313 ABCACEECCBACA
0314 ACCABACCBACGE
0315 ACFABACCBCCGA
0316 ACCABABCDECEA
0317 AACABDCCCDBAE
0318 ADCABABCCAEDC
0319 AACABEACCDBOG
0320 ACCABABCCAEDE
0321 ABBACECCCEAAD
0322 ACCABABCCEEEA
0323 ACCABEDCECABA
0324 ABCADEECCBACA
0325 AACABDECCEBAC
0326 ACBABCECDEAAC
0327 ACBBCAACEADEC
0328 ADBABACCCAECF
0329 AACABDCCCFBAE
0330 AACABEACCCBEG
0331 AACABDCCCABGE
0332 AACABDECCGEAC
0333 AACABDGCCEBCA
0334 ACCABCDCFGABA
0335 ACCABBCCAFEAG
0336 AACABDGCOGBCA
0337 ACCABAECBECAE
0338 ABCBCAACAEEFC
0339 ACBABCECFEAAC
0340 ACEABABCCCEHA
0341 ABEBCACCACEHA
0342 ABEBCACCACEKA
0343 ACCABAECBGCAG
0344 ACCABCECABGGA
0345 ACGABACCBECGA
0346 ACEABCCCABGIA
0347 AACABDDCCABFD
0348 ACEABABCDECEA
0349 ACEABCDCDGABA
0350 AACABDGCOBEA
0351 AAEABEACCCBEI
0352 AADABDCCCABGG
0353 ACCABBECAEEAE
0354 ACEABAECBGCAE
0355 ACBABAECDECAG
0356 ADEABABCCCEHA
0357 ACGABADCBECFA
0358 ACEABCDCFGABA
0359 ABCBCADCAFEAG
0360 AACABDGCCFBEA
0361 ACCABDECABFGA
0362 ACCABEDCGGABA
0363 ABEACEGCOGAAB
0364 ACCABBECAGEAI
0365 ADEABCCCABGIA
0366 ABCABEGCEEACA
0367 ACCABEBCEGAAB
0368 ACBABAECCEEAI
0369 ABCABBGCEGACA
0370 ACBABCEGAEGAI
0371 ABCBCAECAGEAI
0372 ABEACEICCGABA
0373 ABBADEECECAAD
0374 ADEABABCCEEEA
0375 AAEABDECOGBAE
0376 ACEABBECAGEAG
0377 AAEABDICOGBEA
0378 ABEADEICCGAAB
0379 ADBABAECCEEAK
0380 ACBABDECAEFAG
0381 ACEABDECABFGA
0382 ADEABCECABGGA
0383 ABEADEKCCGAEA
0384 ADBABCECAEGAK
0385 ABDBCAGCAGEAK
0386 ABEABEICEHACA
0387 ACEABEHCEIABA
0388 ABEABEICEKACA
0389 ACEABEHOGIABA
0390 ADEABEDGGGABA
0391 ABEADEICEGAAB
0392 ABEABEKCEIAEA
0393 ABEADEKCEIABA
0394 ADEABEHCGIABA
0395 ACDABCCCDCACA
0396 AACABCACCDCCE
0397 ACCACECCDCABA
0398 ACBACACCCEDAC
0399 AACABCACCCCED
0400 AACABCCCCDCAG
0401 AACABCCCCACGD
0402 AACABCCCCFCAE
0403 ACCABACCDDCAD
0404 ACEABACCDGCCA
0405 ACBADCECACEAC
0406 ACCADCECABECA
0407 ACEABCCCDEACA
0408 ABCACEDCCEAAC
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0409 AACABCDCCECFA
0410 AACABCDCCACFE
0411 ACBACAECCCEAG
0412 ACEABACCDGCCA
0413 ACCABCECDGAAC
0414 AACABCECCDCGA
0415 ACCABACCCAEGD
0416 ACCABACCCDEAG
0417 ABCACEGCCEACA
0418 AACABCECOGCAD
0419 AADABCACCCCEG
0420 ACEABCCCFGACA
0421 AACABCFCOGCDA
0422 ACCABACCDAOGG
0423 AAEABCOCCAQGG
0424 ACCABCOCADGAI
0425 ACCABECCEFAAC
0426 ACCABACCCFEAE
0427 AACABCECCECAF
0428 ABCACEPCCGAAC
0429 ACEABCCCFGACA
0430 AACABOGCCFCEA
0431 ACCABCCXAFGAL
0432 ACBADEECACDAC
0433 ABCADEECCDACA
0434 ADCABACCCDEAE
0435 ACCABDCCADFAG
0436 ACCADGFCDCAEA
0437 ACCABADCDACFI
0438 ADCABCCCADGAG
0439 ACQABACCEACGG
0440 ADCABACCCFEAE
0441 ACBADGECECAAC
0442 ADCABACCCAEGE
0443 ACDABACCCEEGA
0444 ACCABAECDGCAE
0445 ACDABACCCAEGE 
04 46 ACCABAECDECAG
0447 ACEADCCGABEIA
0448 ACEABACCCDEI A
0449 ACCACEGCDFAAB
0450 ACCADABCCEGFA
0451 ACCADGFCECABA
0452 ACCABADCCAEPG
0453 ABCADEGCOGAAC
0454 ACBADAECCX3GAG
0455 AADABCECCGCAG
0456 ACDABCECACGIA
0457 ACEABCDCACGKA
0458 ACEADABCCOGKA
0459 ACCABDCCAFFAL
0460 ACFABOGCDGACA
0461 ACFABACCDGOGA
0462 ADCABCCCAFGAL
0463 AADABCGCOGCGA
0464 ACGABACCDGCGA
0465 ACGABCGCDIACA
0466 ABEACEHCCEACA
0467 ACCABAECCEEAK
0468 ACCABABCOGEAH
0469 ACCABCECAEGAK
0470 ABEACEKCOGACA
0471 ACFABACCOGEGA
0472 ACGARACCCFEIA
0473 ACCABCECAGGAM
0474 ACFABCGCFLACA
0475 ACCACGGCFGABA
0476 ACFABCGCACGLA
0477 ACGABCGCFLACA
0478 ACGABCFCACGMA
0479 ADEABACCCAEGD
0480 ACDABAECDGCAE
0481 ABCADEGCEDAAC
0482 ACCADABCDEGFA
0483 ADCABADCCAEFG
0484 ADGABACCCDEIA
0485 ACBADAECDCGAI
0486 ADBADAECCCIAK
0487 ACCADGGCDFAAB
0488 ACDABDGCACPGA
0489 AOGABCPCDGADA
0490 ACGABADCDICFA
0491 ADGABCDCACGKA
0492 ABCADEECEEACA
0493 ABCADEECEGACA
0494 ACDABEGCEEACA
0495 ABEADEICCEACA
0496 ACBADCECAEEAI
0497 ABEACEICCEADA
0498 ADCABABCCEEAI
0499 ABCADEGCEFAAC
0500 ACCABDECAEFAG
0501 ADGABACCCEEGA
0502 ACBADAECCEGAI
0503 ACDABAECOGEAI
0504 ACEACEICDGABA
0505 ADCABAECOGEAI
0506 ABEADEICOGACA
0507 ADCABCECAEGAI
0508 ACEABDGCACFGA
0509 ADGABACCCFEIA
0510 ACCABDECAGFAL
0511 ACCADGGCEGAAB
0512 ADGABACCOGBGA
0513 ACEABEGCGIACA
0514 ADGABCECACGIA
0515 ACGABADCCGEKA
0516 ACDABCECAGGAN
0517 ADCABCECAGGAN
0518 ACCADGPCFGABA
0519 ACFABDGCACFLA
0520 ACGABCFCFLADA
0521 ACCADGFCGGABA
0522 ACGABDGCACFLA
0523 ADGABCFCACCm
0524 ADGABOGCACGLA
0525 AOGABOGCADGNA
0526 ACEABEICEHACA
0527 ACFABEGCEGACA
0528 ACGABEICEKACA
0529 ACEABEICGKACA
0530 ACEACGICFGABA
0531 ACFABEGCGLACA
0532 ACGABEIOGMACA
0533 ACBADDECAEDAG
0534 ABEADEHCCEADA
0535 ACBADAECDEGAG
0536 ADEABAECOGEAH
0537 ACEADABCDEGKA
0538 ADBADAECCEIAK
0539 ACEABDECAGFAL
0540 ACEADGKCDGABA
0541 ADEABCECAGGAM
0542 ADIABADCCGEKA
0543 ACGABDICADFLA
0544 ADIABOGCADGNA
0545 ABEADEICEHACA
0546 ABEADEICEKACA
0547 ACEADGKCEIABA
0548 ACGABEKCEIADA
0549 ACEADGKCFGABA
0550 ADEACGICGGABA
0551 ADGABEGCGIACA
0552 ADGABEGOGLACA
0553 ADGABEICGKACA
0554 ACEADGKCGIABA
0555 ADGABEICGMACA
0556 ACGABEKCGNADA
0557 ABEADEHCEIADA
0558 ADEADIKCGGABA
0559 ADEADIKCGIAEA
0560 ADIABEKCGNAEA
0561 ACCACACCCADDD
0562 CCDCADCDACCAA
0563 ACCACADCCEDAC
0564 ACDACEECDCACA
0565 ACCACAECCDDAE
0566 ACCADACCCAGED
0567 ACCACEFCDGAAC
0568 ACCACAFCCGDAG
0569 ACCACAGCCFEAI
0570 ACCADDGCADDAC
0571 ACCAEADCCAGDG
0572 ACDADGGCDCACA
0573 ACDADCECACEEA
0574 ACCADCGCADEAE
0575 ACEADCDCACEHA
0576 ADCADACCCAIEE
0577 ACEADACCCEGGA
0578 ACEAEACCCAGGE
0579 ACEAEACCCDGIA
0580 ACCADGGCDGAAC
0581 ACEACAGCOGDAG
0582 ACCAEAGCCDGAL
0583 ACEACEHCDEACA
0584 ACCADCGCAEEAH
0585 ACFACEGCDGACA
0586 ACCADCGCAFEAG
0587 ACCADGGCEFAAC
0588 ACFADCGCACEGA
0589 ACGADCFCACEKA
0590 ACCADCGCAGEAK
0591 ACCAEAGCCEGAM
0592 ACGACEKCDIACA
0593 ACCADAGCCFGAI
0594 ACEACGICFGACA
0595 ACFAEACCCGGLA
0596 ACGADACCCFGNA
0597 ACCADAGCOGGAK
0598 ACEACGKCFGACA
0599 ACFACGLCFLACA
0600 ACGACGMCFIACA
0601 ADEADACCCAIGD
0602 ACCADDGCAEDAE
0603 ACCADDGCAFDAG
0604 ACDADACCDGGGA
0605 ACDAEACCEAGGG
0606 ACCADDGCAGDAI
0607 ACCADAGCDDGAM
0608 ADCADAGCCDIAN
0609 ACDADGGCEEACA
0610 ACEADGICDEACA
0611 ACEADACCDGGIA
0612 ACGACEICDGAEA
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0613 AOGADOGCADEIA 0664
0614 ACCADAGCDEGAL 0665
0615 ACDADCICAGEAI 0666
0616 ADCADAGCCEIAN 0667
0617 ACE&DGGCFGACA 0668
0618 ACCADAGCDFGAK 0669
0619 ACFADACCDGGLA 0670
0620 ACFADGLCDGACA 0671
0621 ADCADAGCCFIAN 0672
0622 ACE&DGGOGIACA 0673
0623 ACCADAGCDGGAI 0674
0624 ACGADADCOGGMA 0675
0625 ACGADACCDGGNA 0676
0626 ADCADAGCOGIAN 0677
0627 ACGADGNCDIACA 0678
0628 ACDADAICOGGAN 0679
0629 ACEADGICEHACA 0680
0630 ACEADGICFGACA 0681
0631 ACFADGLCEGACA 0682
0632 ACEADGICGKACA 0683
0633 ACGADGNCEKACA 0684
0634 ACFADGLCFLACA 0685
0635 ACFADGLOGLACA 0686
0636 ACGACGNCFLADA 0687
0637 ACGADGNCFLACA 0688
0638 ADGACGKCGIACA 0689
0639 ADGACCMGGLACA 0690
0640 ACGADGNCGMACA 0691
0641 ACDADDICAGEAG 0692
0642 ACGADGMCDGADA 0693
0643 ACGADADCDIGMA 0694
0644 ACDADAICDGGAN 0695
0645 ADDADAICOGIAQ 0696
0646 ACGADGMCEIADA 0697
0647 ACGADGMCFLADA 0698
0648 ACGADGMCGNADA 0699
0649 ADGADINOGIACA 0700
0650 ADGADINOGKACA 0701
0651 ADGADINOGLACA 0702
0652 ADGADINCGMACA 0703
0653 ADIACGNOGNADA 0704
0654 ADI ADI QCGNADA 0705
0655 AACBBDADBEBOG 0706
0656 AADBBDADBEBEI 0707
0657 ABBBBEEDAEEAD 0708
0658 ADBBBEEDAAIEB 0709
0659 ABEBBEHDABEKA 0710
0660 BBEBAEBEAHHAN 0711
0661 ABCBCGBCCDACA 0712
0662 CCCBACBCADBAC 0713
0663 AABBCCACCEBCC 0714
CCBBABCEDCACA
ABBBCACCECCAD
ABCBCACCEGCBA
ABBBCCECCEAAD
ACCBBACDEGCAB
ABDBCOGCOGAAB
ABBBCAECEACCH
ABEBCOGCOGABA
ACCBBABDEDCDA
ACCBBCDDABGFA
ABBBCAECEECAD
ADBBCAACEEGCB
CBCBAEBCADGAG
ABEBCABCEHCGA
ACEBBABDEH CDA
ACCBBEDDABGFA
ACEBBCDDABGKA
ABCBBEGDACEEA
ACBBBAEDEECAG
ACBBBAEDEACEI
ADBBOGECGEAAB
CBCBAEBEADIAG
COGBABEEDIABA
ACBBBCEDAEGAI
ABEBCEICEIABA
CBEBAEHCABGIA
ACBBBEEDAEGAG
ABEBBEIDACEIA
ACEBBEHDABGKA
CBEBAEHEABINA
CBEBAEBEAHIAN
ADEBBABDEDEHA
ADEBBEDDABIKA
ADBBBAEDEAEEK
ABEBBEKDADEHA
ADBBBEEDAEIAK
DBEBAEBEADKAI
ADEBBEHDABIKA
DBEBAEBEAHKAN
DBEBAEHEABKNA
ACBBCACCCCEAC
CDCBACDCCBACA
ACCBCABCCDECA
ACBBCACCECDAC
ACCBCACCCAEEB
ACBBCAACCEECC
AACBCCACCCBEG
ABCBCAACECOGC
CCCBAACECAOGB
ACCBCAACCCEGB
ACBBCACCCOGAG
0715 ACCBCACCCAGGB 0766
0716 CCDBABCEDCACA 0767
0717 ACCBCABCEDDCA 0768
0718 CCCBACBCADEAG 0769
0719 CCCBACBEADEAC 0770
0720 CEEBACDCCBACA 0771
0721 ACCBBAADECCEC 0772
0722 CCCBAABECDCAE 0773
0723 CCCBAABECDCEA 0774
0724 AACBCCACCEBDF 0775
0725 ABCBCADCEFCAC 0776
0726 ABCBCACCEGCDA 0777
0727 ACCBCDCCPGABA 0778
0728 CCGBACDCAFBAC 0779
0729 ACCBCABCCDGGA 0780
0730 ABEBCCECOGACA 0781
0731 ABCBCAECEGCAC 0782
0732 ACBBCAECCAEOG 0783
0733 CCEBAABECHCAC 0784
0734 CCFBACCCAGBAE 0785
0735 ACBBCACCECFAG 0786
0736 ABCBCACCEACGG 0787
0737 ACCBCECOGGABA 0788
0738 COGBACCCAGBAE 0789
0739 ACDBBACDEGCCA 0790
0740 ACCBBACDEGCAD 0791
0741 ACCBCDFCFDAAB 0792
0742 ACDBBCCDAOGGA 0793
0743 CCCBACDEABEEA 0794
0744 ABEBCCECCEADA 0795
0745 ACCBCAACEEDFB 0796
0746 ACCBBACDEACGE 0797
0747 ACEBBACDEICCA 0798
0748 ACEBCABCCDEIA 0799
0749 ACBBCAECEADCI 0800
0750 ADBBCACCECGAF 0801
0751 CBDBAECCACGAF 0802
0752 ABCBCAFCEDCAG 0803
0753 ACCBCABCEDPGA 0804
0754 CDCBACCEGGABA 0805
0755 AADBCCACCEBGG 0806
0756 CCCBACBEADGAG 0807
0757 ACCBBACDEACGG 0808
0758 ACCBBCEDAAGGC 0809
0759 ACEBBCCDAOGIA 0810
0760 ACEBCABCCDGIA 0811
0761 CCCBACDEABGIA 0812
0762 ACCBBCCDAGGAI 0813
0763 ACCBBCCDAGGAL 0814
0764 ABCBCEECEGACA 0815
0765 ABEBCACCEICEA 0816
ACBBCAECCEEAI
ABCBCAECEACFI
ABCBCAGCEECAG
CBEBAECCACGAG
ACCBCEGCGEAAB
CECBACCEIGABA
CCBBAAEECACIG
ABEBCACCE ICGA
ACBBCAECCEGAI
CBCBAEGCACGIA
CBCBAEGCACGLA
CFGBACCOGIABA
CGGBACCOGIABA
DCEBACBEADEAC
DCCBACDEABEGA
CCEBACDEABEGA
ACBBCAECEEDAG
ACCBBAEDEGCAE
CCCBAEBEADHAE
ABEBCADCEKCEA
ACCBBAEDEGCAG
CCEBACDEABGGA
ACCBBAEDEACGH
ACEBCABCEHDGA
ACCBBAEDEACGK
ADBBCAECEAGCK
CCCBAEBEADKAI
ACFBBACDEGCGA
ACEBCDGCFGABA
ABDBCAGCEGCAF
ACGBBACDEICGA
ACCBBCEDAGGAK
ACCBBCEDAGGAM
ACFBBCGDAOGLA
ACGBBOGDACGNA
ACBBCAECEEFAG
CCEBACBEAHEAI
ABEBCEHCEKACA
ACEBCABCEHFGA
CCEBACBEABGAI
ACEBCEICGIABA
CBCBAEGEACIKA
CBCBAEGEACIMA
CFGBACCEGGABA
CBFBAECCAGGAM
CGGBACCEIGABA
CBGBAECCAGGAN
DCEBACDEABEEA
ADCBBACDEAEGE
ACDBBAEDEICAE
DCCBAEDEABIGA
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0817 ADEBCABCEDGIA
0818 ACDBBAEDEACII
0819 AOGBBADDEKCFA
0820 ACDBBEGEACGGA
0821 ACDBBCEDAIGAN
0822 AGGBBCFDADGMA
0823 ADBBCAECEEGAK
0824 DCEBACBEAHEAI
0825 ABEBCEICEIADA
0826 ADEBCABCEHGGA
0827 CDGBACEBGIABA
0828 ACCBBEEBAGGAI
0829 ACCBBEETAGGAL
0830 ACEBBEIDAOGIA
0831 CBEBAECEAGIAK
0832 DBCBAEGEACKNA
0833 DGEBACCEGGABA
0834 DGFBACCEIGABA
0835 ACFBBBGDACGLA
0836 CBGBAEDCAPGAL
0837 ADEBCGGOGGABA
0838 ADEBCGICGIABA
0839 ACGBBEIDACGNA
0840 CCEBAEBEAHHAN
0841 CCEBAEBEAHKAN
0842 CEIEACEEINABA
0843 CBEBAEIEACINA
0844 CBEBAECEAIIAN
0845 CBEBAEIEACIPA
0846 CFGBACEEGIABA
0847 CBFBAECEAGIAM
0848 CGIBACEEINABA
0849 CBGBAECEAIIAP
0850 ADCBBAEDEAEGI
0851 DCEBAEBEADIAG
0852 ADGBBACDEIEGA
0853 ADCBBEEJDAGIAN
0854 ADGBBEGDACINA
0855 ACGBBEKDADGMA
0856 ADGBBEIDACINA
0857 DCEBAEHEABINA
0858 DCEBAEBEAHIAN
0859 IBEBAEIEACKPA
0860 DGKBACEEGIABA
0861 DBGBAECEAGKAN
0862 DGKBACEEINABA
0863 CBGBAEDEAKIAP
0864 DBGBAECEAIKAP
0865 DDEBAEBEADHAE
0866 ADDBBAEDEAEIH
0867 ADEBBEEDAIIAQ
0868 ADIBBADDEKEKA
0869 ADIBBEKEADIQA
0870 DDEBAEBEAHHAN
0871 DBEBAEKEADKRA
0872 DIKBADEEKIABA
0873 DIKBADEEKNABA
0874 DBIBAEDEAKKAR
0875 CCEBACCCACDAC
0876 CCTBACCCACDAE
0877 CCCBAACECACED
0878 ACDBCACCCCEEA
0879 CCDBACCEACECA
0880 ACCBCACCCAEGD
0881 CCDBAACECCOGA
0882 ACCBCAACECDGC
0883 CGDBACCOGCAAC
0884 ACDBCACCCCGIA
0885 CCEBAACECCCFA
0886 ACCBCAACCEEPC
0887 ACEBCACCCCEHA
0888 CFEBACCOGCAAC
0889 ACEBCACCCOGKA 
0 890 ACCBCADCEFDAC
0891 ACDBCACCEGDCA
0892 CDGBACFCCDACA
0893 ACDBCDCCFGACA
0894 CDEBACECCEACA
0895 ACCBCACCEADEE
0896 CCEBACCEACEDA
0897 DCEBACCEACECA
0898 ACCBCADCCFEAE
0899 ACCBCDGCFEAAC
0900 ACCBCAFCCDEAG
0901 CEGBACFCCQACA
0902 CCDBACCEACGGA
0903 CCGBAACECGCDA
0904 CCDBAACECGCAG
0905 ACCBCACCEADGG
0906 CGGBAACECICAD
0907 CCFBACCCAGDAI
0908 ACCBCADCCFGAI
0909 ACCBCAFCCDGAL
0910 CCGBACCCAGDAG
0911 CDIBACGCCGACA
0912 CEHBACECCEACA
0913 CCCBAAEBCACKE
0914 ACCBCAECCAEFG
0915 ACCBCACCEAFGE
0916 CCFBAACECGCEA
0917 CCEBACCEACGFA
0918 CCFBAACECGCAE
0919 CCEBAACECICAF
0920 ACCBCAECCGEAH
0921 CCCBAAEECACHG
0922 ACCBCAGCCEEAK
0923 ACFBCACCOGEGA
0924 ACGBCACCOGEKA
0925 ACCBCAECCGGAK
0926 CEKBAOGCCGACA
0927 ACCBCAGCCEGAM
0928 ACFBCACCOGGLA
0929 ACGBCACCCGGMA
0930 DCEBACCEACEEA
0931 ACCBCAECEADDH
0932 CDCBACDEGFACA
0933 ACCBCAFCEDBAG
0934 CDGBACGCCEADA
0935 COGBACDCAFDAG
0936 ACCBCAECEGDAE
0937 ADCBCACCEAGEE
0938 DCCBACEEAAEIC
0939 ACEBCACCEIDEA
0940 ACEBCDECFGACA
0941 ACCBCAECEADFK
0942 CCDBACCEAGEAG
0943 ADCBCACCEAGGE
0944 ACCBCAGCEEDAI
0945 CEIBACGCCEAnA
0946 ACDBCEECGIACA
0947 ACCBCADCEFFAG
0948 ACCBCAFCEDFAL
0949 COGBAADECFCGA
0950 ACDBCACCEGFGA
0951 ACFBCACCEGDGA
0952 ACGBCADCCFEIA
0953 CGDBACCEIGAAC
0954 ACDBCAGCCGEAI
0955 COGBAADECKCAG
0956 CCDBACCEAGGAL
0957 ACGBCACCEIDIA
0958 ACFBCDGCFLACA
0959 CFGBACDCGKACA
0960 ACGBCADCCFGNA
0961 ACGBCDICFLACA
0962 AOBCAGCOGGAN
0963 CGIBACDCGKACA
0964 CCFBACCEAGEAE
0965 CCEBACCEAIEAK
0966 ACCBCAECEAFFH
0967 ACCBCAECEGFAG
0968 CCFBACGEACEIA
0969 CFEBACCEGIAAC
0970 ACEBCACCEIFGA
0971 ACCBCAGCEEFAL
0972 COGBACGEACEKA
0973 COGBACCEAIEAH
0974 ACEBCEHOGKACA
0975 CCEBACCEAIGAM
0976 ACFBCACCEGFLA
0977 CCFBACCEAGGAI
0978 CFGBACECGIACA
0979 ACFBCEGCGLACA
0980 CCFBACGEACGNA
0981 ACGBCACCEIFLA 
09 82 COGBAOGEAOGKA 
09 83 COGBACCEAIGAK 
0984 CGKBACECGIACA 
09 85 ACGBCEKOGMACA
0986 CFLBACFCGMACA
0987 CFLBAOGOGLACA
0988 OGIBACFC(34ACA
0989 CGMBACGCGLACA
0990 ADCBCAECEAGDI
0991 ADCBCADCEFGAG
0992 ADCBCAFCEDGAL
0993 ACDBCAGCEGDAG
0994 ACGBCADCEKDGA
0995 ACGBCDGCFLADA
0996 CDEBACEEGGACA
0997 DCGBACCEAGEAE
0998 CEEBACDEIKACA
0999 COGBACFEADEGA
1000 ADCBCAECEAGFI
1001 DCFBACGEACEKA
1002 DCGEACCEAGEAG
1003 ADCBCAECEGGAI
1004 DCGBACGEACEI A
1005 ADCBCAGCEEGAN
1006 DCGEACCEAIEAH
1007 COBAECEAGHAI
1008 DOGBACCEAIEAK
1009 COGBACDEAKEAI
1010 CCDEAECEAGKAN
1011 CFGBACDEGFACA
1012 CCGBACFEADGLA
1013 ACDBCAGCEGFAL
1014 CDGBACFEGilACA
1015 AOGBCADCEKFIjA
1016 DGGBACCEIGAAC
1017 ADGBCACCEGGKA
1018 ADGKACCEGGMA
1019 ADGBCACCE1GIA
1020 ADGBCACCEIGLA
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1021 CDIBACGEGNACA
1022 AOGBCEICGNADA
1023 CCGBACDEAKGAN
1024 OGIBACDEIKACA
1025 OGIBADGCFGACA
1026 CGKBADGCFGACA
1027 OGIEADGCFLACA
1028 CGMBADGCFLACA
1029 CFUBAOGOGNADA
1030 ADGBCGICGLACA
1031 ADGBCGKCGMACA
1032 CGNBACGOGNADA
1033 CEHBACEEINACA
1034 CCEBABCEAIHAN
1035 CCEBAECEAIKAP
1036 CFGBACEEGGACA
1037 CCFBAECEAGHAI
1038 CEGBACFEIMACA
1039 CCFBAECEAGKAN
1040 CCGBAECEAIHAN
1041 CGKBACEEINACA
1042 CEKBAOGEIPACA
1043 CCGRAECEAIKAP
1044 CFLBACFEGMACA
1045 CFLBACGEGNACA
1046 CGUBACFEIMACA
1047 CGMBACGEIPACA
1048 DCGBACFEADEGA
1049 ADDBCAECEAGGH
1050 DCDBAEGEACIMA
1051 DCIBACDEAKEAI
1052 DGGBACDEGFACA
1053 CDGBAOGEGLADA
1054 ADDBCAGCEGGAM
1055 DGGBACDEIKACA
1056 ADIBCADCEKGNA
1057 CGNRADICFLADA
1058 ADIBCGNOGNADA
1059 DCEBAEIEACIPA
1060 DCFRAEGEACIKA
1061 DGIBACEBGGACA
1062 DCGBAECEAGIAK
1063 DCGBAECEAGIAM
1064 CCGBAEDEAKHAN
1065 DGIBACEEINACA
1066 DCGBAEIEACINA
1067 DGGBAECEAIIAN
1068 CEIBACGEIPADA
1069 DOGBAECEAIIAP
1070 CCGBAEDEAKKAR
1071 CFLBACGEGLADA
1072 DGIBACFEGMACA
1073 DGIBACFEIMACA
1074 DGNBACGEGNACA
1075 OGIBADGEKNACA
1076 DGNBACGEIPACA
1077 CGNBACGEIPADA
1078 CGKBADGEKPACA
1079 CdBADGEKNACA
1080 CGMBADGEKPACA
1081 DDGBAECEAGHAI
1082 DDGBAECEAIHAN
1083 DCGBAEKEADIPA
1084 DCIBAEDEAKIAP
1085 DGMBACGEGLADA
1086 DGMBAOGEIPADA
1087 DINBADGEKNACA
1088 DINBADGEKPACA
1089 CGNBADIEKRADA
1090 DDIBAEDEAKHAN
1091 DIQBADIEKRADA
1092 CCDGADCEACECA
1093 ACCCCAACDGGDC
1094 ACCCCADCDAGGC
1095 ACDCCACCDCGIA
1096 ACCCCAACEFFEC
1097 CCFCADCDAGCAE
1098 ACCCCAGCDAGDI
1099 COGCADCDAICAG
1100 ACCCCAGCDDGAM
1101 ACDCCACCEEFGA
1102 ACCCCADCEAFGE
1103 ACECCACCEEGKA
1104 ACCCCADCEGFAG
1105 ACCCCAGCEAFDK
1106 ACCCCAGCEDFAL
1107 ACFCCACCDGGLA
1108 ACGCCACCDIOIA
1109 ACCCCAFCEAFEG
1110 ACCCCAECEAFFH
1111 ACCCCAFCEEFAL
1112 ACECCACCE H FGA
1113 ACFCCACCEGFLA
1114 ACGCCACCEKFLA
1115 DCDCADOGACGEA
1116 CCECADEEACEQA
1117 CCDCADCEAEEAE
1118 CCDCAFGQACGIA
1119 ADCCCADCGAGGG
1120 ADCCCAGOGAGDN
1121 AOGCCADCDGGNA
1122 CCDCAGIDACINA
1123 CCFCADCEAGEAE
1124 CCECADCEAHEAI
1125 CCFCADGEACEIA
1126 CCGCADIEACEKA
1127 CCGCADCEAKEAI
1128 CCDCAFGEACGGA
1129 ADCCCAECGAGFI
1130 ADCCCAFCGAGEL
1131 AOGCCADCEIFLA
1132 CCDCAGIEACKNA
1133 CCFCAFCEAGGAI
1134 CCFCAFLDACGNA
1135 COGCAFCDAIGAN
1136 COGCAFLDACGLA
1137 CCFCAGLDACINA
1138 ADGCCACOGIGMA
1139 ADGCCACOGKGLA
1140 COGCAGCDAIIAQ
1141 COGCAQCiACINA
1142 CCECAECEAHBAN
1143 CCECAPGEACGFA
1144 CCFCAECEAGHAI
1145 COGCAECEAKHAN
1146 CCECAGKEACKPA
1147 CCFCAFCEAGGAI
1148 CCFCAFLEACGNA
1149 COGCAFCEAKGAN
1150 COGCAFLEACGMA
1151 CCFCAGLEACKNA
1152 CGGCAGCEAKKAR
1153 CCGCAGMEACKPA
1154 CCFCAPCFALLAR
1155 CCFCAFLGACLPA
1156 CCFCAFCGALLAR
1157 COGCAFLGACLSA
1158 COGCAFCGAMLAR
1159 CC3GCAGOGAMMAU
1160 DCECADEGACGGA
1161 DCDCAEEGACIHA
1162 DCFCADGGACGKA
1163 DCDCAFGGACLMA
1164 DOGGADQGAIGAG
1165 ADDCCAGCXaAGQM
1166 DOGCADCGAKGAI
1167 DOGCADIGACGNA
1168 DCGCADCGALGAL
1169 DCGCADOGAMGAN
1170 ADICCADOGNGNA
1171 DCDCAGIGACNQA
1172 DCECAEHGACINA
1173 DCFCAEGGACIKA
1174 DCECAFGGACLLA
1175 DOGCAECGAIIAK
1176 DCGCAECGAKIAN
1177 DCGCAEKGACIPA
1178 DCGCAECGALIAM
1179 DCGCAECGAMIAP
1180 DCECAGKGACNPA
1181 DCFCAFLGACLSA
1182 DGGCAFCGAILAN
1183 DCGCAFCGAKLAN
1184 DCGCAFCGALLAR
1185 DCGCAFLGACLRA
1186 DOGCAFCGAMLAR
1187 DCFCAGLGACNSA
1188 DOGCAGOGAINAQ
1189 DCGCAGOGAKNAR
1190 DCGCAGOGALNAS
1191 DCGCACMSACNUA
1192 DQGCAGC3GAMNAU
1193 DCGCADGGADGIA
1194 DCICADDGANGAM
1195 DCGCAEIGADINA
1196 DCICAEDGANIAP
1197 DOGCAFLGADLRA
1198 DCICAFDGANLAS
1199 DDGCAGOGAIMAN
1200 DDGCAGCGAKMAP
1201 DDGCAGCGALMAR
1202 DDGCAGOGAMMAU
1203 DCGCAGNGADNWA
1204 DINCADGGNQACA
1205 DINCADGGNRACA
1206 DINCADGGNSACA
1207 DINCADGGNGACA
1208 DCICAGDGANNAW
1209 DDICAGDGANMAU
1210 DIQCADIGNWADA
1211 DDIDAIDIAQQAA*
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JL Substitutional point defect clusters (a) 4.7 (b) 4.4, (c)
4.10, (d) 4.11, (e) 5.18, (f) 5.20 in an f.c.c. crystal
projected on to the (111) plane.
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Figure. 2.2 Crystallographically distinct clusters of 3, 4 and 5 point
defects in the face-centred cubic structure projected on to 
the (111) plane represented by a hexagonal cell. Ihe 
orientations of the nearest-neighbour vectors are shown in the 
top left corner; the indices of the vectors are given in 
table 2.1. Sites represented by the closed and open symbols, 
which may be superimposed, do not lie in the same plane. Hie 
configurations indicated by obelisks are the clusters for the 
2-dimensional hexagonal lattice.
Figui£u2al
Crystallographically distinct clusters of 3, 4 and 5 point
defects in the rhombohedral structure projected on to the (001) 
plane represented by a rhombic cell. T h e orientations of the 
nearest-neighbour vectors are shown in the top left corner; 
the indices of the vectors are given in table 2 .1 .

Figure. ,2.»:4
Crystallographically distinct clusters of 3, 4 and 5 point
defects in the body-centred orthorhombic structure projected on 
to the (001) plane represented by a rectangular cell. The 
orientations of the nearest-neighbour vectors are shown in the 
top left corner; the indices of the vectors are given in table 
2.1. Only selected clusters are shown. Hie remainder, when 
projected on to the (010) and (100) planes have corresponding 
configurations to those indicated here by an asterisk. Sites 
represented by the squares and closed and open circles, which 
may be superimposed, do not lie in the same plane.
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Figure. 2.5 Crystallographically distinct clusters of 3, 4 and 5 point
defects in the graphite structure. The orientations of the 
nearest-neighbour vectors are shown at the top centre, and the 
same cell is used to represent the clusters. The indices of 
the vectors are given in table 2 .2 .
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Figure 2.7 Crystallographically distinct clusters of 3, 4 and 5 point
defects in the diamond structure. The orientations of the 
nearest-neighbour vectors are shown in the top left corner,  
and the same cell is used to represent the clusters. The 
indices of the vectors are given in table 2 .2 .
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(Figure 2.8 Continue)
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Figure. 2 - 8 Crvstallographicallv distinct clusters of 3, 4 and 5 point
defects in the h.c.p. structure projected on to the basal 
plane represented by a hexagonal cell. The orientations of 
the nearest-neighbour vectors are shown in the top left corner 
of the first page? the indices of the vectors are given in 
table 2.2. Sites represented by the squares, closed and open 
circles, which may be superinposed, do not lie in the same 
plane.
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Figure .2.9 Close-packed pure clusters of four vacancies , and binary mixed 
clusters of three vacancies and one solute, on a square 
lattice. Each of the five columns shows the parent vacancy 
cluster and the corresponding distinct mixed clusters and the 
number of variants with equivalent sites for the mixed 
clusters. Hie ldtter sums to 4 for each of the five columns.
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Figure.2.111 Hie method of labelling lattice points for generalized 
characteristic representation matrices and vectors. In (c),
(e) and (f) the closed, half closed and open circles indicate 
solutes of types 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Hie clusters (a) -
(f) are described in the text:
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F ig u r e .2.11 Decorated topologies of mixed clusters of 1, 2, 3 and 4
points. The lines represent nearest neighbour bonds between 
sites, and the circles, short line, triangle and square 
represent four different species of substitutional atom. The 
gaps separate cluster topologies belonging to the eleven 
columns in table 2 .10.
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Figure 3.1 Single vacancy configuration in the diamond structure 
showing (a) the four dangling bonds around the vacant 
site and (b) the reconstructed bond configuration 
neglecting distortion.
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2.1.3 2.1.4
2.1.5
Figure 3.2 'The atomic structure and all five possible distinct 
reconstructed bond configurations of the divacancy in 
the diamond structure. Solid and open circles 
represent atoms and vacancies respectively. The 
effects of distortion are neglected. The reconstructed 
bonds are of types b V c V b V e 1, A V ,  C ^ E 1 and 
, respectively; see Fig.3.3.
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F i g u re  3 .3  Bond r e c o n s t r u c t io n s  b e tw e e n  f i r s t  t o  f i f t h  n e a r e s t
1 2  1neighbour atoms. Cases B , B and E involve only bond 
bending but A^, and have an additional bond
twisting component. In each case the distortion is 
symmetric and the angles of bending and twisting are as 
indicated.
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Figure 3.4 Schematic illustrations of selected reconstructed tri-
tetra- and pentavacancy clusters. Solid and open
circles represent atoms and vacancies respectively. 
Dotted lines indicate broken bonds and solid lines 
reconstructed bonds, all of which are bent. , Dangling 
bonds are shown by one pair of half solid lines in each 
diagram. The special case of the closed loop
hexavacancy, configuration 6 .1 .1 , which does not
contain dangling bonds, is also shown. The bond
classification for these clusters is given in table 
3.3.
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Figure.3.5 Schematic illustrations of the clusters with three four 
and five substitutional solutes. Circles and squares 
represent parent and solute atoms and dotted and dashed 
lines indicate solute-solute and parent-solute bonds 
respectively. The bond classification for these 
clusters is given in table 3.4.
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Fioure 3.6 Schematic illustrations of the selected reconstructed 
vacancy-solute clusters of two, three and four points. 
Solid and open circles represent parent atoms and 
vacancies respectively and solid squares represent 
substitutional solute atoms. Continuous, dashed and 
dotted lines are for parent-parent parent-solute and 
solute-solute bonds respectively. Ihe bond 
classification for these clusters is given in table 
3.5.
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Figure 4.1 Valence potential coordinates. Definitions of (a) bond 
bending and (b) bond twisting terms.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Bond stretching term Eb and (b) bond bending term 
Ee of the new interatomic potential for silicon.
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Figure 4.2 (c) Bond twisting component of the new interatomic 
potential for silicon.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Bond stretching term Ej, and (b) bond bending term 
Eg of the new interatomic potential for germanium.
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Figure 4.4 Parent-parent Vpp and parent-solute potential for
silicon with fj = 0.75 and =0.9.
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Figure 4.5 Variation of binding energy of a vacancy-solute pair in
germanium against the factors f. and f
1
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EXTRINSIC FAULT
(c)
INTRINSIC FAULT
Figure 5.1
Schematic projections along [01T] 
of the diamond structure with (a) 
a (111) extrinsic fault (b) a 
(111) intrinsic fault and (c) a 
(111) twin. The ...ABAB... 
stacking sequence of the (011) 
planes is indicated by filled and 
open circles.
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Figure 5.2 Two types of tetrahedral bonding arrangements: (a)
diamond structure (b) wurtzite structure. The top 
views of each show that if the upper set of three atoms
O
in (a) is rotated through 60 it will transform into 
(b). Thus the bond between atoms 1 and 2 in (b) is 
twisted by 60.
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Figure 5.3 The structures of the (211) twin boundaries projected 
on to the (01^ ) jDlane. The ...ABAB... stacking 
sequence of the (01T) planes is indicated by filled and 
open circles. The diagrams show (a) the coincidence 
structure with dangling bonds at C and D, (b) the 
reflection twin without dangling bonds, (c) the 
intermediate stage of the translation twin obtained 
from (a) by repositioning of the atoms C and D, and (d) 
the translation twin without dangling bonds obtained 
from (c) by translating the lower half by 1/4[011] + 
1/2[111]. The symbols E and F in_(b) represent bonded 
atom pairs displaced from the (022) planes as explained 
in the text and the vertical broken lines in (d) show 
the traces of the (111) planes.
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Figure 5.4 Relaxed spoke models of (a)rereflection and (b) 
(211) translation twin boundaries in the diamond
structure. The vertical lines show the traces of 
corrugated (111) planes. The bonds P and Q and the 
nodes f and g are discussed in the text.
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Figure 5.5 The energyYT of the (211) translation twin boundary 
in silicon using the Sinclair potential for (a) 
unrelaxed and (b) relaxed models, plotted against the 
parameter f which gives the boundary translation 
1/4C01T] +1T111]. Both of the energies are symmetric 
about the minimum at f = 1/2.
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Figure 5.6
(c)
Schematic projection along [110] 
of the diamond structure showing 
(a) the (113) stacking sequence 
of the perfect crystal and (b) 
and (c) (113) extrinsic faults of 
type I and II respectively.
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Figure 5.7 The structure of the (113) twin boundaries projected on 
to the [110] plane. The diagrams show (a) the 
coincidence structure with dangling bonds at C and D, 
(b) the reflection twin without dangling bonds. The 
symbols at E and F represent bonded atom pairs 
displaced from the (220) planes as explained in the 
text.
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Figure 5.8 The structures of the (122) twin boundaries projected
on to the (011) plane. The diagrams show (a) the first 
stage of the translation twin, note that the two atoms 
C, C* are extremely close to each other, (b) the 
translation twin obtained from (a) moving the lower 
half by 1/4[411], (c) the reflection twin obtained from 
(a) by removing a (18,36,36) plane containing atoms C 
and C' and readjusting atoms D, E and E1 (see text).
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Figure 5.9 The coincidence structure of the (233) twin boundary 
projected on to the (011) plane. Note that coincidence 
atoms A and A* have two-fold and six-fold co-ordination 
respectively.
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Figure 5 .1 0  The structures of the (2 3 3 )  twin boundaries projected 
on to the (0 1 1 )  plane. Diagrams (a) and (b) show the 
translation twins without dangling bonds obtained from 
Fig. 5 .9  by translating the lower half by 1 /2 C 3 1 1 ] and 
4 /1 1 [3 1 1 ]  respectively alongwith adjustment of a few 
individual atoms as described in text. Diagrams (c) 
and (d) on the next page show the twins without 
dangling bonds and are obtained from the structure of 
Fig. 5 .9  by removing and readjusting the atoms near 
the boundary by different magnitudes in two consective 
periods of the boundary as described in the text.
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(CONTINUED)
Figure 5*10
187
[211]
 > [111]
Figure.5.11 Possible structure of {211} twin boundary in GaAs 
projected on to the (011) plane. T h e squares and 
'circles represent the atoms at 0 [011] & 1/4[011] and
the triangles pointing up and down are at 1/8 [011] & 
-1/8[011] height from the plane of paper respectively. 
Ga and As atoms are represented by different colours.
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Figure.6.2 The structure of the (211) translation twin boundary projected 
on to the (011) plane. The ...ARAB... stacking sequence of 
the (0ll) planes is indicated by filled and open circles.
The diagrams show two possible vacancy configurations when 
atom D is removed. The symbol at F in (a) represents a bonded 
atom pair.
